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YOL. 1.
or die; shall we stand or fall?
Liberty and
law have lieen by our grand Constitution married ; shall they he divorced ? We believe that
what God has joined together man, shall not
put asunder. For that we fight. For that we
are striving by all the vigor of our thought,
by all the contribution of means, by all the
baptism of blood. It was not the tax standing
by itself that troubled our fathers, it was the
principle of tyrrany—the abnegation of right
underlying it—that madejthelr blood boil. It
is not that we love Georgia or Alabama so enthusiastically that we can not do without
them. Hut it is the destruction of our Nationality—the destruction of our Federal Union. THAT WE WILL NOT HAVE. This is What
we are striving for.
And now in view of such conclusion, what
do wc need ? We need first of all to keep
ourselves true to our purpose.
We must
stand together. To lie sure, we cannot all
alike.
It
Is
think
uatural each should have
certain preferences, and desire his plan rather
than another’s should lie pursued. We have
a right to debate and a
right to criticise; but
in debate and in criticism the one great
purpose must not lie lost sight of. We must be
unconditionally loyal to that. A general you
prefer alxive all others has lieen removed.
You may question the expediency of such a
movement, but do not therefore refuse to accord the largest aup|mrt to his successor. We
have nothing to do in these days with the fortune of Individuals.
Why! all the actors in
this tragedy will he swept off the stage
soon;
and every one will rise or siuk to his true level; but the great principles now at stake must
be carried on to the fulfillment oftheir
course,
by n« and to our honor, or without us to our
disgrace. Party must not block our way.
The high ambition of our souls should be to
live and die faithful to the noble cause or
justice and right—law and liberty our
country
stands for—to live and die patriots.
Another need we have, and that is—not
more
men
hut more man.
Where is our
Washington? Whom shall the heart and
brain of the nation elect as the great leader?
What man can we find who can out-watch the
stars and breast the storm?
Who shall be
Pharos light to warn from shoals and guide to
the haven of sunshine and safety ?
Th is is the great need which looks up to
heaven in prayer for satisfaction. God grant
such an one to ns, and if he is nlready in our
mid-t, let the soul of ail this people recognize
and revere him!
But while we pray God to give us in our
present, as he graciously granted in the past,
a Great Leader—let us be faithful to our individual reponsihililies. For the great emergency—the va«l proportions of which wc ha ve
there must be dishardly as yet surveyed
played a general and complete uprising of Na-
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It was the women of the Revolution who
And to-day
gave heart and soul to its cause.
the appeal must be .made to the women of
America, that by Lite exercise of their influence. so potent for good or evil as it is well or
ill directed, fathers and brothers, lovers aud
sons, may lie roused when indifferent, cheered
when disheartened, applauded when the spirit
of self-saeriflee and devotion to our country's
cause is manifested.
And more and more do
we need at home and in the Held, liy word and
deed, to have a manhood quickened throughout our land who—if we may believe the accounts given of our Maine troops—shall have
all the grit belonging to New England soil,
multiplied by all the pluck indigenous to llie
West, where, as in the case of Rosecraus,
men never know when they are beaten.
Vet, with all our seeking for and employment of human instrumentalities, let us not
forget our God.
In the history of the Alexandrian church,
this legend is extant. When, at the council
of Nice, the names of the bishops were called
over to confirm the decrees of Hie council, although there were only 318 prelates, occupying just as many thrones when seated, when
they arose they counted 319.
The legend is explained by regarding the
welcome Intruder *s the
mysterious hut
Holy Ghost, present to sanction thu results of
the couucil.
And when in the great Judgment day of
history the counsellors of our nation shall be
numbered, the roll of our armies shall lie called,
the record of our private and public lives shall
lie read, let it be found that everywhere God’s
presence has lieen sought for and found—that
everywhere God's presence has given wisdom,
strength, zealous determination, and august
and heavenly sanction to our great cause.
If only this presence be secured, the host* of
heaven shall encamp round about us. Victory shall raise its standard, and, from where the
Pacific wave washes the golden shore of California. to where the white-edged surges ol the
Atlantic break upon the coast of Maine, thu
h allelujahs of a nation, re-united in fraternal
love, liberty, and justice, shall sweep across
the level prairies and broad lakes, break into
glad echoes amid our forests ami thousand
hills, aud as the sound of our rejoicing climbs
the celestial heights ol the city of our God,
angelic hosts shall add the grand refrain: GloPeace on earth,
ry to God in Hie highest.
good will to men.

What we Strive for and What
we Need.

Closing Extract from an Address on WtuhinytoH and Our Timet,” delivered in Park
Street church, Sunday evening, Feb. 22, by
Rev. Jo*. F. Loverino, pastor.
Our times! Let us be persuaded, these are
indeed our times. It has been our boast to recall other day*. We have eulogized those who
in the |>a*t rose above the temptations or ease
and sloth;spurned a peace to be purchased by
no more costly payment—if we cannot by dollars and cent*—than three pence a
pound on
tea;and because of a principle which they
dared not for conscience, sake ignore, withstood the proud and scornful tyranny of a nation the foremost on earth.
Think of this, ye who know the valor which
old Massachusetts manifested in those
y*. In 1774 General Thomas Gage declared
himself so sure of conquering the rebels, as he
termed them, that he engaged with five regiments to keep Boston quiet. Boston which
owns Faneuil Hall—the cradle of Liberty—
Boston the birth-place of Franklin—the residence of Johu Hancock. Gen. Thomas Gage
was to conquer that city with five regiments;
for, said he to King George III: “The American* will be Hon* only a* tong as the English
are lambs.”
This was in 1774, remember, one short year
before the skirmish at Lexington, when the
British troops, “who in the morning had
marched through Roxbury to the tune of
‘Yankee Doodle,’ might have been seen at
sunset handed along the old Cambridge road
to Charleston neck by mere armed yeoinanou-

Sod

ry.”*

What shame and disgrace Gage must have

felt, since only a short time previously one of
his officers had written to England concerning
the Americans,“he that can run the fastest,
will think himself well off.” Soon followed
the battle of Bunker Hill; and then the lust
shadowy foundation for conceit was dispelled
by his recall home. “Poor Gage,” writes
Horace Walpole, “is to lie the scapegoat for
what was a reason agatust employing him—in-

capacity."

We W Portland, Maine—then Falmouth,
Mass., have special reason to remember those
days. For by direct command of Gen. Gage
to Admiral Graves, Lieut. Mowat In command
of several vessels came to anchor off this city,
on
the 11 th of October, 1775, and dispatched a letter demanding the Immediate and complete surrender of the town. Two hours were
given “to remove,” in the language of the order, “the human species out of the town.” The
terms were not complied with, and as before
agreed the red pennant was run up at mast
head; 139 dwelling houses and 228 stores were
burnt, and besides, nil vessels in the harbor
were either carried away or destroyed.!
These, and how many other remarkable facts
recorded in history, are the boast of our country's memory. But not to memory alone have
we to look.
Our times, ours by the purchase
of sturdy resolve, brave sacrifice, lavish expenditure of means, wonderful uprising of an
enthusiastic patriotism which counts hloni! and
agony of little worth—these times are great
and glorious. Sometimes it has seemed as
though the heroes of the past must look down,
from the heavenly heights they have won, in
painful anxiety; but the course of our affairs
thus far must have given them, as it has given
us a cheerful augury from the character of
those who toil and strive in our country's liehalf. To enumerate details, to specify particular Instances, to seek by wilful means to stir
your teal and quicken your will, would degrade the sincerity in which we all live. What
we strive for, and what we need, are the two
great matters of immediate aud all-absorbing
interest.
What are we striving for? Some will answer, the utter and entire subjugation of those
in arms against us. Or, to express it more precisely, the subjugation of the South.
Others declare It to lie the universal emancipation of those who from ancient habit have
been and still are under the bait of that na-

:

Thou who ordainest. for the land’s salvation,
Famine, aud fire, aud sword and lamentation,
Now unto thee we lilt our
God save the Nation I
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DR. WALTER R. JOHNSON
DENTIST,
Desires to call the attention of persons in want of
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
n that department of dentistry, lately invented by
to explain its
him. He would be
and show specimens or it, to any who may fkvor him
with a call. He also continues to tit teeth on Gold,
Silver sad Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth filled
him
are warranted to be as useful and durable as if they
had never decaved.
OTOflics2291 (’ongrew street, two doors west of
New City Hall and Court House.
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supplication—

the brave blood that fioweth like a river.
Hurl Thou a thunderbolt from out Thy quiver!
Break Thou the strong gate,! Kvery fe.ter shiver!
Smite and deliver!

Stay Thou

foes,

turn them to derision,
Till through the bh»od-red Valley of Decision,
l’eace ou our field, shine, like a prophet's vision,
Greeu aud elysian !
our

or

•Irving’s Life of Washington. Vol. 1. Chapter
XXXVI!
t

Irviug’s

Life of Washington. Vol. II.

Chap.

VI.
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aiisurd and shortsighted proposition, than that urged by certain newspapers in and out of this city—that
the U. S. < oast Survey should be suspended,
in order ttiat i»s employes may lake a direet
part in the lighting operations of the war.
These persons seem to suppose that modern
warfare is simply a matter of
shooting and
; bayoueting, that science, skill and intellect
1 have no part in it, and that no far-reaching preparations are required in the conduct of naval
I and military operations.
Out of the small force now engaged on the
Coast Survey, there are no less than
fortyone skilled persons employed, in their
approin
for
furnishing
naval and milpriate sphere,
itary expeditions the reconnoissances and surtional disgrace we term slavery.
vey's absolutely necessary to the progress of
Both these answers, however, while I willthose expeditious; and If the Coast
Survey
ingly grant the high privilege of others to operations were now suspended,
every one of
decide differently
1 reject.
these persons would actually and
summarily
We do not war against the South os the South,
be withdrawn from the military and naval seronly against that spirit existing there or here vice of the country
altogether.
which is destructive of our governmental esAdmiral Dupont has twelve of these emtablishments. We jeek not to emancipate beservices he acknowledges in
ployes—whose
cause of
emancipation—only it must not Hand glowing terms—making surveys
on the coasts
in the way of our success.
of South Carolina and Georgia, essential to
In 1774 Patrick
Henry scouted the idea of the. fleets as well as to
completing the chart of
sectional distinctions.
All America,” said
the coast. One of these
survey parties reshe, is thrown into one mass ; where are your
cued the transiKirt Pilot
Iioy, of Gen. Fosland marks
your boundaries of colonies?
ter’s expedition, and towed her to Port
RoyThey are all thrown down, J am not a Viral, thereby saving to the Government neariy
glnian, hut an American.”
enough to pay the whole expense of the surWe urge on this
war, not against the South
vey for the year, Insides rescuing from death
as the South, but
against that which offends
many of our gallant soldiers.
the great and fundamental
principles underAdmiral Porter in a recent
report, praises
lying our national life. We do not war for highly the officers of
this survey who are with
emancipation. If emancipation lie necessary him, and
of
speak*
their
services
on the Yato secure the grand
purpose for whlch'we conzoo and the Arkansas in the
^
strongest terms.
11 ^ ^ ^
proclaimed not only by the
In fact, from every inland and coast naval of( Inef
Magistrate, but endorsed by the individ- ficer comes but
one voice in the matter, and
ual people.
that ig, that the work of the coast
survey and
If subjugation be
the services of its officers are
necessary, let it he made.
indispensable.
If by soothing poultices and mild medicaBesides
these
more obviou* lalnirs of the
ments a cancer on a man’s limb can be eradithere were the enormous number of
cated, let poultices and salves be used. If corps,
thoumwl
.forty-five
copies of maps and charts
these will not do, take the knife. If the knife
furnUhcd to naval and military authorities
cannot reach the roots, take Are and burn it
from the Coast Survey Office, betweeu the 1st
out. Any way the life of the
patient must he of January last year, and the 12th of Februasaved. If thy hand offend thee, cut it off. If
ry, instant. Operations on at least one-half
thy eye offend thee, pluck it out; it is better of the Southern
territory could not be profor thee to enter into life maimed or blind,
jected, much less executed, without these
rather than having two hands ot two eyes to
charts which are constantly being gotten up
be cast into hell-Are.
and completed.
What we contend for mainly and determinThere are many other services of a kindred
edly is National Existence, shall we live nature rendered to the nation, iu the conduct
•
—

I

no

more

Proposals for Materials for the
Navy.
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undersigned
prepared
THE
United States Government, filOO Bounty Mouey,
Back
for heirs of Officers
Soldiers
to obtain from the

dying

or

Invalid

Pensions,

Established for Officers and 8oldiers. wounded or
disabled by sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

Fonslons
Procured for widow* or children of officer* and Soldiers who have died, while iu the service ol the United .States.
Prize Money, Pension*, Bounty and Back Pay collected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fe,.-*, for each Pensiou obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will receive
prompt attention.
Poet Office address
SETH E. BEED1

COMPANY,
96.734 OA
Cash in hands of Ageuts, Ac., 6,3 0 22
Bond,
192 44
Dubuque
City
Interest accrued and unpaid,
2,368 93
United States 7 3-10 Treasury
2,520 00
Notes,
Debts secured by mortgage,
53,700 00
Loans on personal security,
1,600 00
Bauk Stock, as per schedule,
79,870 00
M
M
Railroad Stock,
10,«M9 00
124 09
Bills Receivable,

NO. 212.

Office furniture, library. Ac.,

998 27 165,216 09
AMOUNT OP LIABILITIES.
f/Mses adjusted and due—None.
Losses adjusted and not due—None.
Loss* unadjusted,
95,936 73
All other claims agaiust the Company—None.
Amount of Fire Risks still in force,
97,775.372
a. w. Chapin, president.
SANFORD J. HALL,

Secretary.

8ta

b of

Massachusetts, I

County (if Hampden, f
Springfield, Nov. 21st, 1862.
Subscribed and sworn to by the above A. W. ChaJ.
before
me.
E. Freeman,
and
S.
Hall,
pin
Justice of the Peace.

jySinceNov. l«t thft rompany have
their Capital 950,000—making it
Losses adjusted and promptly paid by

KarsUKKCK*:

Hon.

It. Hall,
8cc't or State,
Nathan Dane,

Jowph

•epWd&wHtf

9200,000

Company,

William)ftew York,

InsuranceftgainMt Marine and Inland Navigation Kinks).
Assets,

over

Seven Million Dollars,

VIZ:—

United states and State of New York
Stock. City, Bank and other Stocks, 92.626.960 58
Loans secured by Stocks.andotherwise, 1,446.220 47
Real Estate and Bunds and Mortgages,
233,760 00
Dividends on Stocks, Interest on Bonds
and Mortgages and other Loans.sundry
Notes, re-insuranee and other claims
due the Company, estimated at
122.388 53
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
2,464.062 86
Cash in Bauk,
237.402 20

■F The

whole

87,130,794 64
Profits of the Company revert to

the amurid, and

divided

are

annua llt, upon the
the year, and for which
bearing interest, uutil re-

Premiums terminated
Certificatesare

during

issued,

Dividend Jan. 27th, 1863, 40 per et.

Auicakta. Me.

Hon.

Increased

ELIPHALET WEBSTER, Agent,

Mutual Insurance

8tatcTroa»urrr.

for I lie Nick and Woaaded
S oldiero.
Armr Committee of the Portland Young
Men’s Christian Association would most earnestly appeal to all Christians, and to ail other beuevo*
lent persous of Maiuc, for aid iu carrying out the
Christian Commis-ion. in ministering to the
physical
and spiritual want* of our soldiers. It distribute*; its
stores by means of Christian men. who go among
the soldiers without pay, and give personally to those
who need, accompanying such distributions by words
of cheer and religious counsel. Orer seventy such
men were on the battle-field in Maryland, doing all
that Christian svmpathv could devise tor the wounded and dviug
Many a brave heart wa* made to rejoice, aad many a wounded soldier owes his life to
the timely assistance rendered by these men. Immediately on receipt of the news of the battle at Murfreesboro, twentv-four men were despatched from the
various Young Men’s Christ tan 4*s<>nafions. with a
large amount of *tores for the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience, the conviction that they are in the
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their mission, according to the examples set by onr
Divine Master, who made the body of man the object of hi* miracles, and his soul the object of hi* doc-

Help

THE

trine.

Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulant*, and many other articles that are not usually
contributed.
Donations of monev, bible*. tracts, magazine*, religioa* newspapers, clothing, or stores of any kind,
are earnestly solicited, all of which can tie sent to the
office of Dr. Walter K. Joassov, 22S*j Congress
street, two doors west of New City Hall and Court
House, and the contributors may be assured they will
be applied to tbe relief of the sick and needy soldiers.
Henry H. Burges*. Andrew.!, ('base, Jacob Chase
Jr., David B. Kicker, Walter K Johnson, Army Comnut tee of Young Men’s Christian Association.
teb42m

"BLACKWOOD’S MAGAZINE,
-AED THE-

The Profits of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July, 1342. to the 1st of
January. 1362, for which Certificates
were issued, amount to
Additional from 1st January, 1862, to 1st

812,758,780

January, 1863,

1.740,000

Total profits for 30$ years,
f 14.493,730
The Certificates previous to 1861, have
beeu redeemed by cash,
10,278,560
TRUSTEES.
Shn D Jones, A. P Pillot,
Jos C.aillard, Jr..
Charles Dennis, Leroy St. Wiley, J. lienr Burgv.
W. H. II Moore, Dan*! S. Miller, CoruetiutGriuuell,
Thos. Tileston,
8. T. Nicoll.
C. A. Hand.
Josh'a J.Henry, Watts .Sherman,
Henry Coit,
W.C. rtakengill, Geo t».Hobson, E. E Morgan.
Lewis Curtis,
David Lane,
B.J. Howland,
Chas. H. Russell. James Bryce.
BeiiJ. Babcock,
Lowell Holbrook, Wm.Sturgis.Jr., Fletcher Westrar,
H K Bogert,
P. A. Hargous,
R R Mitturn.Jr,,
A. A Low,
U. W Burnham,
Meyer <vans,
Wfi. E. Ikhtfs, Pred 4 hannoer.
Royal Pfc. Ips,
Caleb Bars tow, Dennis Perkins, James Low.
JOHN D. JONES. President.
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President.
W H H. MOORE, 2d Vice Pres't.
CT Applications forwarded and OPEN POLICIES

procured

hr

JOIIY W. BUGGER,
No. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portland, Maine
tel»9 lined llraeodft w6t34

TO THOM WHO PAT PROMPTLY 15 ADVANCE.

JOHN E. DOW,
Narine, Fire & Life Insurance

Agency.

Liverpool and London Fire and Life Insurance Co.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER Slrf,000,000.
Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., of the City
of New York. No. 104 Broadway.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER #000.000.
Profits annually divided. 75 per cent, to the dealers.

Of Hartford. Ct.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 8360,000.

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..
the cost of
'NOTWITHSTANDING
reprinting
11 these Periodical* ha* more than doubled
in consequence of the euormou* rise iu the price of pa|*r.
and of a general advance in ail other expense*—and
are reducing the
notwithstanding other
size or increasing the price of their publications, we
shall continue, for the year 1SH3, to furnish ours comPL*T*. as heretofore, at the old rates, viz
1. THE LONDON QUARTERLY, Conservative.

publishers

TIIE EDINBURGH REVIEW, Whig.
S. THE NORTH BRITISH REVIEW. Free Church.
4. THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW. Liberal.
6. BLACKWOOD’S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE,
2.

Hampden Fire Insurance Co..
Of Springfield, Mans.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8300,000.

Insurance

$3 per

6
7
8
8
6
7
9
For Blackwood and the four Reviews, 10

annum.

and Karine Ins.

"

Bamoor, Mk.

Cub Capital, paid in and invested according to law,
•100,000.

M
M
**
"

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins. Co.

M
M

We also

GUIDE,

By Hznry Stephens, of Edinburgh, and the late
J. P. Norton, of Yale College. 2 vols., Boyal Octa o. 1400 page* and numerous Engravings,
Bv mail f7.
Prk'X—96 for the two volumes
L. SCOTT k CO.
febl4 tf

Styles nnd Qualities

Boots. Shoe*, and Rubber*, for men. women,
bovs. misses, and children, constantly on hand
and for sale at the lowest prices at ray Acir Store,
353 Congress street. (T. 8. File*’ old stand.)
My
old patron* and purchasers generally are invited to
call and sec what bargains 1 can give.

OF

REPAIRING
AND
Done to order
fob 3—dim

MANUFACTURING,
neativ, promptly, and at low prices.
8Ami el bell,
353 Cougress, near Oreeu street.

Republicans of West brook, and all other* in
favor of sustaining the Government in putting
down the rebellion, are requested to meet in caucus
at the Meeting House at Brighton Corner, Thursday,
Feb. 2*»th. at 4 o'clock P. M., to nominate candidates
for Town Officer* for the rusuing election.
Per order of Town Committee.
td
Westbrook. Feb. 19, 1863.

THE

JEtna Life Insurance

attention of Music Dealer* and Bookseller
is called to a new National Hong, *' FAIR COLUMB1A,” by Euoknk Batc hklder. Any ono
enclosing 20 oent* in Postal Currency to W. Paine or
11. Packard, Portland, Me., will have a copy sent to
him by mail, postage paid. Liberal aiscouut to the
trade.
jan27 eodeowd&w83

THE

Luxuriant VVhi.krr* ami .Tlou*tackes
hr grown in fix wetkt, by using Dillutobox,

Corner

Price 60 cent,
LOKINti’S Drug store.
and
Federal
Street..
Exchange
•

Company,

Uautpobd, Comm.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *800,000.
Or

Wllk Street*

PHILADELPHIA.

A, boiler iron ; F. miscellaneous tools for
gineers; Q, sperm oil; R, ship chandlery.
Class

BROKER.

en-

OFFICE

WABHIBOTO*.

ol

FROST

Portland.

Liverpool,

N. York &

Philadelphia

HTEAMSUIP COMPANY,
—

AMD THE-

Bay State Line of Steamers,
VIA FALL RIVER TONEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

TICKETS FOR SALE.
UT“Insures Buildings, Vessels in port, Merchan*
dizc, Household Furniture. Ac., against loss by Fire.
*100,000 taken on any desirable Risk.

paid at the Portland Office.
ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.

No. lOO CoinmerclHl Street.

am aria it raoer.

TJABTKTLAK Attention (Iran to CUTTING u4
A
MAKING B0Y8* GARMENTS, by

Class No. 1. White Oak Logs: 3, White Oak Promiscuous Timber; 4. Whit* Oak Plank; 6, Yellow
Pine Logs; 11, White Pine Logs, Plauk, and Boards:
13. Ash
and Plank; 24. Brushes; 25, Iron; 28,
8teei; 27. Irou Spikes; 28. Iron Nails; 30. Lead; 31,
Zinc and Tin: 36. White Lead; 37. Zinc Paints; 38,
Colored Paints. Dryer; 39. Linseed Oil; 41, Glass;
48, Pitch and Rosin; 44, Kish Oil.

A. D.

Logs

BLIACBEB FLAX BUCK, V1TI BLIB STRIPES.
(A substitute for Cotton.)

I ML1ACI1 D CASVAS, WITH RED STRIPE,
Of various

descriptions.

ALL FROM A O Non. 1 TO 6.
ALSO ON HAMD

BOLT

ROPE
For

CORDAGE, AC.,
sale by

LE MESURIER k CHAMPION,
St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
HF"Samples on band, and orders taken bv
J T. PATTEN A CO.,
Oct. 11—6m
Front Street, Bath.

TaU*r,

An,. «. 18*3.

_P»rtls»d.

dly

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO.

Class No. 1. White Oak Logs; 2, White Oak Keel
Pieces; 8, White Oak Promiscuous Timber; 4, White
Oak Plank ; 10. White Pine Mast Timber; 11, White
Pine; 14. Ash Oars: 16. Hickory, Batts, and Handspikes; 16, Black Walnut, Cherry; 21. Cedar: 26.
Iron; 26, Steel; 27, Iron Spikes; 28. Iron Nails,
(wrought, cut); 80, Lead; 31. Zinc, Tin; 83, Hardware; 34, Tools for Stores; 38; White Lead; 37.Zinc
Paints; 38.Colored Paints; 39.Lfn«3ed Oil; 41,Glass;
44. Fish Oil. Tallow, Soap; 46. Miscellaneous, Dry
Goods, Hair Cloth, aud Ship Chandlery.

DBALBBB

VBOI.CALI

wre, vn sTrrrs, class iau.

FLUID, KER08EHE OIL, he.,
M Couuerelal Street, Tkoaai

J«t»dAwly

PHILADELPHIA.

JOBS T. ROGERS A

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
AHD VUULMALS

Floor, Provisions and
Ho. 129 Commercial

vuais,

'll

-fi-

or the A. A. g. M
U. 8. A., I
K,»rt Preble, H»ine. Peb 4th. 1968. f
PR IPOSAL8 will be receded at thU
office until Monday. March 19th. 1993. at 12 o’clock M.. for (500) five hundred cords of hard, eeasoned. merchantable wood—one hundred and twentyeight cubic feet to the cord. The wood to be delivered on the wharf at Fort Preble iu lota of 50 cords
or npwards. as tnav be required.
All the wood to be delivered on or before the first
day of May next.
No
for less than fifty cords will be re-

SEALED

CBAl.t. kOOIBI.

janlfea

Ladies* Biding Habits, *e.,

M

of

the United
17, 1362.

“Home

Again!”

THE

Washington Street Bakery,

where will be tnanufbctnred the rarietire of BREAD
found In aimilar eetabiisbroeota; and be hopee,
by
cloee application to buidnaaa. and aa eadearor ta
pleaae, to merit a abart of patronage.

M. BRADISH.
ooon FAMIL T FLOUR by tba barrel, or la laaa
quantities'
deed tf

PROPOSALS FOB BEEF.

I. L. WINSLOW, AffBt,

I
OrncxoFTBxA C. 8 LT. 8. A.,
“Fort Preble. Maine. Feb. 4th,1*68.
PROPOSAL* will be received at this
office until Monday, March 9th, 1968. at 12 M.,
for the sapplv of fresh beef to all the troops stationed at the fortifications in Portland Harbor. Maine,
lor one year, or sach time as the Commissary Gentral shall direct. The beef to be of tbe best quality
iu Quarters, with an equal proportion of each (necks
and shanks to be excluded)
Each bid must be accompanied by the names of two responsible persons
to enter into a sutflemut boud as sureties tor the faithful performance of the contract.
The A. C. 8. reserves the right to reject nay or all
bids tor reas ns conceived by him of benefit to tbe
Government. All contracts will be submitted to the
Commissary General for approval.
Proposals must be indorsed “Proposals for tarnishing fresh beef to tbe command at Fort Preble,
Me.” Bidders are invited to be present at (be openHENRY INMAN.
ing of the bids
1st Lieut. 17th Infhntry U. 8. A. A. C. 8.
feb7 dtd

■▲HUFAprritxR

I

y

in nui HscuniM ir iaciubi.
Steam Coaka, Vahraa. Pipe* and Connaotlona, Wboleaaln

Done m tba bam

A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER,
MAKKE Of-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths. Wash Bowls, Brass

IX

NEW

Second Floor,

YORK
a

large and

the classes

required

at

the

re-

And la

a

—

BOSTON,
Stock of

Vestiags!

ftall assortment of

Olotlxsi,

them ap at abort art toe.
Call and Sae,

prepared to

make

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.
The

Proprietors

of tbe Portland

Daily Pusi

Portland. Sept. U. 1WB.

respect tally invite attention to their fhcilitiea for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

iIf*

dtf

you

-WANT THE-

;

HUUA

AINU

JUiJ

Best

rKinTiJNu

or

AmDroiype

rootograpa,

not fhil to call at No. 37 Market Square, where
thev take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant sat ie faction, at pricer rhfch defy competition.

DO

B.—Large Ambrotypee only ftflton Conit.

N

Class0, Cooking Utensils.
**
K. Leather.
L, Hose.
N. Hunting.
O, Lanterns.
g, Sperm Oil.
8,Stationery.

AND

well tel reted

Military

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Bureaus qf

under

rang

Cloths, Cnssimeret and
Also

regula-

are

airrtna

oaa jcar

With

Navy,

spectire Navy lards
The following are the classes
Equipment and Recruiting

REEVES,
Th* Tailor,

—

Army

Army

following

A..

Printing Office,

parties.

supplies

The

and Silver Plated Cocks.

TTH'EHY Description of Water Fixture for Dwell£j ing Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings. Ships. *e..
nr ranged and set up in the beet manner, and all orders m town or coantrv faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds
julyttdly

No. *3* EXCHANGE STREET,

Sec. 16. And be it further enacted. That whenever
any contractor for subsistence, clothing, arms, ammunition. munitions of war, and for every descripfor the
or Navy of the United
tion of
States shall be lound guilty Dy a court martial of
fraud or willful neglect of duty, he shall be punished
by fine, imprisonment, or such other punishment as
the court martial shall adjudge: and auy person who
shall contract to furnish supplies of any'kind or deor
he shall be deemed
scription for the
am! taken as a part or tbe laud or naval forces of the
United Mates for which he shall contract to fhrntsh
said supplies, and be subject to the rules and
tions for the government of the land and naval forces
of the United States.

CLOSETS,

114 Ezciami Struct, Portlahd. Ms.

No.

POWER

Fox Block,

wanner

WILLIAM

_

Book and Job

OAS FITTING,

Worka • Union St., and SSS * SSS Tor* St.,
PORTLAND, ME.
Jaltdtf

TXE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

States, approved

Retail.

or

STEAM AND

■■■■■■mmwm———————m

STEAM

or

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

SEALED

party

or

STREET,
Sly

undersigned would inform hit old friend*
and the public, that after an absence of twentyfive rears, h*> has returned to his native place and
purchased of Mr. Thomas Richards his in ter eel ft*

A. B.

Sec. 14. And be it further enacted. That no contract, or order, or any interest therein, shall be transor parties to whom such contract
ferred by tho
oror^er may be given to any other party or parties,
and that any such transfer shall cause the annulment
of the coutract or order tm safer red so fkr as the
United States are concerned: Provided, That all tbe
rights of action are hereby reserved to the United
States lor any breech of such contract by the con-

tracting party

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

Portland, Annual6.1M1.

Agent.

July

jarKett,

Cat, made tad trimmed by

proposals

Date.
To be signed by the United States District Judge,
United States District Attorney, Collector, or Navy
law

»nit,

runn,

A. D. REEVES,

•

a

Street,

<

I hereby certify that the above named-are
known to me as men of property, aud able to make
good their guarantee.
Signature, G. II.

Extract from

Produce

PORTLAND, mb.
JOHN T. ROGERS.

trrici

■

^

IB

Januarylet. 1863.

the State ol
-. and-of
hereby guarantee that iu oase the foregoing bid of
-for any of the classes therein named be accepted, be or they will, within ten days after tbe receipt of the contract at the post office named, or Navy Agent designated, execute the contract for the
same with good and sufficient sureties; and in ease
the said-shall fail to enter into contract, as
aforesaid, we guarantee to make good the difference
between the offer of the said-and that which
may be accepted.
I e n
Signatures of two guarantors,
j.

Date.

DBALBBB

PROPOSALS FOB WOOD.

j

€•.,

General

Wabhibqtob.
ClasB No. 11, White Pine Logs; 14. Ash Oars; 16,
Locust Butts; 24. Brushes; 25, Iron; 26, Steel; 83,
Hardware; 38, Colored Paints; 39. Linseed Oil, Turpentine. Varnish; 41. Gla**: 43. Pitch, Rosin, Tar;
50. Chain Iron; 46, Ship Chandlery.
febl9 dlaw4w

Form qf Guarantee.
undersigned,-, of- in the State of
in

Black,

PORTLAND. ME.

!

Date.
Witness.
The schedule which the bidder encloses must be
pasted to his offer, aud each of them signed by him.
Opposite each article iu the schedule the price must
be set, the amount carried out, the aggregate footed
up for each class, and the amount likewise written in
words. If the parties who bid do not reside near
the place where the articles are to be delivered, they
must name in their offer a person to whom orders on
them are to be delivered.

Tbe

IB

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

..

proved modern machinery, and

LEWIS,
Square, h’d Preble St.

TRASK A

Their Establishment is tarnished with all the a|>*
their assortment of

37 Market

Jnlyr 14th,

dtf

lt*a.

**

CH

'*
"

Book and

ARLES TOW V

G. Cooking Utensils.
J, Flax aud Cotton Twine.
K, Leather.
L. Hose.
M. Brushes.
N. Hunting.
Q, Sperm Oil.
8. Stationery.
T. Fire Wood.
X, Whale Oil.

Class

**
**

M

LYNCH * C©„

"WTiolesale

Orooers,

AND -T

COMMISSION

MERCHANTS,

ORANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STRUT,
(Oppoeite bead of Widgery'e Where)

Business Card* of Every Variety
Style and Coat.

G. Cooking Utensils
11. Flax Canvas.
J, Twine.
K. Leather.
L. Hose.

Pertlnnd, Me.
Lmca,

joan

film

uun,

raoa. ltbcb

JeSBdtf

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

M. Brushes.

Sugar Refinery,

N, Dry Goods.
O, Lanterns.
U.
R,

**

JOHN

Fancy Types,

Is adequate to do any work demanded in this State

BROOKLYN.

TORK STREET. PORTLAND, ME.

Sperm Oil.
Ship Chandlery.

BUleta A Circular* In Every

T. Firewood.
43, Tar

JeSSdtf

ariety of Type,

NULADELfRIi.

Class
M

*'

’*

"
M

SAIL CLOTH.

REEVES,

•8 EXCHANGE STKEET.

BROOKLYN.

1

eodtf

■oys, Boys, Boys.

CHARLEBTOWB.

j

addieow frti.

Portland, February 4. 1863.

ceived.
Each proposal must be accompanied by tbe names
j of two responsible persons to enter into a sufficient
bond for the faithful performance of the oontract.
rnrn*
Proposals should be endorsed “Proposals for furWhich from a firm must be signed by all the members.
nishing wood totbecommaod at Fort Preble.”
I,-. of-, in tbe State of-, hereby
The (Quartermaster reserves the right to reject any
or all bids not considered by him to be of benefit to
agree to furnish and deliver in the respective Nary
lards all the articles named in the classes hereunto
the Government.
annexed, agreeably to the provisions of the schedules
All contracts will be submitted to tbe Quartermastherefor, and in conformity with the advertisement
ter General, for his approval.
of the Department of Februarv 13. 1363. Should my
Bidders are requested to be present at tbe opening
offer l** accepted, I request to be addressed at -,
of tbe bids.
HENRY INMAN.
aud the coutract sent to the Xaw Agent at
or
1st Lieut. 17th Infantry, R. Q M U. 8. A.
to-, for signature and certificate.
feb7 dtd

Signature,

FRYE,
in-

Floor, Meal, Grain and Feed,

Class 4. White Oak Plank; 6. Yellow Pine Logs;
11, White Pine Plank and Boards; 13. Ash Plank
and Boards; 14. White Ash Oars: 16. Black Walnut
and Cherry; 17. Cypress; 23.Lignumvit*; 24.Brushes; 25. Iron; 28, Steel; 27. Iron
8pikes; 28. Iron
Nails; 30, Lead; 31. Zinc and Tin; 33, Hardware;
34,Tooli for 8 to res: 86, White Lead; 37. Zinc Paints;
88. Colored Paints. Dryer: 39. Linseed Oil; 41.Glast:
44. Oil, Tallow, Soap; 46. Miscellaneous Dry Goods,
Hair Cloth, Ac.

provided,

Losses

jau7 tf

*

-DEALER*

EITTEHY.

required by the law of 10th August,
1846, must be accompanied by a written guarantee,
the form of which is hereby given.
Those only whose offers may be accepted will be

Exchange and

...

Or Lime Street*

EF”* Entrance first Door north of the Poet Office,
janfiotu

boiler iron and rivet*; C. lard oil; F, misengineers’tools; K, leather; L. hose; M,
brushes, Ac; O, lanterns; O sperm oil; R, ship
chandlery; 8, stationery ; T, firewood; 28 X, steel.
The following are the classes under Bureau of construction aud Repair:

Class A,
cellaneous

as

The contracts will bear date the day the notification is given and deliveries can be demanded.
.Sureties in the full amount will be required to sign
the contract, and their responsibility certified to by a
United States’ district attorney, collector, or navy
agent. As additional security, twenty per centum
will be withheld from the amount of the'bills until the
coutract shall have been completed; and eighty per
o umm
of each MO, approved in triplicate m She
commandants of the respective yards, will be paid by
the navy agent at the point of delivery in certificates
of indebtedness or Treasury notes at the option of the
government.
It is stipulated in the contract that if default be
made by tne parti** of the first part in delivering all
or any of tin* articles mentioned in auv class bid for
in the'contract, of tin* Quality and at the time and
tfieu, aud in that case the conplaces above
tractor aud his sureties will forfeit and nay to the
United States a sum of money not exeeeaing twice
the amount of such class, which may be recovered
from time to time, according to the act of Congress
in that ca«e provided, approved March 3, 1843.
Hid* must not contain chute* for mart than one
yard in the same enrelope, and bidders are requested
to indorse on the envelope the Navy Yard for which
the bid is made.

PROCTER,

Real Estate and Merchandise

manufacture.

Every offer,

AGENT FOR THE

Fair t'olunibia !

per

JOHN C.

Class No. 6. Yellow Pine Plank Stock Logs; 11,
White Pine Logs; 13. Ash Log* aud Plank; 16. Mahogany, Black Walnut, Cherry; 17. Cypress and Cedar Boards; 18, Locust Timber; 22. LfgumBriy*; 24,
Brushes; 25, Iron; 28, Iron Nails; 33 Hardware; 84,
Tools for Stoics; 36, White Lead; 37, Zinc Paint; 38,
forwarded as soon thereafter as practicable, which ! Colored Paints. Dryer; jfi, Linseed Oil, Turpentine.
Y’arnish; 41, Glass; 43. Pitch. Rosin. Ac; 44. Fish
they will be required to execute within ten days after
Oil, Tallow, Soap; 44, Miscellaneous Dry Goods,Hair
its receipt at the post office or navy agency named by
and Ship Chandlery for construction.
Cloth,
them.

can

M

NOTICE.

iiam'r Stimulating L'kocikt.
CAN
at

Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting,
Bureau of Construction and Repairs,
Bureau of Steam Engineering,
until tho 13th day of March next.
Proposals must be indorsed "Proposals for Materials for the Navy," that they mar be distinguished
from other business letters, and directed to the Chief
of the Bureau of (uamiug the Bureau) for which they
are intended.
The materials and articles embraced in the classes
named are particularlv described in the printed
schedules, any of which will be furnished to such as
desire to offer, on application to the commaudants of
the respective yards, or to the Navy Agent nearest
thereto, and those of all tlievards upon application
to the respective Bureaus.
This division into classes
for the convenience of dealers in each, such
portions only will be furnished as are actually required for bids. 'The Commandant aud Navy
Agent of
each station will, in additiou to the scliedu'le of classes of their own yards, have a copy of the schedules of
the other yards for examination only, from which
it may bo judged whether it will be desirable to make
application for any of the classes of these yards.
Offers must be made for the whole of the class at
any yard upon one of the printed schedules, or in
strict conformity therewith, or they will not be considered. In
computing the clashes the price stated in
the column of prices will be the standard, and the aggregate of the class will be carried out according to
the prices stated.
The contracts will be awarded to the lowest bona
Htle bidder who gives proper security for its ftilfilraent.
Tlie United States reserves the right to reject all the
bids for auv class, if deemed exorbitant.
All artiefes must be of the very best quality, to be
delivered in the Navy Yard in good order, and in
suitable vessels and packages, properly marked with
the name of the contractor, as the case may be, at the
expense and risk of the contractor, and in all respects
subject to the inspection, measurement, count, weight,
Ac., of thevard where received, and to the entire satisfaction of the commandaut thereof.
BMfim am referred to the commandants of the respective vards for samples, instructions, or particu’ar
description of the articles; and all other things being
equal, preference will be given to articles of Amen-

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS *060,000.

Ofllre—comer

—

SEALED

Class

New York.

—

All

Co.,

Union Fire Insurance Company,
Or

These willin' our price* to all who pav prior to the
1st of April. To those w ho defer p*)iug till alter
that time, the prices will be increased to such an extent as the increased cost of Reprint may demand
therefore send in your orders and save your money.
LEONARD SCOTT k CO.. Publishers,
No. 38 Walker Street, New York.

publish the
FARMER'S

Company,

Of Boston.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8200,000.
Mash.

Piscataqna Fire

Department, Feb. 18,1863.
PROPOSALS to furnish materials for
the Navy for the fiscal year ending 80th June.
1863, will be received at the

BUSINESS CARDS.

CAPITAL AND 8VRPI.US OVER 8200,«».

TERMS.
For any one of the four Review*,
For any two of the tour Reviews,
For auy three of the four Reviews,
For all four of the Review«,
For Blackwood's Maga/ine,
For Blackwood and one Review,
For Blackwood and two Reviews,
For Blackw'ood and three Reviews,

Brooklym, New York.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8300,000.
Of

Conway Fire

Navy

Witness.

Charter Oak Fire and Karine Ins. Co.,

EVER

lard oil; D, boiler felting; E. gum packing, grommets, Ac; F. miscellaneous tools for engineers; K,
leather; Q, sperm oil; K. ship chandlery; 8, stationery; T, firewood; V, wrought iron, pipe, valve*. Ac;
26 X, steel; 28 X. iron nails, bolts, and nut*; 31 X,
tin. copper., Ac; 33 X, hardware; 36 X. white lead ;
37 X, zinc, paint; 38 X. colored paint*, dryers. Ac;
39 X, linseed oil, turpentine; 44 X, metallic oil, tallow, soap.

being

deemed.

(Office No. 9 8late !!ou,r.)

Hon. Lot M Morrill,
L’. 8. Seuale,
Hon. Jamo* G. Blaine,

9165,216 99

OF THE

January 27th, 1863.

And Penaions.

Pay. Ac.,

9150.000 00
15.216 90

hand.

on

51 Wall St.,(cor. of

SlOO Bounty Money, Back Pay,

in the U. S. service.

Maiue.

Capital Stock, all paid up,
Surplus over Capital,

CLAIM AGENCY.

is

or TB*

Mastasoil Insurance Company,
OF SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
Nov. 1,1883—iu conformity with the Laws of the

PORTLAND, Mb.

Time., F*b. 14.

Scientific Auxiliaries in the M

CONDENSED STATEMENT

ATL AS TIC

Tory.
r rom

PROPOSALS.

No. 162 1-2 Fore Street,
Head of Long \Vha> f.
Portland, Feb. 13.1863.
fi.M3.odlm

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE

PRICE* CHEAP A*

By

INSURANCE.
or THK

rash

ORDER.

British Reviews.

By the great sign, foretold, of Thy Appearing,
j t’orainz in elonils. while mortal men staud fearing,
I Show as, amid this smoke of battle, clearing,
Thy chariot nearing!

1863.
a

of this war, by the Coast Survey Office and
its efficient body of employes, which would
be rendered impossible by its suspension. We
hope there is not a single man in Congress,
as certainly there is not an
intelligent officer
in our navy or army, who would Indorse the
desire of those who wisli to deprive the country of the aid of this most powerful auxiliary.

—

tional r?hnr*rti»r.

MORNING, FEBRUARY 28,

G, Cooking Utensils.
H. Flsx Canvas.
1, Cotton Canvas.
J, Twine.
K, Leather.
L, Hose.
N. Hunting and Dry Goods.
Q, Sperm Oil.

Deeds, Law Briefs,
And

Equity Cases,

JANES P. SLEEPER,

! FI

Dispatch.

R, Ship Chandlery for Stores and
8. Stationery.

Equipments.

Reel Jenee
WASHINGTON.

Executed la taete

R, Ship chandlery for Stores and Equipments.
8. Stationery.
T, Firewood.
83, Hardware.

The lollowing are the classes under the Bureau of
Steam Engineering;

Oar

lery.

R,

CHARLESTOWN
C, lard oil, Ac: D, boiler felting; E, gum
packing, Ac; F, miscellaneous tools for engineers:
g, sperm oil: R. ship chaudlery ; T, firewood ; 3tf X,
white lead; 38 X. colored paiuis; 39 X, boiled oil; 44
X, tallow.
BROOKLYN.

Class

A. boiler iron, tubes, Ac.; B. pig iron; C,

in

CAIE1TI
Uao*

anything

°“am**«

I8M

heap

JAMES P. SLEEPER.

homesteads FOR $20.

Style* are aneurpaued.

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY hare par-

chased from the Hannibal k St. Joeeph Railroad
TI1E
large tract of land in Northern

ship chand-

Class

eoa-

of thia kind th»t
And will make ‘o order
set to
mav be ordered. •$ short notfoe. from thee
strict
and andlTidod
the riKT nun
By giving my
attention to the manulecturing, lining and trimming
•f the above. I can ftaraiah them cheaper than any

unit the most Autidtoae.

rivets; E, gum packing;

engineers;

AMD

Now

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

K1TTBRY.

Class A, boiler iron and
F, miscellaneous tools for

to

of 411 Congreee Street, keene
head all the rnrioae kladt of

on

OOrriMS

Bronze, Colored, and all other kind* of
Printing,

O, Lanterns.
K, Leather.

UNDERTAKES
Etekuie Street, Fortlaad,

rear

•tantly

Class G, Cooking Utensils.
H. Flax Canvas.
"
I, Cotton Canvas.
"
J, Twine
M. Brushes.
N, Buntingand Dry Goods.

M

KS1SUISG*
No. Ill

T, Firewood

"

L'imURJBSf

1

other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

Company

SHOP

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
AXD

i

I

daw

>

Miaaoarl,

and have d rid *d their property into lots and fttrnas
Thev are flbrv 1 to subscribers in shares of 090 each.
Maps, with tall information, oan be had by callingoa

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS
Portland, Jane M. HMt

a

adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton. Caldwell
County. ft>r farming and manufacturing purpoeea,

BBC

EDWARD SHAW. A|«at,
103 MtDPLB Stkiit. PobtlaSO.
dtf

1

THE DAILY PRESS.
POBTLAND, MAINE

Saturday Morning, Febrnary 28, 1863.
The circulation of the Dally Dress is larger
than that of any other daily in the city.
Maine
The Seventh Annual Report oi the
Board of Agricnltnre.
lo have the opportunity of
are

We
glad
commending this work

to

the careful

perusal

of our readers. It is 213 pages in extent, and
embraces, in that small compass, very much
matter that was wholly new to us, and we
think it will be new to most of the farmers of

Maine. The Report of the Doings of the
Board presents much of interest, but the chief
lies in the elaborate essay
His subject is, Cheese, and
how to best make it. We had really begun to

value of the

Report

of the Secretary.

think that there was only one way for Maine
(hrmers to make cheese, and that we should

obliged to rely entirely upon New York for
our more delicate and high-priced varieties of
be

this important article of food. But Mr. Goodale, in this brief Report, shows to the agriculturista of our State that they have it in their

power not only to compete with, but to excel
New York dairymen. Farming in our State
is mainly “stock-farming,” so we have heard
intelligent men from Massachusetts and Vermont say; and this view is borne out

present Report
We are glad, therefore,

the

by

that amid the dis-

have a small, illtractions of a civil
paid set of men, and an able Secretary, who
war

we

people that the best way to pay
for the war is by improving our borne products. How much longer wfll our Portland
merchants continue to purchase English and
prove to

our

New York cheeses, if the farmers of our
many counties of Maine will furnish them
with an article just as good ? And this report
tolls how this is to be done.

soldiers of New York—her native State—upon
“Washington, London, Rome, and their socle
ty.” The lecture consisted mostly of personal
descriptions and reminiscences. They were
were presented In a
very interesting, and
graceful and lady-like manner. Mauy of her
points were humorous and pithy.
On Saturday evening, Mrs. Swisslielm gave
an account of the Indian outrages in MinneHer narrations (and I may say they
are corroborated by the statements of all the
sota.

Minnesotians with whom I have

ever convers-

ed upon the subject) are such as cannot
be listened to without a chill in the blood and
creeping of the flesh. She demanded in behalf of the State—and I believe
all those who have been

justly—that
proved guilty of par-

indescribable atrocities,
ticipation
shall suffer the just penalty of their crimes.
To allow all but a baker's dozen or thereain

these

bout, of these demons incaruate to go scot
free, would seem to me to be a piece of sentimental imbecility rather than a wise clemency.
An allusion to John Brown was roundly
cheered. What would our down-east conservatives think of this—and in Washington!
With the lady herself, I was hardly pleased.
While she has much talent—and she may just-

place among the strong-minded—
she still displayed the rather unpleasiug characteristics of her class pretty strongly.
The Vice President has been absent nearly
a week and is not expected to return this sesly

claim

a

In his absence Senatcr Foot of Vermont Alls the chair of the Senate with great
sion.

dignity and ability.
Suuday last was the most quiet day we
have known for a long time in this city. The
fine, dry snow fell and whirled and flickered
about, the cold wind wailed and roared In the
the little drifts mounting higher upon
the window ledge, until a Maine man might

chiuuiey,

fancy himself among the hills of old Oxford,
the pines of Aroostook. During the forenoon, a wagon would now and theu toil along
the avenue with loaded wheels, or an orderly
gallop past with powdered hair, his overcoat
cape muffled about his face, or flying in the

or

It is certainly a source or much satisfaction to citizens of Maine to see their public

storm; but otherwise the streets were almost

highly spoken of in other States.
These Reports of the Secretary of the Board
of Agriculture are considered models of their
kind, and have won very much praise from the
agricultural papers and magazines, and deservedly. One of the Reports has been republished by a Boston publishing house, and is

were

documents so

now

used

text book in one of the great
Institutions of the West. This

as a

agricultural
Is indeed high praise.
We

sorry to notice an injudicious attempt ou the part of certain gentlemen in oar
Legislature to abolish tills Board which has
are

done so much to improve agriculture in Maine,
and which has been a source of so much credit to our State. We sincerely trust that the
members of our House and Senate will hesitate long before giving up an institution of
much real and permanent benefit to our
own farming commonwealth of Maine. Those
so

deserted.

The bells rang for church, but few

devout

enough

evening, the Ciylstian Commission
meeting at the Capitol. It was not numerously attended, but made up in earnesta

and enthusiasm wbat it lacked in numbers. Secretary Chase presided. Several disness

tinguished gentlemen addressed
among whom

General Howard.
Christian men is doing

by promoting

of all

by

those who have the best interests of the
State at heart.

In conclusion, let us quote a few words from
the ending of Mr. Goo dale's Report, that our
readers may fully understaud the war-views
of the

Secretary:

“While we would trust, with undoubted

con-

fidence, that the Great Ruler of nations will
do all things well, aud will crown the right
wth victory, it behooves us to strain every
nerve and muscle, to put forth every energy
and (acuity to secure the end desired. We,
who go not to the battle-field, must do the utmost to support those who do, as well as those
who must always lie cared for at home.
Millions have been gained to the resources
of the State by improved agriculture, and never were such facts cause for
greater rejoicing
than now. Let us then thank God, and take
Cherish
those
courage.
organizations by
which so much has been accomolished, and
which, if ever useful at all, are more needful
now than ever before.
Help one another.—
Encourage one auolher. Be of good cheer.
Work and iearn. Work in order to produce; learn how to produce that you may
produce the more.”
These are golden words of advice, and
should be acted upon by all—merchants, professional men, farmers. “Let us then be up
and doing.”
Letter from the National Capital.
Washington, Feb. 25,1863.
To the Editors of the Daily Press:
It is now but a few months, since many honest men,wearied out with the slow progress of
the war, and shocked at the heartless rapacity
of army contractors ami speculators, voted in
a fit of disgust and desperation, what is called
the Democratic ticket. It is but a few months,
since In several States the Democratic party,
to called, came once more into
power and assumed the direction or affairs. Tet these few
months have been

long enough

to

develop

the

designs of that party, or rather of its selfconstituted leaders, quite too clearly and defiread

nitely for the future prosperity of it or them.
These politicians, though desperate, reckless
and rotten all through, are yet
quite sensible
of the reactionary symptoms in the army and
country and are beginning to pause in their
high-handed, treasonable course, while the
friends of the Administration, who have stood
by the government and the country through
good and through evil report, are cheered and
encouraged.
The tone of feeling here is growing more
hopeful. Many things certainly are not as we
would wish them, but on the whole they are
looking better. The strong measures which
have passed and will soon pass Congress, especially the conscription bill, show that the
spirit of the country is unbroken. The fact
that only four Democrats in the Senate thought
best to vote against the bill above mentioned,
to an indication of its hearty acceptance
by
the people.
Some act will soon be passed in relation to
the suspension of the
right to the habeas corpus writ, and will settle that vexed subject in

definite form.
Thg discussions in both
branches of Congress upon this
subject, have
been warm and often excited. The
speech of
Mr. May in the house on

some

Wednesday evening
last, and the noble reply of his colleague, Mr.
Leary, are both good signs, us indicating tliat
disloyal men on the oue hand are being driven
to disclose themselves more fully, and that all
true patriots on the other are
to see
coming

eye to eye and preparing to sacrifice all private prejudices and wishes to save the life of
the

Republic.

On

Saturday last,

Senators

Wilson and Powell shivered lances over the
same subject.
We have had but few lectures the
present
season, the Southern climate not being favorable to that sort of production; but of lute we
seem to be making up lost time.
The ladies
too are appearing on the platform, which is
qnite a novelty in Washington. On Wednesday evening last, Grace Greenwood gave a lecture for the benefit of the sick and wounded

great and good work,

religious

interests

It deserves the prayere and
T. 8. P.
good men.

Afgusta,
To the Editors of the Press

Capital.
Feb. 27,1863.

;

Gov. Coburn has selected the

following line
regiment (Col. Appleofficers having been selected

officers for our colored

20th

to us like an attempt on the part of some talkative mem tiers to make what they think will
he political capital, will be strongly opposed

a

Letter from the State

deprive ourselves

cultural wealth at a time like this. Those
who Sntertain the opinion that the majority
of the farmers of Maine are in favor of its
abolishment are entirely at fault.
And we
hope that the ill-advised measure, which looks

meeting,

own

the moral and

of our soldiers.

cooperation

the

one-armed hero,
This noble association of

was our

A— Id Lieut. Elisha Besse. Jr„ Co. I,
Maine, for Captain; 2d Lieot. George C.Getchell, Co. K.aOth Me ,tor 1st Lieut; Serg't Dennis M.
Foster, Co. A, 20th Me., lor 2d Lieut.
Company A—2d Lieot. Joseph B Corson, Co. B
18th Me., tor Captain; Marshal) 1'. Getchell, Waterville, 1st Lieut.; Charles E. Page, 18tb Mass 2d

Company

Lieut.
Company C—Orrin McFadden. Wise asset, for Captain ; Serg't Rufus G. Croekett. Co. i>, 3d Mr
lor
1st Lieut.; Private Elbridge McFadden, Co. E. 38th
New York, 2d Lieut
Company It— 1st Serg't Joseph W. Lincoln, Co. A,
201 h Me for Captain; Serg't Wm H. Low, do, for
1st Lieut.; Corp'l Henry A. Bachelder, do. for 2d

Lieut.
Company If—Serg't George W.McLean. Co. D,6th
Ma for Captain; Serg't Augustus J. Nickerson. Co.
C. 2d Me., lor 1st Lieut.; Corp'l Joseph W. Chamberlain, Co. A, do, fur 2d Lieut.
Company F— Hospital Steward Julias 8. Clark.4<h
Me., tur Captain: Recruit Warreu Robinson, Portland. 4th Mr., tor 1st Lieut.; Hartwell W. Freeman
Augusta. 2d l.ient.
Ibmpany il—Serg’t Oliver N. Rlackinton, Co. C.
4th Me., for Captain; 1 bar lee L. McAlister. Portland. st Lieut.; Recruit Samuel M. Donnell. 3d Me
2d Lieut.
(Company H—George W Brown. Bangor, Captain;
Private John B. Alexandar, ITth lb 8 I., 1st Lieut.;
Serg't Calvin Brown. Co. FI, 18th Me., 2d Lieot.
I—Thomas S. Cates, Bangor, Captain
Corp'l Cassius l.'. Kob-rts.Co. 1,101b Me.,1st Lieut.;
John F.
L’nitv.2d Lieut.
Com/iany X—Charles M. Loans, F'airtlcld, Captain;
Audrew G. Fitch. Portland, 1st Lieut.; Corp'l lairing Nye, Co. K, 7th Me., 2d Lieot.

Company
Berry,

Commissary Sergeant, Charles Smiley, 20th
Maine, Quartermaster. Capt. Isaac S. Bangs,
Jr., 20th Maine, is appointed Lieutenant Colonel of this Regiment. These officers are to
Jonathan.
report forthwith for duty.
For the Press.
The Board ot Agriculture.
Mr. Editor:—Your correspondent at Auguste, ‘'Jonathan,'' predicts in Ida letter published to-day, Friday, the introduction of a
bill into the House, repealing the act establishing the Board of Agriculture;—and asks,
rather lightly, “it the farmer* don't want the
Board, who does?” Perhaps, 1 answer, the
few farmers who happen to be in the Legislature this wiuter, and who may not waul
it, do
not fully represeut the general feeling of the
fanners of the State. The question was investigated last wiuter, and an elaborate report
made, showiug the necessity and value of this
Board, and especially the value of the services of its able and faithful
Secretary, to the
whole State, attd concluding that “the State
could not afford to dispense” with such services.
Can it afford to dispense with them any better now? The agency which is employed for
the direct development of the agricultural resources of Maine more and more
completely—
can Marne “afford” to throw this
away, note,
ol all time*, when taxation is
increasing, and
the public resources also need to be
multiplied
to the fullest extent.
“But it costs someSo
does
our
a
thing.”
judiciary
good deal
more.
Does any one think it worth while to
dismiss the judges, even in these hard times.
suia

tvuvvu

sue

lJUCBUUit

11“BUU

lIlC

only

one—does it not pay many fold what it
costs? If it does,—and who that knows the
facts can doubt it does—what “penny wisdom
and pound foolisbuess” such legislation would
be! “Who wants the Board if the farmers
don’t?” All the taxpayers, all the friends of
the best interests of the State want it, for the
good it does from year to year, to all classes
alike. Surely, If the Legislature, without
long
deliberation, takes such a backward step in

public affairs,

no case can more

strongly commend itself to Gov. Coburn’s good sense, at
on
him
to
calling
protect the general interests
of the community.
York.
For tb© I’reAa.

Messrs. Editors:—The death agonies of
the most noxious animals sometimes excites degree of compassion, until some characteristic exhibition of malignity turns it into
abhorrence.
It is the unfortunate condition of the Advertiser, by its impotent attempts at mischief
toshow itself at once ambitious aud
unworthy
of the hate of its cotemporaries.
To some of its contributors may well be applied the scathing words of Brougham, “devoid of force to wield the sword, they snatch
the dagger, and destitute of wit to point or
barb it aud make it raukle in the wound, steep
it in venom to make it fester in the scratch.”
Such is the disposition of the writer of the
paragraph on Judge Barrows in yesterday’s
paper.
It needed not the envious fling at the “royal
family” to indicate the author o? that article,
as one of the brood whose more direct uttacks
upon our most eminent men have been met
with silent aud overwhelming contempt. But
the ability aud integrity of Judge Barrows,
though less widely known than that of some
ot his
“connections,” borrows no lustre thence,
nor does he
require the enmity of • to convince all honest men of his fitness to be the
successor ol Judge Fox.
And we think there
are lew members of the Cumberland
bar,
(wh.ch we take occasion to inform, * is not located at the International House) who will not
coincide in that opiuion.
Jcstice.
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the House

were

concurrence.

disposed

of in

Passed to be engrossed.—Resolve in favor of
Mary Lowen; act lo alter the time of holding
the Court of County Commissioners in Lincoln
County; act to alter the time of holding the
August ttrni of County Commissioners in Kuox
County; act authorizing George K. Jewett to
extend a wharf and piers to tide water in Penobscot river; act to incorporate the Bethel Steam
Mill Co.; act relating to sureties in cases of replevin; resolve in favor of Nathan 8, Lufkin.
Mr. Smith, from the Committee on State
Lands, reported back the resolve in favor of
Mary A. Hardison, which was read and assigned.
Bill, additional to the act incorporating the
City of B mgor, was read a secoud time and recommitted.
Bill for the destruction of wolves and bears
was read a second time, and, after some debate,
indefinitely postponed by a vote of 11 to 10.
Bill to amend the act relating to suits against
volunteers was read a second time, and tabled,
on motion of Mr. Stewart.
Mr. Hacker, from the Committee on a Scientific Survey of the State, made a detailed report
recommending itscontinuance,and also reported
a resolve for an appropriation for that
purpose.
Read and ordered to be printed.
Passed to be enacted.—Acts, to incorporate
Maine Mills Co.; to set off territory from Alton
to Oldtown.
Mr. Peters, from the Judiciary Committee,
reported a bill relating to Stock Insurance Companies, which was read and assigned.
Mr. Emerson ottered an order directing the
Committee on Agriculture to take into consideration the expediency of converting the State
Reform School into an Agricultural College.
In presenting the order Mr. Emerson urged as
arguments why the order should be adopted, and
the measure propose carried out,that the benefits
of the Reform School are exclusive and limited
to large cities and large towns.
Portland sent
one-third of those who were committed there
last year. He also objected that the cost increased. He found in a recent appropriation
bill an item of $14,000 for the Reform School;
the Treasurer's estimate was only $2,300. At
this rate it will soon be a very heavy
expense to
the State. He thought the institution admirably
managed, but there were inherent difficulties in
making it a good investment for the State. He
thought, besides, this would be a good location
for the Agricultural College.
Mr. Spring explained the matter about the
The increased exjienses in living
appropiation.
made it necessary.
if it oene-

largely cities than the country, it was
no reason why
it should be discontinued. The
taxes in the cities are larger than in the country
Portland pays a large tax fur carr> ing
towns.
on the institution, and it was a great l»enetit to
the State at large. If the city wants the country, the country needs the city—-they work together—neither can get along without the other.
The appropriation was irregular, to be sure, and
he was sorry for it, and should have protested
against it, but did not see it.
Mr. Emerson spoke of an attempt made to
abate the amount paid by towns for the support
of boys.
Mr. Spring said the reason was that towns
were too mean to pay.
They let boys loaf about,
get info cities, and the latter pay their keeping.
A large proportion of the boys committed by
cities were country boys.
The order was further debated by Messrs.
Hacker and Milliken of Kennebec, and refused a
mure

passage.
The Washington County Senatorial case was
then taken up and debated. The motion of Mr.
Wiggin to substitute the minority report was
lost, and the majority report was adopted. It
declares Mr. Plummer elected, and one vacancy.
Mr. Merrow gave notice that he should offer
an order to-morrow, to go into convention to
fill the vacancy.

Adjourned.
Horse.

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Penny.

Papers

from the Senate were

disposed of

the Rev. Mr.

in

concurrence.

Second

Degree;

A Ghost

We are requested

call attention to

advertisement headed “Creditors’ meeting,”
in this paper.
town

elections, if the clerks or some other
promptly forward them.

per-

will

Zjf The Richmond Examiner says $2000 a
are freely offered for substitutes for the

piece

The Brunswick

says that
of that town,

letter from Maitland, XovaScotia,
been mild and

learn that the winter has

pleasant. There lias been very little
and the ground is now entirely bare.

snow-,

An officer writes from the Army of
the l’otumac that most of the croakers have
been weeded out, and all that Is now wanted

Is

^Tlie Chicago Times has become so unblushing in its disloyalty, that it has not only
been tabooed in the army, but the periodical
dealers of the West refuse to sell it, anil the
its columns.

bishops
him by a legal

luuiin

ij

cuui*

by Gen. Dow, at the parapet above
New Orleans, is now under command of Col.
Clark of the Hgi Michigan, Gen. Dow having
mantled

lieen

ordered to the command of the Third

Division of the Army of the Gulf.
JF” In the list of appointments In the Class
of 04 in Amherst College, tor the Junior Exhibition, March 81, we And the uames of Ed-

an’s administration.

do not deem it for the best interest of this
society to have any discourses u|K>n thesub-

The

Argils

has not yet found room for
Mr. Stebbins’ recent address, although it was
prompt lo ask a copy for publication, and

apologized for crowding it out of the llrst issue following its delivery.
Why this? Is the
omission a part of the same policy which suppressed the letter ol Gen. Scott in relation to
Geu. McClellan, referred to by our correspond’
ent

f

we

ject of the present war.”

Now that the To-

dead, and their descendants and
representatives in Ihe present war” are no
longer known by Ihe mine name, the Revolutionary war might perhaps be improved to the
ries are all

edification of the saints

at

New Preston.

At a regular meeting of the "K. F.” Society,
resolution was passed that a vote of thanks

be extended to the

ing

us

the

use

Mayor

of the New

Zr The Bangor Whig says
dealer

purchased

in that

city

a

Portland

Thursday
brought
to this place, the price there being enough below the figure here to pay the transportation.
Accoiding to the Whig, this is the first instance
in which Portlanders have gone to Bangor to
mill, though Baugor has often come this way

last, about 1000 barrels of flour

oil

to

be

for

generously givCity Hall, to the

floor managers for their efficient services, to
those who kindly loaned us Hags,bunting, Ac.,
all who have in any way assisted us, and to
the public for their liberal patronage.
to

February 27th.

Per Order.

The second article In relation to

Dock in Portland, will appear

on

a

Monday.

Dry

•'

card*.”—[Puuch.

PROM

BAILS

FOR

.Liverpool

TO DEPART.

Liverpool.Feb 28
Liverpool.Feb 28
.Boston.Liverpool. March 4
ur».Portland
March 4
Liverpool
City of Baltimore New York Liverpool
March 7
lammonia.New
t anada.

York
I
* hina .New York

Hamburg

Liverpool
Liverpool
i.augaroo.New York..Liverpool.

Federal Forces at Hart-

the

a woman

in another column

picking

nje^stedly

| J* ova Scotian .Portland
I ity of Washing'nNew York

Bew fork.New York

Bremen...

Arabia.Boston.Liverpool
eutouia.New York Hamburg
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in

lar lines.

The

steamers

for

or

from

March
March
March
March
March
March
March
the

10
11
14
14
14
18
21

regu

Liverpool call a

Oueeustowu, except the Canadian line, which call

a

Londonderry.

PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamers,carry*
Mails for AspinwaJl, Panama, and California,
on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
loutb.

log

L-ave New York

MINI

ATI* RE ALMANAC.

9alar4ar.Fckraary 28.
UU
un

9

rises.6.38 1
set*.A.48 |

1

High water. (A. M.).,. 6.56

Length

of

PORTLAND CITY
Jl-ST

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Brig I* R Curtis. Gregg, Mntauza* 13th inst.
Sch AU|uizer, Watts, I angler.
Sch Ellen Merrimau, Hamilton. Boston.
Sch Olive Elizabeth. Hamilton. Bostou.
Steamer Lewiston, hmght, Boston.

Scale nr Pticu.—We the
B’ack»raithn and Shwr*, do mgrre to and hold otradn,
bound by the following Mtle of price* for ou work
For new ahoee per tef..fl .HO
Toeing mud aetting per act,.75
Sharpening and (clung.. .07

andenrigned.

Barbcrick, Boston, by Emery
Bath, by W k C R Mil liken.

'*
'*

Doto, *46 tons, built at Bath iu 1968, and
wued by the Messrs Patten, has been sold at LiverDe

R<--aetting.83

liar ahoee
per pair. 1.25
Snowball aboea per aet,. 3,00
Btjjaau STtvaaa. J117 (on grew St.
Kurt a Moaas, 312
J. H Kawr. it Preble St.
Fault Tuck. 23 l'ortland 8t.
ff« Hatch, 37
iiiuBUE Foou. K Lima St.
J. G. Hahhoh, 100 Fore St.
Thohab Shaw. Franklin St
St ari ra k f'HAHBKHLAia. 173 ComT St.
JAHin L. SB a an, MS Commercial St.
••
David Yocum. 371
**
"
Cobb k Nona, 178
J*»a« W TcTfL*. 31 Fore St.
Sens kb Libbv. cor. Cortland k Grove 81a
E B. Jack k Co.. 70 Federal St.
Jichca Mobbb. Libby'a Corner.
Cortland. Fe». 37. 1M3.
lwd
MS?

ool for £8000.

•*

DISASTERS.
Brewer, ol Tbomaston. from New York
is
ashore above Lewes, Del.
Philadelphia,
Ship Majestic, Newcomb, im New York for Havre,
into
St
Thomas
29th nit, leaking
put
Bark Catharine. Merrick, fra Surinam for Boston,

NOTICES.

or

I3F~To Consumptives —The Advertiser, having
been restored to health in a few weeks
by a very simple remedy, after having suffered several veara with
a severe long affection,and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to make known to his fellow
sufferers the means of cure.
To all who desire it, he will send a eopv of the prescription used (free of charge), with the direct tons
for preparing and using the same, which tbev will
find a Sure tyre for
<
hsumption. Asthma, Bronchitis, Itc. The only object of the advertiser in sending the Prescription is to benelit the afflicted, aud
so read information which he conceives to be invaluable, aud lie hopes every sufferer will try his remedy. as it will cost them nothing, aud inav prove a
REV EDWARD A WILSON.
Williamsburgh, Kings County, New York.
fcb27 dSm

•at

Cocoh, Cold,

ok

hour
KEY' WEST—In port 18th inst, ship Wizard King,
Cone, tor New Orleans, Idg; barks SaJlie lion-af).
Leavitt, from Abaco. M Williamson. Thompson, fm
*hi)adelpliia 6 days; brig Itasca, Hose, from do for
New 4 ireians, idg.
Ar 11th, ship S K Mallory. Lester, New York 16th
Borodino, Ylowers, Kingston, J, and sailed 19th for
New York.
Sid l'»tla. ship Lydia, Southworth. New Y'ork.
PORT ROYAL SC—Ar loth, bng Stephen Dunan.
New York; 14th. Maria I*ike, Roger*. Im
view York; sch Lath Rich. Botihotf, do
GEORGETOWN DC—Ar 21st, sch Uattic Coomba.
Coombs, im Baltimore.
BALI IM4iRE-Cld 24th iaat, sch G W Carpenter,
Hutchinson. Bostou.
Sid 24th. brig llarksway. Knight. St Jago.
Below, bark 4 Md Hickory brigs D B Doane from
Cardenas: Josephine, from Havana.
Cld 26ih. bark Warreu, Peters, Ponce.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25tb, sch* 4.' 8 Edwards,
4Htrwood, Port Royal SC; J D McCarthy, Yonng,
from do.
NEW YORK— Ar 254h. brig Alberti. <ou*iu*. from
Matauzas; sch Gem of the Ocean. McFarland, from
Kli/atx
for Bath.
Beiow, bark J L Peters, from Malaga.
Ar26tb, ahips W S Lindsay. Patten. Im Liverpool:
Calhoun, Trueman, do; f'airtck ileury, Moore, trom
London.
Cld 2*>th. ship Sanduskv, Llnnekin, Bristol, Bng;
barks Helicon. Crowell, Callao; Casco. Gardner, for
Trinidad. Almoin-r. Lauplier. Zaza; Trieste. Sewall.
Muiutuas; Lexiugtou, Lothrot*. Bostou; Ibis.Hatch,
New Orleans; sch Open Sea, Rogers, Aspinwall.
NEW LONDON—Sid 25th. bark Tempest. King,
Wi*ca**ct: sch Ringgold. Crowell. New 1 «*rk
PROVI DEM E—Ar 26th. sch A M Eidridge. Fisher, Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Sid 25th, John Weslev, Cooper, from
Prov incotown tor New York; Jas Freeman, Free
man, Portland for Fortress Monroe.
BOSTON— Ar 26th, brigs American Colon. Bartlett, St Thomas; Chimborazo, Small, Reuiedios; Isaac Carver, Shiite. Philadelphia; Catharine Nichols,
Graut. fm Frankfort lor St Thomas, in dnrtrefs; sch*
Amy Wooster. Wooater, St Thomas; Gun Rock, Parker, Matanzas; Kate Carlton, Bowdeu, do; Francouia, Holt, lardenas: Pavilion. Parker, from Turks
Island
Buckshot, Snow, and t’ S Lindsay, Kicker,
New York.
Cld 26tb, bark Modena, Reynolds, New Orleans;
seb 4 oquette. Southard, do.
Ar 27th, shins Garnet, Bradford. Calcutta; Harry,
of the West, Co km a. New York: bark Suiiote. Panno. BagWH M Mat V *.Pendleton. New Orleans; brigs
Johu Steven*. Hopkins. Minatitiau.
Below, M B Mel*on, irom Cuba; Tempest, from
New Londou.
4'Id 27th, l»ark Revolution. Loud, for New Orleane;
brig Lauraetta. smith, Malania*.
seb Ella Rose, Patchiu, from
CASTINE K.
Boston; Areola, Mimp«on, do.
BA TH—Cld 26th, sen Excel. Tarbox, Boston.

allowed to progress, results in serious Pulmonary
aud BronchiRi affections, oftentiroe* incurable.

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
reach
»

directly

slant relief.

they

are

from the

use

tarrh

ing

the affected
In

parts and give almost inBronchitis, Asthma, and Cabeneficial. The good effects resultof the Troches, and their extended

use, has caused them

to

be counterfeited.

guard against worthless imitations.

Ihl j/fSuiM

Be

sure

to

only

Obtain

ihport

Arors’i bronchial Troches which have

proved their efficacy by

test of many years. Public Steak krb aud Sinokrs should use the Troches,
Military Officers aud Soldiers who over-tax the voice
and are exposed to sudden changes, should have
hem.

Sold

a

everywhere

at

25

cents

per box.

jan21 d&w3m

GREAT DISCOVERY.—An adhesive preparation
that will STICK
Patches aud Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficiently strong without stRching;
That will effectually mend Furniture, Crockery,
Toys, aud all articles of household use.
Belt Makers,
Boot aud Shoe Maker*.
Manufacturers and Machinists,
And Families,
will find it invaluable! It will effectually stop the
leakage of Coal Oil.
It is insoluble iu water
It is

liquid, and

a

It will adhere

oily

as

or

oil.

easily applied

as

paste.

substauces.

It is

HILTON’S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton Brothers, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

Supplied is

pcu kagzs from 2 ox. to 100 Its., by
THOS. G. LORING, Apothecary,
Corner of Exchange aud Federal Streets,

Sole

dly

Diseases of the Urinary Organ*.
M L>., Operating aud Consulting
IF J
Surgeon aud Phyidcian, attends exclusively to Disease* of the Urinary and Genital Organs, and Female
Complaint* of ail kinds, aud tin* more obscure <|»—
••ase. ol the lVIvic Yicera.a* Piles, Ruptures,
Hydrocele. Varicocele. Fistula, Early decline of Maufiood,
Ac. Dr. M keeps himself posted iu ail the iuiprovetuente iu tbe cure of Disease, made iu this country
or Europe, and
spares no expeu.e that his patient*
ruay hare the best medical and surgical treatment
tbe vvf rl«l affords. Auviut Free.
UT* Office 8»)
Court street. BOSTON. Hours from 10 A.M. to 2

Boston lor Honolulu.
Sid Dec 25. ship Sarah March. Stowers. St Thomas,
balia«t. 5th. Eric, Preble, fur Callao.
Ar at St Thomas l*tth ult. sch Harper, Coombs, fm
Barhadoe* (and sailed 17th tor Bird Island); 2"th,
brig Timothy Field. Koval. Trinidad ; 22d, Balloon.
Grant. Frankfort; 29th, ship Majestic. Newcomb, tin
New York lor Havre.
Iu port 3Hh ult. ship* Majestic, iu distress; Globe,
Baker, laid up; brig* Timothy Field, seeking; KC
Wright, uuc. sch Balloon. une.
At Mavaguez 12th inst, brig Southern Belle, Martin, for New York.

Dag. J. Clawson Kkllky aud H. L. Davis
office, No 220j Congress street, up same
flight with Dr. Johusou, Dentist—only place in Portlaud where Da. Kelley’s genuine medicines can be
had. Advire/ree upon all diseases.
Medical

jau JT d3aw A wtf32

yUIMBY

would give uoticethat he ha
can be found at his Room,

returned to Portland, aud

No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
12th, where ho will atteud to all wishing tooousu)
him.
First Examination at office.9200
Each subsequent sittiugat office.50
Examination at residence,.
2 60
Each subsequentvisit at residence,. 100
August 16. 1862—tf
Portland

ing

Observatory.—The year for signalis-

vessels at the Portland

Observatory expired

Jan

1st, 1868. Ship owners and merchants will be called
upon to renew their subscription.

ENOCH MOODY.

febaodtmchl

zrr inMiinptiou and Catarrh.and all diseases ol
Lungs, successfully treated by Inha
By C. Morse. M D.,
lation.
Corner Smith and Congres* Sts.
aulS*62eod

the Throat and

Dentistry.—Dr JOS1AH HEALD.No.241 Con
1st Parish Church
gross Street, first door east of
augTdly
Port laud. Me.

^*y~If you are in want of any kind of
call at the Daily Press office.

at

and

BILL HEADS

PRINTING
tf

neatly printed
tf

this office.

BROKERS’ BOARD.
Salb of Stocks.—Boston, Feb 27, 1862.
6.000 Amoricau Gold.1*®
.—do. 170,
y.imo
2.6nrt l uited States Cuu|>on Sixes (1881).102
47.600 .do. 102,
5.000 U. S. 7 3-10 Treasury Notes (Oct). 106
1.;. a a.do (August). .1**4
200 United States Five-'Tweuties.100
5.500.do
*)
2.850 United States Demand Notes.170
0,000 U. S. Certificates of ludeblu s (long)
1O.U00.do (Jan).
27.000 .do (Nov).
6.000 .do (March).101)
10.000 Maine State Sixes (1888).118
...

0

!

every

are

with

point,

a

nER

Are more evenly Ailed!
The wall* »re thicker»
Built of thicker wrought Iron!
Are unequalled in Material of
tile h they are built!
In care And manner of putting
qrether And filling!
Can be Bale to aay *ixe!
Are Dr?!
Cannot be blown open!

THE HARLAND PATENT,
MAwrrArTtrwrD wr

Tremont Safe and Machine Company.
ICCBBT, Trraa
ANSON HARDT, Agent,
arehonac, 32 School Street, Hoatan.

nui»

H. L.

DAVIS,

U Eirhsegf Mrrel

Portlnad,

AGENT FOR MAINE.

6-bSO

«<>

!8w

SPRING

HATH and CAPS
JCST RKCKIVBD AT

8HAW8,
Portland.

138 Kiddle Street.
Feb.

38. IMS.

ediadw

tiROCERIEL

FAMILY

ARMSTROH#

PARKER ft

Inform their frienda a:id tb*
hare jaat pvt la

respectfully
WOULD
public is genera), that they
Store,

NO. IT SILVER

STREET,

opposite Milk St.—a complete aaaortment of choice
Butter, Fheese. Larff. Flour.
Nslauss, Fish, Teas, Coffee,
Sugars, Spices. *c, Actogether with the aanal rartety of good* kept ina irat
claea grueerv, which they intend 10 Mil ai Mr uricea,
and lo deliter lo any part of the city raca or
CHARM B.

N. B.-Be»t

hand.

on

quality FAMILY FLOUR constantly

EDWIN CAKKEK.
SIMON E. ARMSTRONG.
Sb. 19
if
Cortland. Feb 18 1*B.

HATCH,

T. S.

|

—AT

OYSTER

SALOOV,

N. 113 nCIlHI ST.
(Between Federal aud Middle Street*,)

j

ll’er City of n aahiugton. at New 1 ork.J
Sailed from Liverpool 9th, Hampden, McDonald,
Calcutta.
Cld 7th. Gov Latigdou. Stone, Boston; Pleiades,
Yates, New Urban*. Hth. Susan G Owens. Norton,
Callao, (the G L and S G U remained iu the river on
the loth.)
In the river lOtn. Mary O'Brien. V.sper, for Callao.
Arat London 9th inst. Sarah Metcalf, Bell, from
Alexandria
Cld 11th. Kochainbeau. Snow, at John NB.
Lut outwards 9th. Villalranca. Anderson, for New
York.
Arat Cowes 8th. Seha-tian Cabot, Burton, (late
Watts) Callao see below.)
Sailed f. oiu Hull 7th, Addison Gilbert, Cook, for
St John NB
Ar at ( ardiffBth. Loui-a Hatch. Cirant, Havre.
Nid 6th. Wm Libby. Bishop. New York: Juo Winthrop. Wottoa. St Jago; 7th. Congress, Drn.kwater,
Aden. W an daring Jew. Mnart, do; Anglo Saxon.
Pennell, Leghorn; Harriet Spaulding. Wallace, for
Santiaga de Cuba; 9th. Rutland. lugrahain. Ceylon
Ar at Aberdeen 6th. Mary Kobinson, McCleave, fin
Callao
Ar at Glasgow 9th. Astrca. Nichols. Pisagua.
Sid 7th. Col Ledyard. Walls, Kurrach e
Ar at Dublin 8th. Statesman, Merrill, St John NB.
Ar at Queeustowu 9th. Escort. Fuller. Maulmain.
...

City Patients, first

at

»u-conducting Mibfftanee!
Hite more Fire-Proof Filling!

iu

P M
and 6 to 8 p M
Mrs M who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of her sex. can be consulted by ladies.
Patieut* furnished with board and experienced
nurses.
oct3eod6in

DR. P. P.

BErATSR—The contend
rotated

FOREIGN FORTH.
At Singapore Jan 8. ships Rival. Hatch, and Mary
Haiunioud. Avery, for rice ports to load tor Europe:
Mary Rusneil, Thompson,lor Mauimam ; Annie Bowen, ior Batavia, at 40 cents per picul tor rice.
Std Dec 24. ship* Auuie nun*. Week*. Akyab; 27th,
Australia. Hopkins. Amherst; 28th, T NY Sears. Sherman. Akyab
At Hong Hong Dec 81*1. ship Independence, for
Melbourne. Idg. E F Mason, Luce, and Jack Frost.
Em< r\. unc I rig Nankiti, 4 rosby do
At Macao Dec 31. ship Eureka, Cutter, for N York,
Idg at #16 per ton.
In Algoa Bay CG1I Dee 3, ship Good Hope, Gordon, disg; sell Jeddiv. Reed. unc.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Dec 31, sch Kate Sargent, Weet,

Ageut in Poitlaud.
feb!7

.Wore Fire Preof than any
SAFE.

Tyler.

Irritated Throat, if

an

leaking.

DOMESTIC* PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 25tU inst, ship Rising Son.
Skolfield, Callao; 26th, Viking, Townseud. lor Houg

blessing
A

into St Thomas 1st inst,

HORSE-SHOEING.

AND

Bark Chas

SPECIAL.

NOYES,

&

BLACKSMITH I NO

CLEARED.
Brig Catharine Rogers, Yi ton, New York, by KG

Ship

DIRECTORY,

56 & 58 Exchange Street*
MV—Iw

ARRIVED.

Sambuc-

8.

FCBUSHMD. FOB BALM BT

BAILKY

Friday,.February IT.

York A Sou.
SchJtnuha Baker,
Fox.
Sch Tasso, Willetts.

8 0

days.11.10

MA m N K NEWS.

in Paris
by
Loudon aud New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It t§ worth a trial, as it gives great sattsfac
tion.
dec22dly

IjrCARDS

is now Anally settled that the
Zr As
marriage of the Prince of Wales is not to take
place in London, hut in an obscure village in
Berkshire, remarkable only for an old eastleaud
non-sauatory arrangements, Mr. Punch ventures to suggest that the secrecy of the proceeding should lie carried out lo the utmost,
and that all the intimation tne nation should
have that the Heir Apparent is wedded shall j
lx- the following advertisement among the marriages iu the Times of March I dill: Ou the
12th insL, at Windsor, by Dr. Langley, assisted by Dr. Thomson, Albert Edward Eugland, K. G., to Alexandra Denmark. No

master.

Southampton
Australasian.Liverpool.

hospitals,

for her flour.

A Card.
a

See

ZV~ The Farmington Chronicle says the
house, outbuildings and contents, belonging
to Jabcz Vaughan, of that town, were destroyed by tire on Sunday night, Feb. 22d. The
inmates narrowly escaped with their lives. Insured for $800 only.
‘F“ A Bath copperhead suggests that ho
lias exposed himself to an arrow from our
quiver. “The guilty conscience needs no acaccuser.” He is in no danger, however, for
we have field enough for our blows where
there is something to strike at.
The Bangor Whig says the house of
Capt. Amos .Nproul, of Frankfort, was destroyed by fire on Thursday morning, together with
a portion of the furniture, and considerable

ZT

on

A

of March neat, at 2 I* M to take into consideration
the manlier t lie estate wn<
settled, or pretended to be
settled. Sewell <_ Strout (Howard k
Strout) "at
COUItflL
FOR THR ADMlsi^TR * TKI
X.'" (mark the
words) according to his own account, has had all the
claim. Min.t the e.t.te exc. pl n>i..e, and ant at
Aew
ork be cow'd not Jlnd, ahaiubbd to HiastlF
for 20 per cent., which teas all th-estate
paid, as he
has
stated. 1 deeHned the generous
ofer,
and after years of delay, finding that no better seitloment could be elected, directed mv attorney to
dte
the administratrix into Court, end
give strout due
notice thereof. // teas then, and not until then, -bat
Strout, like a skillful general, suddenly changed his
taettes.
He requited that nothing farther be d me
for the pr. sent, but to -sss Chase anti ascertain the
lowest
he will take.' which was “Sica or
very
c ®°ney was
forthcoming to the T me
of
1 he problem I wish to solve
P®r
is, how
much did the estate fairly
*
How much did all
pay
the claims acaun.1 the e-tate
mine and the
(except
one at New \ ork bo "amId not
fnd> cost him(Str jmi)
in the aggregate * and bow much tlie idminlotra'rix
gotf She says that Strout told her he ha given her
ALL ■■COULD AFFORD TO. a
T«RT IXDCFIMTB
Bins.
I found the claim at New York, an old. es ablished and highly respectable house
I alee b aud
that previous to hi* settling mv claim he (Strout had
been in communicetion with that
very house, and
had offered them the stereotyped edition of 2t
per
cent, which they refused. I advised them to stir
him up" forthwith
Out of quite “a batch" of'one
winded yams from Strout ia reply. I here qante ooIv from that under date of March 31. 1M2. "Tho
dividend upon the claims against the estate of Job»
Rounds is20 per rent
The dividends have all *waa
paid out except yours, a long time since, and 1 had
forgotten about your claim
D T PHASE,
Attorn* y for all the heir* at law of the lata John
Rounds, and assignee of the claim at Now York be
(Strout) "could not And. or had forgotten about,’*
which claim remains unsettled.
N. B. Extract from the Probate Records—f! vine
allowed sgainst the estate 16,731.42; assets C4.ifei.81.
febfr* 8 ThThtd

New York .Feb 14
taugaroo.Liverpool.New York Feb 18
.lew fork.Southampton New York.. Feb 18
ttiberriiau... Liverpool.Portland
Feb 19
k
rabia.Liverpool.Boston.Feb 21
ity of Baltimore. Liverpool.New York
Feb 25
eutonia
New York
Feb 26
New York
Feb 28
• ammonia.
......Southampton New York March 11
New
York
March
26
naxonia..Southampton

for Speer's Wine. It ip an admirable article
f'r*]>cp.
uped in
and
the first families

gar L. Foster of East Machias, for a Latin
oration of the first class, and Fred. E.
Sturgis,
of Augusta, for an oration of the third class.

itjriiini » iiuiiuiiij irjwui uu hit
According to accounts received from
of Isaac Carleton. Tabled ou motion j
Geo. Thompson, M. P., it is impossible to conof Mr. Gunnison, ami Tuesday assigned.
vene a popular gathering in any part of EngMr. Kingsbury presented a bill to amend
Chap. 4, Sec. 91, K. S. .relating to elections,whioh j land, to give expression to feeling on Amerilies over one day, under the rules.
On motiou of Mr. Gunnison, it was ordered ; can affairs, by which the Northern States are
that from and after to-day the Mouse hold two
not cheered, and the Loud >n Times is not desessions per day, commencing at ten and two
nounced and execrated. The people of Engo’clock, and that no bills or resolves shall be
land are right.
acted upon in the afternoon—this act to apply
during the debate ujion the National resolves.
zr w e are told that during the elaborate
Mr. Kingsbury presented a bill to amend
seven hours' speech of Mr. Smith of WestChap. 94, R. S., relating to forcible entry and
detainer.
brook, in defense of the wrong side of our naMr. Crosby, from the Judiciary Committee,
tional controversy, he did not succeed except
reported a bill to amend Chap. 11, R. S., entitled in a
single instance in calling forth the slightest
“Education of Youth.*'
Bill to incorporate the Army Agency Co.,
expression of applause, and that was wlieu he
after some discussion was indefinitely postponed.
said something uncomplimentary of Buchan-

STEAMER

jfrica

From Fort Royal
New York, Feb. 27.
The Port Koyai correspondent of the Times,
under date of Feb. I8lh, writes: “The steamship Ericsson arrived yesterday in fourteen
days from New York, with only one of the
four submarine contrivances she started with
in tow. all the rest having by stress of weather
brokeu loose and suuk.
A Considerable body of troops have been
dispaudied to Ogeechee, and the monitors
Moutauk and Passaic are also to be stationed
there for the present.
These movements are
already turning attention in that direction.

attack. Suite tells his friends,
and they have communicated the fact, or
opinion, to the newspapers.

iwwns,

olution:—“Voted, tlir.t the pulpit committee
ure hereby instructed that whenever
they
employ a minister of the gospel to preach in
this house, they shall first inform said mlnister that he is employed to preach the
gospel
truth, according to Bible doctrine; and that

noon.

Dr. Colenso has ascertained that the
of the Church of England cannot harm

—.

4 bbls do.

atnlogu* and t'irrnlsr address
.Ft>KL PA KKF.K. Moyall Professor.
ambridge. Man., Jan. 29. 1H*3.
37 w3 v

Creditors' .Heeling.

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

says, about noon yesterday, Stuart’s cavalry
madeau attack on a part of Averill’s division
of cavalry, near Hartword Church,
t^uite a
skirmish ensued, resulting in the repulse of the
rebels.
Our loss in killed, wounded and prisoners is said to be about 45.
A rebel Captain
was taken prisoner; also a number of
privates.
The rebels are now at Steep Hun, about four
miles above llariword Church.
There was
some
tiring heard in that direction this after-

Calcutta.

—.

Emery:

2d and Settsmbkr 7fh

h

«

MEETING of all the bonajide Creditor a of the
* Rounds is
requeeted at the c«»un'iiig
room of the
undersigned. on Saturday, the 2*rh lav

Matanzas—Brig P R Curtis—295 hhds molasses, 33

Church—Repulse of thi Enemy.
New Yoke, Feb. 27.
A special dispatch dated Stafford,
Va., 25th,

EjT“The New York Herald discredits the report of a rebel privateer in the Indian Ocean,
ready to prey upon American vessels leaving

petition

ZJST’ The first ecclesiastical society of New
Preston, Conn., have passed the following res-

Rcbal Attack
word

merchants refuse to advertise in

For

liberman.Portland.

week ol fine weather.

a

Time?

Adjourned.

in vasion from that
quarter is not far distant,
fne military are on the alert, aud if the rebels
come they mean to
give them a warm reception.

TWO
Maii«

——

IMPORTS.
*»cs do. to Isaac

College, 18G3.

Terms of nineteen week* each, commercing
B

am, aged 84 years.
In Farmington, Feb 16, Asa Abbott.
Esq., aged 70.
In Jacksonville, Cal., Jau. 8, Mr. F. L. Sweet, formerly of Farmington, aged 32 years.

The usual

daily reports prevail of a projected inv&douot
Kentucky by a large rebel force, through
Cumberland Gap, whereof the military authorities are not advised, but are beginning to
yield to the popular belief that a formidable

mmmrnmt mmm

IT award

1

force under Peg ram left
yesterday, coming toward Lex-

ington.
There is great excitement here.

—

SCHOOL
—or—

In Robbinston, Feb. 25. James M Balkam, Esq.,
ied 65 years.
In Bath, Feb 26, Mr.
Joseph Ells, aged 61 yean.
In Brunswick, Feb 25, Mr*
Mary, wife of James

Another rebel

Mount Vernou

—

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LAW

PI EH*

yesterday.

The Gardiner Home Journal is conducted by H. K. Morrill for the benefit of the
family of its late editor, Mr. Heath, who was
killed in the battle at Fredericksburg.
a

i

..

Varney,
elderly woman
severely burned upon her neckaud shoulders Feb. 24th, by her clothes taking fire.
an

tWBy

>

Lexington, Ky., Feb. 2rt.
,,
A reliable
private dispatch savs the rebels
under Clark were overtaken at
Turktown, 12
miles east of Mount
Sterling, travelling toward Found 44ap, and were
badly whipped

Telegraph

was

we

Hailroad

doing no damage.

confederate army.
Mrs.

—

fired up the locomotive and sent it ahead at
full speed, supposing it would come in contact
with the passenger train
coining from Nashville. Luckily the late rains had so
injured
the bridges that the
passenger train had returncd to Nashville, and the
locomotive, having
exhausted its steam,
stopped on the track,

E3P” We shall cheerfully publish returns of
sons

Kentucky

Burned.

NEW

*.!1

Louisville, Ky., Feb. 26.
At one o'clock this afternoon 2s
eurs.inostly
laden by individuals going from here to Nashville, Tenu., were seized by about sixty armed
mounted rebels at YVoodburu, 12 miles below
Bowling Green, and burned. The rebels then

Ac.

Story;
so

pipors,

in

‘train

vic Hint.

In stron, Fch 16. G. A,
Wentworth, of Greene.
Mi >luc) M. A. 1 erkin,. of Auburn.
or",'l> Fel‘ >• Elirlm S. . ... of Person*m, end Jli.r M. Altine Boothby. of C.
Iii rhnmaston, Feb. II, Horace
Muzzy, Esq., of
•arsniont. and Mi** Luena Rrowu. of f.
in Hollis, Jan 1,4. William Jewett and Mis*
Mary
enson. both of H.

---

Hebei Operations

Panned to be engrotse l.—Bill to prevent obstructions in Pushaw stream; act to change the
name of Jane Mehan; act to amend the act to
property in the cellat. Loss about $8000. Inincorporate the city of Lewiston.
sured for $1200.
^
Engrossed in concurrence.—Bill authorizing
the Commissioners of the sinking fund of the
A correspondent of the Bath
Kennel>ec A Portland R. ll..to invest the moneys
shows that the recent murder In Camden was
of said fund.
but the sequel to a quarrel in Boston, in which
Finally panned.—Resolves—in favor of Daniel RandaL and David A. Bewail; in favor of W.
Blake was whipped by Patterson, and who
D. Orr; in favor of Peol Sockis.
then said if he could not whip Patterson he
Panned to be enacted.—Act to incorporate the
Georges Insurance Co.; act to incorporate the could kill him, and should do so.
Maine Mills; act to amend the act to incorpor23F“ Mr. Smith of Westbrook has been
ate the Portland A F. R. Horae R. R. Co.; act
most extravagantly
relating to land certificates; act to change the
praised for his recent
charter of the Union Fire Insurance Co., Banspeech in one (taper, and Mr. Kingsbury of
gor; act to incor|w»mte the Hancock Manufacthis city as extravagantly assailed. That paturing Co,; act additional to the act incorporating the Portland Union Railway Co.; act to in- per— solitary and alone—is the Advertiser,
corporate the Portland Shovel Manufacturing
Smith'* own paper, owned and controled by
Co.; act authorising the city of Hallowed to exhim.
empt certain property from taxation.
Bill to set off part of the town of Alton and
If the bill for the enrollment of the
to annex the same to Oldtown, came from the
national militia passes Congress, it is said there
The
Senate referred to the next Legislature.
House insisted on its former vote.
will tie no conscription in New England until
Mr. Parker, from the Committee on Agricultlie delinquent States have furnished their full
oron
the
ture, reported legislation inexpedient
der relating to amending Chap. *«£!, Sect. 3, R.S.
quotas. The first call will be made u(ion
those States, and New York and Pennsylvania
relating to stray beasts.
Mr. Cony, from the Committee on State Lands,
are deficient 75,000 men.
reported reference to the next Legislature, on
the petition of John B. Hayes.
f
The Oxford Democrat says Dr. Win.
Mr. Bradburv, from the Committee on Edu- f A. Bust
o^outli Paris, has been appointed by
cation, reported leave to withdraw on petition of
the Commissioner of Pensions. Examining
0. R. Sirois.
Mr. Kellar, from the Committee on Division
Surgeon for Oxford County, to examine all apof Towns, reported refereucs to the next Legisplicants for pensions, under the act of 1862,
lature on petit ion of John Pomeroy et als.
granting pensions to disabled and invalid solMr. Kingsbury, from the Judiciary Committee, reported that thtafcill to change the time of
diers, in the present war.
holdiug the law term of the Supreme Court in
The Advertiser assails Hon. Wm. G.
Cumberland County, ought to pass.
Mr. Stone, from the Committee on Education,
Barrows of Brunsw ick with a malignant pen.
reported a bill to secure the proper expenditures Mr. B., the present Judge of Probate for this
of school money in Madawaska.
county, is one of tire; purest minded men iu
Mr. Burgess, from the Committee on Indian
Affairs, reported resolves authorizing the surMaine, also, of distinguished legal ability; but
vey and lease of lots in township owned by the
such qualities shield no man against the veuPassamaquoddy Indians.
Mr. Cony, from the Committee on State Lands, I oinous attacks of the copperhead press.
reported a resolve in favor of David Weston; al“The Secretary of the Treasury reports
so, in favor of Ebenezar Chapman.
Resolve authorizing the purchase of the Re- ; that tlie sales of government cotton in New
vised Statutes was read a second time and taYork, since the blockade, from February
bled, on motion of Mr. Ha>deu of Bath.
5, to Sept- 12,1862, amounted to 3825 bales,
Bill taxing bank stock owned out of the State
was taken up.
Amendments proposed bv Mr,
1779 bags ungiimed: amounting to $90,582.
Blake of Bangor were adopted, and the bill pasThe prices ranged from 20 cents to $1,20 per
sed to be engrossed. Yeas, 100; nays, 15.
putuiu.
Mr. Haskell, from the Committee on Division
ui

i:vi:\ix.

The

Lovering;

__'i

-TO THE-

1^" On the fourth page—A Ch'arade ol the

8 SKATE.

even

Hon. John Ware has purchased
part
of the neglected water-power at
Waterville,
and intends soon to erect a woolen
factory_
as stated
by the Maine Farmer.

AND

On the first page—Our Times, an extract from an address delivered on the 22d of

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.
taPKClAL

Mr. woods vindicated tne school

In the

held

ton's), the field
by Gen. Wool.

wealth, to agri-

face the storm at the

ORIGINAL

.-*

fits

Who think that, by abolishing the Board they
are acting in an economical manner, are very
much mistaken. It is not true economy to
of an aid to

to

BY TELEGRAPH.

..

Ar at Batavia Dec 21. Kaiubow. Kelley. Boston
Parsed Anjicr Dec 27, War Haw k. Sluimou-, from
Mauiila tor Queenstown.
Ar at Genoa 6th iust. Aura. Liudsey. fin Messina;
New Empire, Brook*, and Wavery, .small, do.
Ar at Lauxarottc 8tli ult. Executive, Gorham, from

Bangor.

!«

receiving daily, and serving up in every variety,

Froali Oysters.
JJT*KRIED CLAMS

served at all boars.

frblSftw

Copartnership.

Notice of

fllHE undersigned have this day formed a Copart*
X aership, fur the parpoae of transacting the

GROCERY
And have

BVMIIE9S.

takes the Store,

NO. 1? SILVER 8TBEKT.
Directly opposite Milk Street.
EDWIN PARKER.
ARM>TRONG.

SIMON E.
Portland. Feb. 16. 1868

f* blJ dtf

Diptlieria.
✓'IAN be

prevented by curing Cmtgk*, fblds./fowre*

aud all !rritati**n» qfth* Throat and Br-mrhiaJ Ve**rtt, with the Grrat tfrrman Hrmrdp. ThB
IIkmpkl I’rivkbtivb. Clergymen, lawyeis. teach*
era, singer*. aud all who overran the strength of (he
vocal organs, and consequently suffer from irr tanoa
and soreue** of the throat, w ill find this medic ne ia*
valuable
It not only rtlirrr*.but i~rmnn*ntty cwret.
nr**,

Testimony of Dr. Sine,of London.
"Diptheria is one of the most fatal diseases o mod*

ern times, au«i he who suggests imansto prri»nt it.
or to arrest it iu iu course, and reuder it mil I aud
manageable. is truly a benefactor of hi* race. Medi-

like this ought to be in every family iu tha
For sale by
S H COLB^WORTUY, 98 Exchange St
and elsewhere.
frh3t> eUw eod8w

cine

Ar at Cadix 3d iust. Manhattan. Harding, fin New
York.
Arid iust. Gauges,Johnson. New York; S H W’aternian. Elliot, do. 3d. Manhattan, llardiug. do.
8Id 29th, Danville, Soule, for Me-sma; 39th. Rosamond. Fickett. Neavitas.
The C J Kershaw, Nichols, from Ibrail lor Leith,
put into Lerwick Feb 7, very leakv, and with pumps
choked, loss of sails, out of provisions, and a man
lost overboard ; was twice driven off from the port
by severe gales She has been surveyed, and rt commended to discharge cargo, part of it being damaged
by beat.
The ship Sebastian Cabot, arrived at Shields Feb 7.
and the chief officer in command Burton) reports.
Dec 23d. Cap! Watts jumped ov erboard, supposed in
a lit of insanity, and was drowned.
The ship Reap* r. from Londou. took the ground
on the 6th.owing to a squall.*hi r» leaving the Northumberland dock, in tne river, and bad to discharge a
ller cargo
portion of her cargo of coal to get off
w as reshipped, wheu she proceeded.

SPOKEN.
5, off Staten I-aud, ship Irauboe, Barclay, fiu i
Callao.
for
j
Liverpool
Feb 8.10 A31.16 miles off the Sallees, ship Ocean
I
Pearl, Reaxer, from Liverpool for Boston
Nov

+

country."

JB.

ALL

Jtr.ADY!

Spring Style Silk
At

Hats!

1IAKKIS'. opposite til. 1‘o.tote.-

£y“tUt» maps to
frbSl- Aw it kI

1.1;

J ^

riT

by tbr Conform»tonr._XI

For Sale.
THE good deh Yoi AWTB. well rc und

In sails aud rigging. Ac. c*he has good
anchors and a good boat, earths 1»
ut in
tons—was refitted last fall and
good condition fv>r business. Sbc s peraud
will
tern
s
be
sold
low.
For
aud
tKUy sound,
further ia formation address
WM. A. FERNALD
fehkl 02w
New Bedford, Feb. 18, 1868.

/Jf f.

MATTERS

ABOUT TOWN.

HTDWm service and a sermon may be expected
at St. Luke's Church,to-morrow evening at 7 o’clock

TO

ISTM I'. Emma Houston, Trance speaker, will
lecture in Mechanics’ Hull, before the Portland Spirttual Association, to-morrow afternoon and evening
at 2] and 7 o'clock.
Sunday School at 9), Conference at 10] o'clock.

Portland

public

tyThe sermon on "Washington-and Religious
Liberty," delivered at Chestnut St. church ou the
anniversary of Washington’s blrthdav. By Rev. IV.
K. Clark, will, by request, be repeated by him, at
seats
said church, to-morrow evening at 7 o’clock,
_

Supreme Judicial Court.
TERM—CUTTING J-, PRESIDING.

Friday.—Id the case of Walker et als. va.
Chase, the jury returned a verdict for plaintiff for $541 84, the whole amouat claimed,
with interest. A motion is filed for a new
trial.

Howard A Strout.

Lewis Pierce,
N. 8. Littlefield.

The second

jury was then discharged
attendance, and the Court

any further
ceeded to hear motions.

from
pro-

No. 320—John W. Perry v*. Alexander
Brackett etals. Action on a poor debtor’#
bond. Judgment for plaintiff, $7 62, and one
quarter coats.
Simmons.

A Dana.

Shepley

Municipal Court....I'eb. 36.
% Michael H. Heady was brought up on a
8. L. Carleton,
search and seixure process.
_

Esq., appeared

as

his counsel, and stated to

the Court that Heady
toxicating liquors for

had

quit the

against

sale of in-

Mr.

War

some

applied

defend him, and stated to him that, if lie got
dear, the dis|>osition of the liquors should be
do
was

with
dis-

Covet Martial.—The Court Martial,called by order of Geu. Wool, convened yesterday
forenoon at 10 o’clock, in the Sturdevant
Block, Exchange street- The prescrilied oath
administered to each member

by CHpt. S.
C. Fletcher, Judge Advocate.
Col. Mason
then administered the oath to the Judge Adwas

J

;
!

i
I

denounced the Secretary of
base man, and was called to order.

McDougal

as a

of the 7th

Private Patrick Norton

Maine,

specification of the
put
charge was “conduct prejudicial to good order.” The details of the charge were: 1st—
Breaking and entering the Sutler's store, and
stealing therefrom various articles of merchandize. 2d—Selling articles of clothing,
contrary to military law. To the specification
and the second charge, the prisoner pleaded
guilty. To Uie first charge he pleaded not
guilty. J. F. Rich, Esq., at the Judge Advocate's request, acted as counsel for prisoner-.
The entire session of the day was taken up
on

trial.

Tbe

j

in the examination of witnesses, which closed
the testimony on the part of the government.
The court then adjourned to 9 o’clock this

morning, at which time evidence
the prisoner will be introduced.

on

Apprehended

behalf of

The case possesses some interest from tbe
fact that the principal government witness,
Duncan Briggs, is alleged to have been an accomplice in tbe theft.

Geu.

Butler had supported nearly 30,000 poor people, and had levied contributions on the reliefs
to furnish the means.
He did not believe
Accidental I)katu or a Soldier.—The
Gen. Buffer ever received a farthing wrongtrack repairers on the Portland & Portsmouth
fully at New Orleans, or attempted to do so.
Railroad yesterday morning, found the dead
Mr. Davis said that at the next session he
body of a man, dressed in soldiers’ pants, un- would call for a committee to investigate the
doings of Gen. Butler. He said, the men who
der an overhanging bridge just beyond the
had done so much lor their couuiry were asBiddeford station. It is supposed that he
persed, and the brightest instance was Gen.
either jumped or fell from the train Thursday
McClellan. At the commencement of the war
evening, and struck the abutment of the he believed Adjutant General Thomas a traihad offered a resolution to
bridge, and was instantly killed. Nothing h as tor. He (Davis)
investigate his conduct, bnt the Senator from
found upon his body, as we are informed,
Massachusetts
by
(Wilson) had objected.
which he could be identified.
Mr. Kice said, be believed there was no more
The city auman
than
Gen. Thomas. He never
loyal
thorities of Biddeford look charge of the body
shrank from any Investigation, and it would
*
and will give it a proper burial.
have been a bright day for him if tlie resolution for a committee had passed. As for Gen.
Breaking and Entering Shops.—ThursButler, he (Kice) was was here during thedark
the
of
Mr.
night
day
Gilbert L. Bailey
shop
days, when Geu. Butler was our only stay,
was entered‘and ten revolvers valued at
when he had command at Annapolis, uud he
$190
stolen therefrom. The robbers broke the
thought it a great mistake wheii Geu. Butler
gate
was taken away from New Orleans, and a dark
in Fox Court, leading to the back of the
shopi day for the loyal people of New Orleans. He
and then lifted the shutters from the back
did not believe Geu. Buffer ever took a dollar
window, by which they entered, and commit- from any loyal man.
Mr. Davis asked bow it was that Gen. Butted the robbery.
ler's brother became so rich.
They theu climbed over a fence leading to
Mr. Kice said he knew nothing about Gen.
the rear of the shop of Mr. Henry S. Pearson,
Butler's brother, and there was not a particle
evidence before the Senate tliatheever
broke open the back door of his
shop, and of
took a dollar. It was mere newspaper rejsirl,
stole a couple of spy glasses and an opera
ami be thought grave charges should not lie
glaaa. No trace has been found of the scamps. made In that way.
Mr. Davis asked what the Senator thought
Theatre.—There was a crowded house last
of the gross order of (ien. Buffer with regard
night at the theatre, and the performance went to the women.
Mr. Kice said lie could not Judge of the
off well, save some confusion in
changing the
provocation of that order, but from Gen. Butwings, the machinery of which must be sadly ler's
explanation ol it, it was evident it did
out of repair.
The song of “Fair Columnot mean what the rebels tric’d to make it
bia” was sung handsomely by Harry Pearson,
mean.
In regard to the gentleman from St.
Louis, who says he lost his plate and furnibut it loat its effect from want of a grand choture, he was either a traitor or else Gen. Butrus and proper instrume:.tal
accompaniments. ler never touclied a dollar of his property.
The author, Mr. Batcbelder, was loudly called
Mr. Davis said he understood this gentlefor, but he did not make his appearance. We ! man was as loyal a Senator from Minnesota as
Mr. Kice.
hope Mr. Jarrelt has succeeded so well that
Mr. Kice said he made no prolessions to
he will be iuduced to make auolhcr visit to
loyalty.
Portland with his company.
Mr. Davis «aid he had better make none.
Mr. (.'handler raised the point of order, that
mechanics’ Debate.—The discussion
by this discussion was entirely irrelevant.
the Mechanic Association,
The (-Imir decided that the point w as corThursday

evening,
interesting and exciting. The Library room was filled, notwithstanding the storm, many ladies being present.
The resolve was ably supported by M. A.
Blanchard, CapL J. B. Coyle, G. L. Bailey and
J- T. Walton, and opposed by Messrs. J. T.
Emery and L. F. Pingree. The matter was
laid over for further discussion next
Thursday
evening.
of the slavery resolve,

Mr. Powell spoke against the bill, declaring
it to be unconstitutional and a great outrage

(III

|
!

i

J
!

|
j
i

|
;

j

!

Mr. Chandler said the bill was to act on
the rebel*, and lie did lint expect the Senator
I'rotn Kentucky (I’oweil) to support it. He
; did uot expect him to support
anything calculated to support the Government. A rebel
lias sacrificed all bis rights. He has no right
to life, liberty und happiness; even life was a
boon to him.
Mr. Powell said he did not expect the SenaE3~The net proceeds of the Promenade
tor from Michigan (Chandler) to sustain anyConcert given by the Young Ladies’ K. Fthing which has any amount of reasonable
Society, are $595.00.
Appropriations of honesty and constitutional law iu it. He con$100.00 each have been made for the following
tended that the bill had nothing to do with the
reliels at all.
purposes, viz: To the Ladies’ Sauttary ComOu motion of Mr. Wilson of Mass., further
mittee ; to Kev. H. Stebbins, for the relief of
j consideration of the hill was postponed.
returned sick and disabled soldiers, and to the
The Seuant then went into executive sesMaine Camp Association.
sion.—Adjourned.
Gen. Wool to Visit Poktlanu.—Special
dispatches from Bostou announce that General

j

j

Wool will visit this city to-day. He is expected to leave Boston by the train this afternoon,

arriving here this evening.
city authorities will see to

We presume our
it that he has a

proper welcome.

gf“ K*v. Edwin B. Palmer, chaplain of the
19th Maine has resigned, and is on his
way
home. He found the duties in the
army of the

Poloinac, in attending upon the sick and dying too severe lor his constitution; hence his
resignation.—[Brunsw ick Telegraph.

U Steamship Nova Scotian wili sail for
Liverpool this afternoon, after the arrival of
the train from Canada. Mails close at the
city postotfice at 1.30 P. M.

Real Estate.—The store in the “Thomas
block” occupied by Chas. McLaughlin & Co.
has been

purchased by
ford, Esq., for $12,000.

them of Wm. F. Saf-

i

Resolutions

Secretary

adopted requesting the
Treasury to decline further

payment to parties chartering the steamer
CaUline.
'I l,e House went iuto a committee ot the
W hole, and took up the amendments to the
internal revenue bill. A substitute w as
adopted for the sixth section,
inqiosing new rates
ol stamp tax ou promissory
notes, in order
that it may lie more certainly executed: also
on bonds and mortgages, with
(lowers of attorney, and taxes on the sale of *lii|M and
assignments ot insurance policies. It exempts
soldier's and sailor's I tension papers from taxation. Several amendments were adopted.
Mr. Morrill offered a new section, that
every
incorporated bank or private institution authorized to issue notes, shall make returns on
the 1st of January and July, or within
thirty
days thereafter, of the amount of profits earn- |
ed during the six months, on w hich shall be
[laid 3 per cent. Adopted. Mr. Morrill’s Ij
amendment provides that licenses and taxes
shall uuiforuily terminate on tiie 1st of
May. !
Section 15 was amended so that salaries of
|1
collectors shall uot exceed $10,00u.
Several more slight amendments were adopt;
ed.
A new section was added to dispense with
Collectors and Assessors for the territories
after the present assessment Is collected.
The House ben took a recess until seven
1

zr- The steamer St. Andrew Bailed from
Halifax at 9 o’clock
Thursday evening for
Portland, and should arrive here at about 9
o’clock this evening.

SyThe discussion

o

Gen. McClellan
win be continued this
evening at the hall of
the M. L. A. Citizens are invited.
as

to

clock.

Esenin;/ iSession.—The Committee ro>e having acted on all seetious of the bill and reported
its action to the House.
Mr. \\ ashburne, from the Committee ol
Conference ou the disagreeing amendment tc

Franklin Family School for Boys,
TOP8HAM, ME.

j

Capture

fontpiimenury Testimonin, g*

week.-*
I or "I. irclil(ir“." tec pleaM addre the
Principal.
I ar*-uN arc
cordially invltci r.» vi.lt the School.
AKKtN Johnson, m a..
Principal.
1
K..1
fcb21
12w
one

sl

D- H-

Of,

CHANDLER!

Portland
„ISf.?g<yiP»‘oi‘«
Grand
Complimentary Ball
i„

Selwi School.
MISSES STMONDS will
THE
sprin* Semina of their School

commence the
mi Yol'ho
Laimi* Aire Mteen* rm MONDAY, March
2d, at
thoir room* in Mechanica’ Hal).
Application may be made and circular! obtained
at No. 18 Urown Street.
Portland. Feb. 19. 1863
dltr

LIFE INSURANCE.
New

England

SELECT

D. II.
AT

THE
<«e;»nd
March 2d.
For

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 194*

Muspn,

1

* H Barberfek,

terms, Ac., application may be made to the
A

No. 28 High Street

CASH CAPITAL, *2.312,943 T4, INVESTED.
€a«ico Street

Seminary.

Premiums may be
after.

B HI DOT O N

”

to

ftb26 Id

SI 00, Gallery 80 centaR L Kubiaeon’a
Paine, Mu.ic »lo«.
*
commence at 8 o’clock.

salurday ovenin*. Kebrnary 28th IMS
precniely. The public are invited!
QUESTION FOR DISt U88ION
That it ia the duty of Preaident Lincoln
Rejo/rrd
nnd
hu f

THE

jdace

References in Portland may bo made to the following parties: Messrs. H. J Libbv ft Co., Steele ft
Hayes, Ezra Carter. Jr., Messrs. Howard ft Stront,
tieo \\ Woodman.Esq., Messrs. John Lyneh ft Co
Uezekiah Packard. Esq.

Wharf,

..

eodly

;

..

abinei to restore the command of the Army
7

Potomac to Gen. Mcf'lellan

of the

^erordec.

OE.^H^ABOE^

!

wants...Tlost.
Wanted.
Sm ATION

A

aa

Clerk

or

Book-keeper

ia tome

•’T • roung marrted man who
“,7rto7'.
would like III nil hl»
employ era a thou.an.1 dollara.
Would

not
one

cd for

a

object to forming a < 'partnership with
I. bumneM.
day. only.
BUSINESS, Boa 22»i. Portland P. O.

Keierenceveiehenlp

few

_A;*dre*s

boarding themselvgfe
Special attention given to those designing to teach.
Text Books supplied »r Portland
prices.
THOMAS II MEAD,
Secretary.
v
u
North Bndgtoo,
Jan.20. 1903.
jan31 d3awA w33

MUNGER, Agent,

Pennell

M Bleb.
Rhode..

K

tional Bank,
at TJ o clock

ACADEMY,

Spring Terra of this (u'titution will commence on Tuesday, Feb. 24fh. 1968, and
continue
eleven weeks.
C. E. Hilton.A. M., Principal; Rev. Franklin Y'eaten. A. M
Vice Principal; Mrs. Elisabeth Hi,ton.
Teacher of Music; Miss L. K. liibbe. Teacher of
and
Drawing
Painting.
The Trustees of this institution are
happy to announce to the public that the services of the Rev.
Franklin Y eatou have been secured for the
Spring
Term. Mr. Y'eaton brings with him a rich
experience. and the well earned
reputation of a successful
teacher.
If sufficient encouragement is offered, a Primary
Department will be formed under the supervision ol
Mrs. Hilton, to which students under twelve
years ol
age will be admitted for 12 C*» per term.
Hoard near the Academy 12.00 per week, wood and
lights t?xtra. .Students can reduce their expenses by

Policies are issued on the life, or tbr a term ofveara,
certain contingencies. Creditors may insure
their debtors on time.
"dyobieett* to call attention to the fact that a
poiicv it Lift Insurance i. the cheapest and safest
mode ot making a provision for one's family.”—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon
persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, al his office, or at their own
of business, and assist them in
making applies-

Smith,

a.

NORTH ISR1DGTON, MAINE.

AT

or on

JOHN W.

ui^er^ljliica.ter
G*';''"*

paid in ten years—no forfeiture

No. I BO Fore Street, head of Long
dec 19
PORTLAND. ME.

W

Principal,

113,000.
FREE POLIO IKS.

D

and at
ls 5 hiM of ,he Maua/ern.
Hall, end at

ou

the charge of the former Principal. Miss H. 1IAWKB8.
The course of study will embrace all the branches
usual.y attended to in such institutions
There will also be a department for Children.
For terms, Ac., application may be made to the
at 217 Cumberland street, after March 7th.
PortJaud, Feb. 14. Ib68.
edJwAeuddw*

is

WhwkrT

L
£»«*.
!»P> C

»TKP»K TICKETS

some

,30th,

ri.k,

K
*

I-

Company divide. IU net earning, to the lift
Institution for the instruction of young laTHIS
companies
Polj« holders,Jnot In .crip
dies aud misses, will be re-opened
THIS
Monday,
March
under

Premiums may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
•emi-anniial
payments; or when for whole lift, they
may be paid half cash, and the balance in cash on
live years, with Interest.
Amount taken in one

W. H Phillip,

£ &*?**?•
J w:
j'«T n^Jun*
«-Rt k ft’
G. W.Trae,

bUKGIM.

H

HALL,

Wednesday Evening,narch4,lSM.

of till! School for Younr LaMiaaea, will comtneuce on Mondar

P2»*P«I
febl8d2w»

Boston.

as

Ohandlery

LANCASTER

Spring Term

COMPANY.

wl„

-ON-

SCHO O L,

NO. 28 HIGH STREET

Life Insurance

Wanted
SN

4

by

Immediately,

every town and village, an agent of either
"stp engage in a light and protitable buineai
Which
from SS to SIS per week

he made. Per-

can

.laying lebmre eveuiug. can make from no cent,
per evening. A
l« with lull particulars
«eut by mail to all who
inchwe thbk* letter
itampa
**
1UA RUSSELL A
ro,
leM dlmuwSOI*
liookselt, N. H.

«o.i*
tu >.I

FOR SALE & TO LET.
FOR KALE.

Wheat—drooping;

Beef—steady.

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,
a

Block.CoiurroKs St

T

»n

Pork—without decided change; Mo9s 14 76 ^ 15 00
for old. and 17 00 m 17 12$ for new.
.Sugars—qnfet: New Orleans 10 44-100 3 13.
Cone—quiet and firm.
Molasses—active and firm; sales New Orleans at
46* ® 56; Muscovado 46.
Oil—Linseed firmer at 1 72j
1 77; Lard firmer;
sales at 9r> 3 1 00, now held at 100 « 105:
Sperm
firmer at 1 80: Whale firmer at 98 q, 1 0U; Petroleum
is quoted at 22 %23 for crude, and 39 ,a 45 for refined.
Freights to
Wool—active and higher; sales 900,000 lbs fleeces
at 90 a *>

BOOK-KEEPING. COMMERCIAL LAW. COMMERC I At. ARITHMETIC, PENMANSHIP.
CORRESPONDENCE fC..

practically taught.
A Schnlarrhip i*«ncd by thia
College will
throughout the "Chain"—lime unlimited.

send for Circular.
BRYANT, sTKATTOX k

iehldfcwly

Liverpool—quiet.

Stock Market.
New York. Feb. 27.
Second Board
Stocks lower and gold higher.
Chicago & Bock Island.. 93
Chicago. Burlington k Quincy.108
Pittsburg. Fort Wayne ami Chicago,.66
Cleveland k Pittsburg. 694
Illinois Central scrip,. 93
Michigan Southern. 611
Michigan Southern guaranteed.i»q j
Harlem preferred,..
56$
Harlem,.. 36
—

mi

«wj

ui

sue

ujuiua*

feb23 dtf

Brick Dwelling Houses
TWO
Green Street.
One

BROWN’S

Portland Commercial

Office

College.

on

Portland,

•

in the second

greaa.treet, at fair

price,—for .air by
L’

J-OOIand.Dec.lO.l^1^

A

T

CASES Prime No. 1
quire of

5<*11
(Tal
Ieb23 lw®

LOT OF LAND, tt feet on Free street.
■••L containing about 4000 square feet, with a block
jEwL of two three-storil'd brick Houses thereon,
numoered 75 and 77, contaiuiug 21 room* and atticconnected with Pmm Hull -a desirable location Ibr
a Boarding H>>usr, or for two private dwellings.
Time and paymeuts to suit the purchasers
For farther particulars apply to DR THOMAS II.
BRKSLIN, or
CHARLES MUSSET.
IbbS d4w

m

No

••

Third

TO LET.
Floor, corner of Middle and Temp!
at 86 State Street.
Jan 10

Enquire

To Let.
commodious Chamb-r in the northerly corof the new brick block. orn-r of Lime and
Streets, directlv facing the market. Re»t ow.
Enquire at office of

TnF.
Milk

ner

i uk kali:.
A SCHOONER of the following dlmeusion*: length 73 feet, breadth 2<» feet
4 inches, depth 7 feet 3iuche»—full \nnfp.
feet iu length. 9H inches in the clear,
hull is Just ot! the ways, thoroughly
rebuilt. Rigging, spars and sails arc about all new;
chaius and anchors fir*; rate. She is in all respects
equal to new. Will be ready for sea in ten nays.
A Urge carrier, a fast sailer, and draws a light draft
of water. Apply to
feb25 dlw
W. S. COCHRAN, Rockland.
jU

Sept. 15.1862.

Ms u

••
"

••

Augusta
Union

••

SnO.CHO feet Fine Shipping Boards.
36/HiO
Spruce Plank
6u.ono •* Cheap line Boards.
1&U>00 Pine Clapboard*—planed.
80,00© spruce Clapboards.
100.000 Extra Cedar Shingba.

By

«x

_a.

x

..

CiRO. F.
At the head of

Portland. Dec. lltb, 186*.

-ALSO-

to Let.
Commercial Street, head of Hobson s Whirl
of
J.
11.
HAMLEN,
Inquire
Office on Uobaon's Wharf.
•ep4tf

TIIE
streets.

N A
Kustkb i« authorized to collect ail dues, and will j a\ ad debts of
the said Arm.
N. A. FOSTER.
J T OILMAN,
Joseph b. hall.
Portland. Feb 2, 1863.
feb25
consent.

( hicasaw

60
66
80

FOSTRR.

Cuion Wharf.
atf

with all the conveniences, and
is suitable for taro families.

I'oopcrS Shop

Copnrtumhip.

BUSHELS rery choice bevvy Mixed
CORN, lor aale la lota to aait purehaaCHA8 McLAUGHLIN A CO.

BUSHELS Extra Mealing Cora.
40u Bbls. stone Mills Flour,
71UU1
lfiu Bbls. Arcade

2JT~ 50,000 BOTTLES 80LL_gJ
Uelltomc's Important Remedies!

Tew No. 90 iu Chestnut Street Church.
The above will be sold low if applied far soon, as
mv business take* tn- out of the Mate.
For terms. Ac., call ou Freeman Bradford. Esq,,
88 Exchange Street
Z. K HARMON.
JbblS Swafc w36

name

183 For* Street.

roonn

good order;

ON

la-

At Wholesale !

For Naif.
HOUSE AND LOT, No. 8 Cedar street.near
the new school house—lot 40 k by 80; contains 13

NUTMEGS forMia.

JOHN PUR1N6TOH,

.Wised Cora.

DOLE.

A

W"Sf»-

VullBrga.
tfl

lv

Store 98

Possession

Flour.

can

A Valuable Property ou Free SI.
FOR SALK.

Copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm
1I1IE
of N. A FOSTER A CO., is this day
dissolved

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. r Exchanges*.

FLesil

Estate,

UTHEX

I began to nSrr nr remedies for tale I waa
’»
timid, and spoke cautiously, foanng I might
act the quack.
I Cut having
them in all

forma
proved
of such disease, aa they are adapted to, and
swing
tho astonishing effect. of th-m in the care or tho
moat
easw, in all classes of constitatioaa,
and stages of disease, and having receives, thousand,
of testimonials of the moat flatteriug character, wa
now speak with nil boljnttt, conddeut that
they are
above all others.
1. The iikt.it (iikkia Coroa Bunt-Ar
nil diseases 1/ tkr /Vial and
Lungs. —We refer to
a few cases.
N. Dickson, ol Boston. Mass
Eld. B.
K Partridge. Whiten- hi. Me.. Mr 8. Bradley, VF
euna. Me.. Mr.. T.
Heriej Newoaelle. Me* Mian
Amanda Lungee. Uallowell. Me: Mrs. D. N. Kidder.
Bristol. N. II; Mrs. Weeslou. Holland, Vt; and hundreds of others, cured of bad case* ol RnmckitU.—
Eld A C. Hodgkins, Vienna. Mrs. B.
Woodatda,
Brunswick; Mr J.an-ph Ford, Jefferson. Me; Mary
S. Bnrrough. Prorideoce. K I.. and nun. nlhsM
cured ot file most <li»tre«dng cases of Pkthttic.
Mrs. W W Patten. Topsham; Mrs. F. Winslow.
Yarmouth; Mrs. J. H. Couant. Richmond. Me .cared
of ca«e* of Influenza and Cough when everything
; else failed Children of D. Tarr. Litchfield. of l
J. Lawrence. Yarmouth, and more than
twenty oth; ers. cured ol Croup, some of whose lives were -aved
by it. all other remedies foiling. For common coids,
, hoarseness, coughs, sore lungs. Ac.. thousand! tottlI fy it i» the best and cheapest ever used.
Liver Kkoilatok and Hytp+ptic < urtr—C.
3.
White of Richmond. Me says—“It is the best article
for Liver Complaint I have ever seen. It has benefitted my wife more than 9100.” t.eo. Webber. Litcbfield. Ms., ssys, “It has worked wonders for my
j daughter, who has been three veers under doctors'
treatment without benefit. Your Liver Regulator
has cured her.
We had lost all hope of her getting
Mr. J 8. Carter. Watervifle—“I have useo
; well."
I two bottles and find it double extra It is a valuable
Mrs. R. Johnson, l'ittstou. confined to
I medicias.”
1 her
bed live veers, savs: "I have used one bottle; It
with
and keeps my food from souring, reme.
agrees
;
lieves fointnos*. Ftease send more immediately.**
Mr. W Chase of Bangor, says: “I have used your
Liver Regulator with much* profit to mvself. and
i think mush of it." Wc have a great uumber of such
testimonies rontinnallv coming.
3 Wkllcomk's Paib CrusB.—Eld. I. Wight,August a. says: “It is the best thing for an irritated
throat and lungs, and for colic. I ever saw.** Eldsr
A. C. Hodgkin*, Vienna, says. It is
successused here fbr the cure of
send me a
lot immediately what l had is all sold." J. W.GrtA
tin, Stark, says: "Ittakes the lead of all otbex articles of that description: it is being used with good
1 have not heard of a single
success for diptheria.
instance where it has foiled; send three dossn more."
D. X. Kidder. Bristol, X. H savs: “Your medicines
are doing woiulerfol
cures,especially the Paim furer.
One case of sciatic rheumatism has Seen cured by one
bottle. It puts ‘Ferry Davis’ Fain Killer' all fa the
shade
Win. Raker. Yarmouth, says be cured a
valuable horse ot lameness and swelled leg with the
l*ain Curer. Thousands are being cured of various

distressing

ap*

INVESTMENTS

!

j

GREAT CHAACI FOR BARGAINS BEFORE Til RISE!
20 HOUSR8. at prices from tlOOOto S5000
1<» Hot'sK LOTS, at prices from t»X>to S3U00.
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000. 00n feet of LAND.
2 STORK LOTS ou ('otumercial Street.

Physician’s Notice.
OR. CHADWICK

MOSKS GOI

taken Office Xw* 1 over Mr. Lnring's Drug
Store, corner of Exchange aud Federal streets.

HAS

LD,

74 Middle Sl.f

novr dtf

t> Stair*.

a. m.

3 to 5 p.m.
Residence 168 Cumberland Street, between Chestand
nut
Kim. and opposite the head of Cedar Sts
ft*bl8 dim

JN. W.
General

LUMSDON,

Commission

.Merchant,

Ol & 103 vVcater

Street,
GEORGETOWN, D.

MARINE
Irons.

€•

Attention to the wale of Produce, Flour,Grtun,
and General Merchandise. Vessels chartered.freight*
procured, and business generally attended to with
promptness and dispatch.

undersigned has been appointed Agent for
the sale of Marine Railway aud other Chaius,
iu the United States and British North America.manufactured by Hexky Wood & Co., of Liverpool,
Great Britain, aud is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine
Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and warranted to fit. These chains are made of an iron peculiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
shows its average breaking strain to be 86 tons per
inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good and reliable chains will do well to examine those iu actual
service.
Marine Rail wav Track Irons are drilled with the
couutersuuk holes and the Bolts to match; also,
of all kiuds, Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit.
Mr. C. feels confident he can
the above articles on as favorable terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I t'RANDALL.
Sub-marine Engineer,
New Bedford. Mass.
JaulO '62dlawly*

THE

Rkfkus to—Leonard Cotton.Esq., Portsmouth.N.H.
I. F Williams, Hampton, N. H.
fcb2 d.3m

Railway

TOWN

AND

Corporation Bonds,
WITH
COUPON*,
Town Note* and Orders,

Spikes

AND ALL OTHER RIND

OW

PRINTING-,

supply

Neatly

aud
—

Promptlr Executed
AT Til* —

ProMN Office.

tiiiurdlan'ii Sale.

ty,

over

jau2 tf

jan22 dtl

WILL

Floor,

febM d3w
story,
Middle street—Mitchell'* Building.
CHAMBERS
of

leading

BEST BRANDS of Waatera and Canada
THE
Family PLOVR
alway, be foand at 173 Coa-

—a Lao—

given immediately. Inquire

now

Ship
Pierce," at Ceatnu
hart, and for sale in lota to salt purchasers br
C. M DAVIS.
fi*b25 lmedis*
117 Commercial Street.

To bo Ld.

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
In Merchants’ Bank Building, Exchange St.

be sold at private sale, or
auction,
by order of the Hou. Judge or Proliate within
and for the County of Cumberland, on Wednesday.
March the 18th day. iu the A. 51 11 o’clock, at the
dwelling of Ellen Jacobs of Westbrook, in said CounGuardian of Eliaa M
George B., Asa F.. aud Arthur R. Jacobs, minors aud heirs of Elias Jacobs,
late of said Westbrook, deceased, the following real
estate situated iu Westbrook aforesaid, aud subject to
the life estate of Eliza Flckett, to wit live-seventh
parts of three acres of land situated iu Stroudwater
village, iu common and undivided with Nahum
Fickett and Ellen Jacobs, who own the other twoseventh parts of said land, aud situated in the rear
of the house now occupied by Klleu Jacobs.
ELLEN JACOBS, Guardian.
Also, at the aaiuc time and place will be sold the
one-seventh part of said land owned by Ellen Jacobs,
and all the life estate of Eliza Fickett of aforesaid
aud.
febdu dlaw4w

iv

Two Lots of Land, one on Spring and one on
Spruce «treet. Either would be exchanged fora
good Dwelling House.
For particular* please apply at 117 Middle street,
Portland.
N. I MITC HELL.
febl7—eod8m

FOB SALS AT THIS

Railwu}' Chains and Track

Liverpool Salt.
LIVERPOOL SALT,
Wr'lf 1 TONS
from
Frank

on the corner of 1‘roepeet
and Cam «treet»—the baoement Buluhed lor a .tore. A Boud .land for a lamily Grocer.

t!!||

STAMPS,

Hocrb—From into 12

MERCHANDISE

f. (4o tf

■HHHHr

U. S. INTERNAL REVENUE

Office

on

THE Hotter

in

RALLY!

York St.

For Kale.

Fhilip

Market Square

rwpeetable German gentlemen and one
ledr, ol good eddroaa, with referenew aa to ladastry. integrity, and morality, can find permanent
employment and good pay by calling at the coanter
VIRtFr, YORSTON k CO.,
,,f.Ifb28 eodlw*161
Middla Street.

at

cial Street.

facility

HUDSON, Ju..

FEW

Line Si., ndjoining Pont Office.
10.1<W.
3w

acceo.

—

J. B

17

OKRMANS,

A

.econd

buftjmgf

Enquire or

EWPLOYWEKT J

Middle Street, centrally aftnated
OXand eaay Boor.
of
No 83 CummrrApply

I have removed from No. 164 to 161 Middle
The
Principal has had 20 vears* experience.
Diplomas will be given to those Ladies and (ientlemeu who pass through thorough courses for Accountants. Terms will be reasouable.
My Institution is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett's Commercial
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the first and oldest in the
United States
My teaching and plans are modern,
and the most improved and
approved, as the Jlrsl
clast
men have and wfll
testify-.
tf"
tanr/ht as follows
Book-Keeping,
Navigation; Commercial Law. Native, Business and
Ornamental Writing. < ommercial Arithmetic. Correspondence. Card Marking. Ac. Teaching from
printed writing copies and text books are avoided.
Each Student receives separate instruction. Intricate Accounts adjusted. Certain evenings will be
devoted to Law L*ctur<t, if expedient.
HTMr B would refer to a recommendation from
his Students of this city, who are acting as business
men. accountants, Ac
containing above four hundred signatures, a part of which mat be seen in print
in the hall at the entrance to bis Kcoras, a few of
which are as follows:
We have been taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction
pursued bv Mr. R. N
Brow*, of this city, iu teaching the art of Writing,
and the complicated series of Book Keening, has
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure in
publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to him for
whatever skill and
in adjusting account* wc
mar now posses*
Henry Brown, Jas. Olcutt Brown. Stephen
H. Cummings. W. W. Thomas. Jr.. Samuel Chadwick, Augustus Cummings. Jason Berry. John s.
Russell. Fred. A. Prince, John 11 Hall, tieorge E.
Thompson. John It. Covle.Jr., Fred. H. Small, John
M. Slovens, and 2U0 other-*
tiT* Hie services of a Sea Captain is secured to
teach Navigation, who has had 40 years experience
as a practitiouer
febS dA w3m33

a

preferred.

feb!, -d*w

Feb.

future.
street.

b> mutual

large lota,

,h* iri“ “®c°

neea.

nea.

Office la Let.

I860 in the Hanson Block, No. 161 MidThe room* have recently been made
new, and furnished neatly, and are the most
pleasant
in the city. One separate room for Ladies. I
present my thanks for the extensive
patronage, and
as
in the past, nopaint shall be spared in the
promise
dle afreet.
LOCATED

Dissolution of

with

re-

the Sign and Ornamental
painting besfTCI learn One
who hea decided taate for the bual-

SALeT

wooden Dwelling House and Lot on
One Store and Lot on Union Street.
Two House* and Lota ou Cl. ireh Street.

suitably

~

BY JOIIX C. PROCTOR.

WOKTUIXGTOX

11

JOHN C.PROCTER,
Street, adjoining the poet Off oe.

REAL ESTATE FOR

be good
Call or

wWte^TroJS thl

An Apprentice W anted.

and in good order. For sale ou reasonable terms,
would be exchanged for a good modern built
bouse, in a good location.
For further particulars inquire of
Lime

Stolen.

orgiving information to
JOSEPH SEVERANCE, Coruiuk, Mb

n

or

cation.

or

BAT MARK, weighing .boat 1000
ponada. tear
j^»n old. tier off hitnl lust wu white to tho

ankle ; the other had a streak of
lioel. Any person who flucls Iter shall
be
ward eU by returning her

THE Three Story Dwelling House and Lot,
No. 27 York street—the lot containing about
Jb 12.000 feet of land; the house well finished

im|wrtAiit link In Metaet.Stbattok fcro.’a
riiain of Commercial Col lore*, located in NVw
York, I'hiladclpkia, Albany, ilulfalo. I’roridcuce,
Clearcland, Detroit. Chicago. St. l-uuiii, Troy. Brooklyn and Toronto, C. W and afford* the beat
po**ible
racilitic* for acquiring a thorough Commercial edu-

IS

A

Valuable Real EMatefor Sale.

-LOCATED I*-

Clapp

strayen

THE House and Land on the corner of Ms*
*u<l Peasant streets, now occupied
■Stt
by
JU. Lemuel Gooding. Eaq. For further particular* enquire of
william h. goo ding,
feb27 d‘3w*
No. 108 Dan forth Street.

•<

public

fully

being
diptheria.

|

palus, crumps, colics, rheumatism, sprains, urinary

I troubles aud neuralgia, fbr which it is a sure cure.
! 1*> our store we retail ten times more of it than all
; other liniments
4
Wellcome'! Diarrhea stb r.-This has
cured hundred* of case* wheie ever thing else foiled.
We warrant it to do more than any other preparation now known by doctors or others.
5. Ora Jauhpk e Hi iters are very highly priaed and extensively used.

|

s art partly
Our
X B
r+g*tabU, safe la
all cases for old aud voung.tuale aud female, in whatot
life.
I ever condition
Tor Fresh Beef.
:K< all for our Circular and read the testimonies.
Prepared only by I.C.Wt LLCOME A CO.. YarFKOrOSAX8 will be received b, the ! mouth. M*. Sold bv medicine dealers extesaiveiv.
undersigutd, at Augusta, Me., uutil the 4th day
In Portland by II. H Hav
C K. Beckett, and
March. 1S63. at 5 o’clock P M., for supplies of Fresh
Thomas J. Loring
febll cod A wlsmJro
Beef for the use of Recruits at Augusta, Me
for j
three month* from date of contract. The Beef to be
TrntMm! TroMes! Truiws!
tarnished mast be of good and wholesome quality,
cut and sawed, (neck and shanks excluded.) anddeBRA< ES ! Shoulder Braces ! AbliA ered at such times and in such quantities, from
dominal Supporters ! Dumb Bells! Dumb Beils!
time to time, aa shall be designated by the Acting
For sale at
Assistant Commissary of Subsistence. The underLORLNUS DRUG 8 TO RE
jaa&eodflm
signed roser\*es the right to reject any and all bids i
Endorse
deemed unsatisfactory.
Proposals for
BOARD.
’TilOS. C. J HAILEY,
Fresh Beef.”
1st Lieut. 17th Infantry, A. A. C. 8.
wishing to obtain Board in a oeutral
location can be a--commods ted on reasonable
Head Quarters Volunteer Recruiting Service, I
I terms at No. W Federal street.
Auuusta, Me Feb. 2lWA. 1808.
1
febKlw
MRS E D. BATES.
fkb28 dtiucnl

Proposals

j

|

—

fllllL Siiring Term of this highly successful School
X will begin March
4th, 1963 and continue twenty
J

New York. Feb. 27.
Cotton—sales 14**0 bales at 89 ^ 90c for middling
up lauds.
Kiour—State aud Western 6c lower: Superfine
State! 10 a> 7 40; Ext pi do 7 65 « 7 86; Bound Hoop
Ohio 800
15; Su|H*rfim* >V**»t«Tii 7 lo .» m2**;
Southern 5c lower. Mixed to good 7 76 •.« 8 80: 4 an
cv and Extra826 & 10 80; Canada 5c lower; Extra
7 75 «, 9 60.
Chicago spring 1 44 <3 1 82; Milwaukee club l 63 & 1 70; Amber Iowa 1 71 M 1 75;
Winter Bed Western 1 73 « 176; White W7*«t«ru
1 80 £ 1 95.
Coru—shade lower: Mixed Western sound 96 a>
98; Yellow Western 99.
Oats—sales moderate: Northern and Western 78

slum have been successfully executed.
New Yokk, Feb. 27.
During the winter Prof. Dole lias been in
The steamer Ariel has arrived with $27S.407
Montreal in charge of a large gymnasium,
in treasure, but uo news. She ieit Aspinwall
teaching, as at Umnswick, sparing, in connecon the Iblli inst.
tion with the gymnastics. As a testimonial
The following items arc taken from late
of esteem and affection Iron) his pupils there,
Panama papers received per steamer Ariel.
a large and beautiful silver aalcer was
presentMr. Dickinson, late American Minister to
ed him upon closing his connection with them
Nicaragua, has arrived at Aspinwall.
before returning to Maine.
The British steamer Solent sailed from AsA CltlZE.
pinwall on the 7th. She took $5,000,000 worth
The Professor has offered an elegant prize
of treasure.
to the most successful competitor in bowling,
South American dates are received.
to be awarded at the dosing of this term.
It
Trouble is apprehended relative to the free
Is expected that maiden ladies of questionable
navigation of Amazon river.
years will hold up their pure hands in holy
The gunboat Narragansett was at Tiger
horror at the intimation that t/utir nephews
Island.
now in college, should be
exposed to such a
There is considerable excitement in Guatedireful evil as a bowling alley. It is bad, to
mala owing to aggressive measures about being
be sure!
ltut notwithstanding the popular
taken against Salvador.
and although the college
There is a rumor that a Nicaraguan force 1 prejudice against it.
laws prohibit frequenting such places, two alhas invaded Honduras.
are in daily operation in the
gymnasium,
Martinez has been elected President of > leys
encouraged by the President, and tolerated
Honduras.
by the most staid old Professors, who allow
that it may have a tendency to prevent dysRebel Haiti on Federal Outpost*.
pepsia and drive away the blues.
THE EXHIBITION.
Near the close of the term an exhibition
will he given under the direction of Prof.
of the Rebels and
of
Dole, to "astonish the crowd.” Teuuey, and
Officers.
representatives of all the tlrst class newspapers, are expected to he present to herald the
wonderful exploits. During the performance
of the most remarkable leaks all young ladies
Headquarters Ah.my of Potomac, I
! present are expected to scream, the old ladies
February 27. j
On Wednesday night two rebel cavalry I to laint, the obi men to philosophise
upon the
brigades, Fitz Hugh Lee and Hampton's, at- degeneracy of the times,imported visitors, reand
all
tempted to make a raid into our lines. They
porters, Tenney,
persons with complicrossed tlie Rappahannock at Keily's Ford,anil
mentary tickets, to gaze in speechless admisucceeded by a strong attack in breaking our
ration.
Cat-uanck.
thin line ol cavalry outpost at one or two
points, capturing a small number of our men.
In a recent divorce case in England, in
Our cavalry outpost reserves were brought up,
tlie lilies immediately re-established and a force
which the parties were an old nobleman and
sent in pursuit.
Our captures included two or
his youug wile, the Judge dilated ou the evil
tbroe officers. The rebels failed in accomplish- j
iug their object, and retreated in great haste | effects of marriages contracted between May
across thy
Rappahannock, felling trees across and December.” He has since received a letthe roads and
placing obstacles in tlie way of ! ter from a member of a Scottish statistical sothe pursuing force. The cavalry sent out has
ciety, asking for the figures in relation to the
not yet returned.
The re la: I cavalry w’ere
marriages contracted betweeu these months, as
commanded by Gen. Stuart iu person. Oue
he wanted to get up a paper on the
of the prisoners is Capt. John Alexander of
subject to
the 2d Virginia cavalry.
be read before the society!

Repulse

I

fourth op march balli

New York Market.

"'h

HOUSE.
were

of the

Pire and Loss of Life.
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 27.
The dwelling house of the Rev. Donald Frazer was burned this
morning. Mrs. Frazer
and three children perished in the flames.

Washington, Fob. 27.
The government hat been officially informed of the action of the Mexican government
in relation to the invasion of Texas by hands
of vagabond Mexicans. The Mexicau Minister for foreigu affairs has instructed the GovHudson,. 972
Erie. 78
ernor of Truinalipas to make a solemn declaErie
preferred,. .toil
to
the
ration
Confederate authorities that, such
New York Ceuirai,.linj
incursions are not only discouuteuanced by
Pacific
Mail,.166$
the Mexican Government, but meets with its ; Canton Company,.25i
United States 6's 1881 coupon-*.l<rj
condemnation. The Governor of Truinalipas
United Statoe 6*e 18H7
is further required, a« far as possible, to pre- i United States 5's 1874 regwtmed,.100
coupons. 96
vent such invasions of the neighboring soil of
Treasury 7 3-loths .]06
United States 6's one year certificates. 98$
Texas. Should Texans or other rebels retaliTeuneMM 6*s.
63
ate by iu turn invading Mexico, they are to he
Erie 4th mortgage bonds.111$
treated as bandits, while those Irotn the MexiAmerican Gold,.171
can side passing into Texas are to forfeit all
claims of protection ou the Mexican government.
Letter from Brunswick.
The President tn-day communicated to ConB*»wih)in College, Feb. 27, 1868.
gress the report of the Commissioners of AgTo the Editors of the Press :
riculture, with the accompanying matter for
THE MUSCLE.
the general Agriculti»*l Repott for 18(12.
The bosom friends of Lycurgus could not
From careful inquiry in military quarters,
have eutered into the joys of muscular trainthere appears no possible ground on which to
ing with more enthusiasm than Bowdoin stuverify the newspaper rumors of the appre- dents.
Muscle is having its day. Everything
hended raids by Jackson or others towards
here as elsewhere lives and dies with it-** popStrasburg.
ularity. But a few years since tippling was
Tlie Commissioner of Internal Revenue has
of all things the mo»t popular, ami the number
decided that whenever a manufacturer shall
of victims of alcohol then made has given the
use, or remove for consumption, or use any
institution a reputation for drunkenness which
articles, goods, wares or merchandise, which,
it no 'onger deserves. Two years ago the
if removed for sale, should be liable to taxaBowdoin Guards” were the great attraction,
tion as manufacturers, lie shall be assessed on
dignified Seniors and lamblike Freshmen fallthe saleable value of all articles, goods, wares
ing into line together, marching through the
or merchandise so used or so removed for
sand up to their knees,laughed at (the Guards,
consumption or use. It is uol necessary, in not the
knees,) by small boys, and admired—of
order to render a manufacturer liable to taxacourse,— by smiling damsels. Last term gettion under this decision, that the articles so
ting suspended, was all the go,” when two
removed for consumption or use should be rethirds of the Sophomore Class suddenly abanmoved from the premises or even from the
doned these classic shades lor rural retreat;
building in which they were manufactured.
but it would be a disgrace to be suspended
The Senate, in executive session to-night,
this term! These have had their ** ups and
continued the following nominations:—Rear
downs,” and such, the more fogyish members
Admirals of the Navy, Charles Henry Davis
predicted would be the fate of the Gymnasium;
and John A. Dahlgren; Additional Paymasas would probably have been the case, had not
ter. Edwin Ely, of Maine.
a master of the science been secured at the
The lT. S. steamer Mercidi'a. from Port
outset. Prof. Dole is, undoubtedly, the man
Royal, via Newbern, arrived off the Navy for the
place. Possessing the rare faculty of
Yard Ibis evening.
enforcing proper discipline without loss of
The French transport Oscinn.from Havana,
popularity, thoroughly acquainted with every
for Cherbourg, with machinery damaged, put
branch of his profession, and superior as a
into this port for repairs.
She was tow ed
gymnast to the most skillful of his pupils, exfrom Port Royal by Uie Mercidita.
celling in every feat he untertakes. interesting
eYery one who places himself under his charge,
he has during three yearn that he has been
Arrival of Hie Mourner Ariel.
here, enticed within his precincts a large majority of the students, with an astonishing degree of regularity. During ail this time not
FROM CENTRAL AND 80. AMERICA.
one accident has occurred,
though some of the

rectly taken.

was

educational^ ! ENTERTAINMENTS,

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

|

vocate.

was

Daily Press.

The bill passed.
The bill for tbe collection of abandoned
properly ami the prevention of fraud in insurrectionary districts was taken up. An amendment was adopted excluding all captures by
the navy. An amendment was adopted excluding all property intended to be used
against the Tinted States, such as ships,munitions of war, Ac. A motion was made to strike i lay
out tue section authorizing agents of the
Negatived by a yea and not vote.
Mr. Ancona moved when the House adjourn
Treasury Department to buy cotton, rice,
sugar and tobacco.
it be until Monday.
jnr. i> nson 01 Mass., mauc a report irom tne
Mr. Wood moved that it be until Tuesday.
committee of conference on the bill to limit
Mr. Allen, of Illinois, moved the yeas aud
of
tin* number
Mtyjor ami Brigadier Generals, I nays.
which was agreed to. Thu report inukes in all
No quorum voting Mr. Bingham, at eleven
70 Major Generals and 27.7 Brigadiers.
o'clock, moved a call of the House. Agreed
The Senate here looka recess until 7 o'clock.
to.
Excuses were heard from alMentces.
Evening Session.—The hill to facilitate the
On motion of F. A. Conkling, at midnight,
taking of depositions in the United States to
he used in oilier countries, was passed.
the Sergeant-at-arms was directed to bring in
The Semite tlic-i* resumed till! consideration ! absentees.
of the hill for the collection of abandoned
Mr. Wycfcliflb wanted to know whether it
would be in order to move a recess until 11
property in insurrectionary districts, the question being on the motion to strike out the
o’clock to-morrow.
sections authorizing the agents of the TreasThe Chair (Mr. Dawes) decided in the negative.
ury Department to purchase cotton, riceumgar
and tobacco.
Mr. Wood moved an adjournment.
DisMr. Davis, in the course of some remarks,
agreed to.
said many officers had engaged in the collecThe House U still in session at the close of
tion of large amounts of plunder, and he unour report.
derstood Gen. Butler,tlirough a brother of his,
had been largely engaged in this plunder.
ERO.M WASHINGTON.
Mr. Wilson said these charges were made by
men who haled Gen. Buffer.
Every man who
acted with vigor and energy against the rebels
had been slandered and abuseu. No man iiad
The Mexican Invasion or Texas.
done more than (ien. Butler, and he hoped the
Siena tor would be true to bis promise, and caff
for the committee to investigate the conduct
The
Bebel Baida.
of Gen. Butler, and he lielieved these impula
tions would prove to be unfounded in fact. He
said Gen. Butler had turned over to General
Decision of the Commissioner of Internal
Banks nearly a million dollars worth of propRevenue.
erty, and put in the treasury nearly threequarters of a million. He had done more
than almost any man to support the governConfirmations by the Senate.
ment and restore order in New Orleaus.

to Mr. Carleton to

placed in his, Carleton’s, hands to
them just what he pleased.
Heady
charged from the complaint.

;

measure.

time {vast, and had
refused to sell the driblets which be had on
hand. Alter the process had been issued

Beady, he

I

SENATE.
A communication waa received from the
Secretary of the Treasury trausmiting additional reports from collectors concerning duties on paper.
A committee of Conference was appointed
on the bill limiting the number of Major and
Brigadier Generals.
The bill establishing rules and articles of
War, with amendments, was reported back
from tile Military Committee.
A memorial was presented from the merchants ol New York asking investigation into
prize sales, and the passage of acts to secure
*|>ecdy and less expensive sales, and the distribution of tbe proceeds. Heierred to the
Naval Committee.
A joint resolution was offered relative to the
payment of volunteers. Referred.
The liil establishing an educational institution for colored children in the District of
Columbia, was passed—yeas 29, nays 9.
The committee of Conference on the bill
providing ways and means for tbe support of
the government, made a report, which was
agreed, and a new Conference Committee was
appointed on the ameudmeul relative to tax
on banks.
The bill to extend the Washington * Alexandra Railroad was taken up. An amendment w as adopted that colored people be allowed to ride.
Mr. Clark opposed the bill, and referred to
letters from the Secretary of War against the

will be taken to aid the fund" of the
Dorcas circle counseled with the church.

JANUARY

THE

XXXVII UONdEESS.—Second Session.
Washington, Feb. 27.

invited.

free.
A oolleotion

:

I

jy Elder E. Burnham will preach in the Second
Advent Church to-morrow at 10 A. M., and 3 l*. M.
The
Seats free.
1’raver meeting in the evening.
are

]

BY TELEGRAPH.

Religious Notices.

the Bank clause tax of the bill to provide
The Great Canal—Movement* of Western
ways
Rebel Troops.
and means lor the support of the government,
reported that the Committee were unable to j
Cairo, Fel>. 27.
Steamer Cumberland, from Like Proviagree.
dence Monday Inis arrived.
ltoscoo Conkling raised a point of order that,
as the am mduicnl
Tlie canal is almost completed, the work
propo e l a tax, it must be
considered in the Committee of the Whole.
having readied from the Lake to within few
The Speaker over-ruled the point.
rods of the river. The canal is 150 feet wide,
Ms. Waskburne moved the previous quesand is dug down to within one foot of the
level of the lake. Besides giving us passway
lion, which was not seconded. Yeas 49, uavs
58.
into Red river, it will catty off the surplus
A debate ensued.
water, and thus relieve our camps below.
Van Dorn, it is reported, has crossed the
By a vote of 03 agaiust 75, the House refused
to recede from its disagreement to the Senate’s
Tennessee river at Florence with 8000 cavalry
to reinforce Bragg.
amendment.
Thr House then insisted on its disagreement
The expedition from Corinth is reported to
and asked for another Committee of Conferhave captured 200 rebels at Tuscumhin on the
ence on the disagreeing voles on the bill to
22d, with a large amount of ammunition and
Indemnify the President and others for acts provisions.
1
committed under the suspension of the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus, and made Railroad Collision.—Pour Persona Injured.
a report thereou.
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 27.
It authorizes the President, during the presThe Owl train from New York ran into the
ent rebellion and when public
safety requires 11.15 P. M. train from Philadelphia ut 2 o’clock
it, to suspend the writol habeas corpus in any this morning at Princeton
Station, just as the
State or parts of States, aud provides for disPhiladelphia train was turning otf to avoid it.
the
Courts,
to
charges by
parties discharged
The third car of the Philadelphia train was
take the oath of allegiance.
struck ami shattered to pieces.
Four men
Mr. Pendleton raised a poiut that this was
were injured, hut not seriously.
Nobody was
not the report agreed
killed.
upon in joint Committee
The locomotive of the Owl train was
of Conference, hut was altered alter the meetthrown into the canal and two cars broken up.
ing adjourned contrary to the manual.
The obstructions od the track have been reMessrs Stevens and Bingham severally exmoved, and trains are running regularly.
A
plained.
signal light was hanging at the time of the
The report being signed by a majority of disaster, hut a dense
fog prevented its being
conferees the speaker put the question as to
seen by the engineer.
whether the re|>ort should be received. Decided in the affirmative, 88 against 42.
Gen. Wool in Boston.—He leaves for PortMr. Pendleton suggested that the report be
land this afternoon.
printed and laid over until Monday.
Boston, Feb. 27.
Mr. Stevens said be was willing if the preGeneral Wool, by special invitation, visited
vious question on the bill should now be secondthe State House, and was received by the two
ed.
branches of the Legislature.
A brief welMessrs. Pendleton and Voorhies would not
come address complimentary to the veteran
consent to this.
and patriotic soldier was made by lion. A. H.
Mr. Stevens said there was no other way
Bullock, Speaker of the House.
Gen. Wool
left him than to demand the previous questiou.
responded in a few appropriate remarks. SubMr. Pendleton moved to table the bill.
sequently the members of the Senate and
Mr. Noble moved to adjourn.
House were individually introduced.
Mr. Ancona thereupon demanded the yeas
Gen. Wool leaves by the afternoon train for
and nays.
Portland to-morrow.
The vote was taken and the House decided
not to adjourn, 34 agaiust 90.
It was then 10
Sinking of a Perry Boat.
o’clock.
New York, Fell. 27.
The question recurred on laying the re, ort
A dense fog prevailed this morning, with
on the table, when Mr. Ancona, at his own
rain.
request, was excused from voting.
The ferry boat Nebraska sunk in East River
The vote was taken by yeas and nays,
this morning during the fog, by collision. No
Mr. Allen moved to reconsider the vote and
lives were lost.
that motion on the table.
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PERSONS

’rHE MARKETS.

STEAMBOATS._

POETRY

Stock 10 |*c ad val.
I American refined
84@ 9c
| Rough.5M& 6

j

~

oFthe fiecond Degree.
All mathematicians know that every equation
of the second degree has two roots, every prob-

THE STEAMERS
Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal

lem of the second degree two answers. This
curious pro)>erty must have been discovered by

Will, until farther notice, run as
follows:
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
every
Friday, At 7 o'clock P. M., and ludia Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday aud
Friday, at 5 o’clock P.'M.
Fare in Cabin.81 60
ou Deck. 1.25
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 in value, and that personal, unless notice is giveu aud paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every 8600 additional value.
dtf
Feb. 18. 1868
L. BILLING8, Agent.

proposing puzzling questions
unexpected answers thereto.
the
the same kind happened
following charade, published in

luckless Wights
and
receiving

Something

of

author of the
the Boston Advertiser

Add

to

my first

an

a

Monday,

few weeks ago:

inch, and there’ll be found

A nondescript, who whirls his arms around;
Reverse my second, and—’tis very queer—
Though just before you, it will not appear;
Now, through my whole sens Paradise lost “for
And

good,
through my
could.

whole got back—the best

I

Portland and New York Steamers.

we

“Give but an inch,’’ ’tis said, “they take an ell;”
Remember this, and also how to spell:
My first is Mil—now add an inch or L;
You’ll have a mill, that whirls its arms round
well.
If you reverse my second, ton—’tis queer.
That, though before you, it will not appear.
Through Milton, too, was “Paradise Lost” ob-

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WF.DNE8and
SATURDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Pier
DAY,
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock, P.'M
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers beta eon New York
and Maine. Passage 86,00, including Fare and State
Room*.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec. Bangor, Bath, Augusta. East port and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
sleamers asearly as 8 I*. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage applyto
F.MHAtY A FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
II B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 8.18 J2.
dtf
run as

..

tained.

And through him, also, “Paradise Regained;”
Milton's the whole, in first and second contained.
Here is the

second

answer,

which, oddly

fits better than the first:

Your first is W; now add an inch;
—Does it not strike you?—whirls its arms a
winch
Reverse the omen, (that word is your second)
JSTemo appears; though all the world was beck-

HOTELS._

oned.

The world may count, but nobody is reckoned.
W and omen—Women iB your name;
You pawned our Paradise as a single dame.
But now, in numbers, all our rights reclaim,
And give us back our Eden, just the same.

CENTRAL HOUSE.
E. G. Mayo,

PAS8ADUMKEAG, MAINE.

[nonnee

I

_MISCELLANY.

[public

118 Hanover Street.Boston.

m

Formerh tfwilOU flbuti UDfllwUd —
the European plan. The mibt-cfiber has
leased the above llouse, and newly furnished it
throughout. 1 he House is now open to the public.
A. P. MORRISON, Proprietor.
dec-27

Ij

[,■
LB

■

•‘ELM

□

undersigned rospecttally Informs the
public that he has leased the above House,

Federal Street, Portland, ’id invite*
the travelling community to call and ace if
he knows “how to keep a liutei." Clean,
airy rooms, good Unis, a well-provided t-ible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he hold* out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the “Forest City."
on

a

nil

-»

By C. M. PLUM MR
386, Washington St., Bath.

j_

•.•Terms 91 per day. Stable connsc'««<

with house.

Bath. June 23.1862.

dtf

SAOADAIIOCK IlOl si:,

Carr,

AlfVed

I^roprictor.

BATH, MAINE.
THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfulsituated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea. and affords one of the most
retreat* from the dust and turmoil of our

ly

J_

inviting
large cities.
The Sagadahock Is one of the finest, most spacions, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
withln*thiee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing. Post Office, Custom House. Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.
Terwe Msdrrate by the Week *r Day.
Bath. June 28. 1862.
dtf

MISCELLANEOUS.
American and

Foreign

R. II.
SOLICITOR
Late

Patents.

EDDY,
OF

PATENTS,

Agent </ V. & Patent OMce, Washington,
(under to Act o/ 1837.)

70 State Street, iippoaitc Kilby Street,

BOST O N
extensive practice of upwards of twenty yea *.continue* to secure Patents in the United States; also in Great Britain, France, and other
foreign countries. Caveats.
Bonds,
Assignments.and all Papers or Drawing* for Patents,
executed on liberal terms, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign works, to
determine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other ad* ice rendered in all matters touching the same. Copies of he claims of
any
Patent tarnished bv remitting One Dollar.
Assignments recorded at
The Agency is not only the largest in New
England, but through it inventors have advanfag s for
securing Pateuts, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions, unsurpassed by, if not
perior to, any which car be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MORE SUCCESSFUL. AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, be
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
and can
of the kind
prove, that at no other office so
are the change* for
moderate
profcs-ioual service*
The immense practice of the subscribe r during twenpast, lias enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of specifications and official decisions relative to patents.
These, besides his extensive
of legal and
mechanical works.and full accimit* or patents granted in the United States and Europe, rende him able,
question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

AFTER

an

Specification*,

Washington.

immeasurably*su-

1

tyyears

library

beyond

taining patents.
All necessity of a journey to Washington, to procure a patent, and the usual
great delay there, are !
here saved inventors.

TEftTIJfOJflA LI.

“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable atui
successful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse.”
<11 AltLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
"I have no hesitation iu assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more comjwtmt and
trustworthy, and more capable of putting their ap-

plication

in a form to secure for them an early and
favorable consideration at the Patent Office.'*
EDMUND HI'HK E.
Late Commissioner of Patents.
”Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applications. on all but owe of which pat^uts have been
granted, and that is note pending. Such unmistakable proof of great talent and ‘ability on his
part
leads me to recommend all inventors to
apply to him
to procure their
as they may be sure ot havpatents,
ing the most faithful atteutioii bestowed on their
cases, and at very reasonable charges.”
JOHN TAGGART.
Dnringeight months, the subscriber, in course of
his large practice, made on twice rejected applications. SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of which
was decided in his favor, by the Commissioner of
PrtentsR. U EDDY.

janSeodly
Rail Road Bonds.
of the second mortgage Bonds of the
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co. with all

HOLDERS

the interest coup »ns thereon due on the 15th of October, 18*»2. are hereby requested to deposit the same
in my hands, for which
will be given and
hereafter exchanged tor certificates of stock in the
Portland A Kennebec Railroad,(a new organtuition.) as soon a* the books and certificates can be
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said CompaJ. 8. CUSHING.
ny, Nov. 8. 1*2.
Treasurer Portland A hcnuebcc Railroad.
Augusta. Dec. Id. 18d2
drclBdtf

receipts

notice’’
Internal Revenue Stamp*.
FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
No. 92 Commercial

A

street; and the
ray office,
public will be ox peeled to use them on and after this
date. (January 1. 1388.)
When -old in suiu* less than one dollar, payment
required in Postal t urrency.
Orricx Hours—9 to 12) A. M.; 2 to 4} P. M.

jan)2 dtf

Pebbly Beach Philosophy.—'“Women,”

[Vanity Fair.

dtf

BATH HOTEL,

—

remarked the contemplative man, “are
deep as
the blue waters of yon bay.” “Ay, sir,” replied
the disappointed man, “and as full of craft.”—

BLISS, Proprietor.

Jonathan

Portland, Aug. 19. 18*22.

Treason Against John Bull.
Howmuch longer are we English to assist foreign
nations in misunderstanding us, by holding up
that ridiculous lav-figure of our race known
by the style and title of John Bull? I take
up a caricature in whicjhil has t>een found necessary to present an impersonation of England.
How do I Hud this doue ? I see a gross, overfed, vulgar, uniiileilectiial, arrogant, aninialish
man, dressed in buckskin breeches and topboots (which people never wear now-a-days,
except when they follow the hounds), with a
heavy knobstick under his arm, and a sullen
bulldog at his side. I am to accept this as the
national ivorirait; and, what is worse.lt is sent
forth to foreign countries with all the
authority
of its native orgin. I protest against this detestable object as anything like a reasonable
and correct expression of the great English
race in its totality.
A compound of a grazier,
a butcher, a licensed
and a hacker
of prize-fighters.such as they were llfty or sixty years ago, is no tit representation of our
Anglo-Saxon stock. YVho invented this pictorial libel? Judging from the costume,it must
have arisen with the present cculur) ; hut why I
are we to lae any longer hound
by it ? Perhaps
It
.was Intended as a compliment to our stolid
King, George III., who dressed in a similar
fashion, was proud above all other things of
being “a Buckinghamshire fanner,” and was
certainly not remarkable for either profundity
or brilliancy of intellect.
But if so. the compliment liavitig been paid, and the Royal
George in Ills grave some three and forty years,
I see no reason why we should not select a better figure for future use.
Graziers, butchers,
and licensed vietualers are very good and useful men; but I conceive they do not stand
quite high enough for the national ideal.—[All i

In
moderate way, “Mine treut, I cannot
go
to dat place. It ish now full, it i,|,
T,,ry
crowded dere. Sigel, he nil it tnit dead rebels.
Even der tuyfel has to sleep out o'doors.”
The laugh came in here from the boys who
were lounging about.
Seceslt had nothing
more to say.

HOUSE,”

THE

forgotten.

one of the hospitals at
Philadelphia, a crabbed secesh soldier, who is
recovering, was addressed one morning by a
good-natured tzerman. The only reply of the
reitel was, “Go to-!” The German replied,
bis

suspension

BLACKSTONE HOUSE.

A

One of the club was an apothecary. In the
course of his practice he was called to an old
woman, whose business it was toptUend sick
persons. .She told him that she could leave the
world w Ith a quiet conscience, but for one thing
which Iny upon her mind. “Do you uot remember Mr.-, whose ghost has been so much
talked of? I was his nurse. Oil the night of
his death I left his room for some tiling I wauled.
I am sure 1 had not beeu gone long; but at my
return I found the lied without
my patient!
He was delii ions, and I feared had thrown
himself out of the window. 1 was so frightened that I had no power to stir; but after some
time, to my great astonishment, he entered the
room, shivering, and his teeth chattering, laid
hiinsell down on the bed and died! Considering my negligence as the cause of bis death, I
kept this a secret, lor fear of »hut might be
done to me. Though I could have contradicted all the story of the gho“t, I dared not do it.
I knew', by what bad happened, that it was he
himnelf who had been in the ciub-room (perhaps recollecting that it was the night of moating it but I hope God and the gentleman’s
Mends will forgive me, and I shall die contented.”

A Fun. Place.—In

numerous

an-

hope*

thejlied

the Year Round.

to his

respectfallv
'friends, and ttie

would very

generally, that during the temporary
of ni* business he
[compulsory
has furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his customers. and
by strict atte^lon to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO.
dk wtf
Passadumkeag, June 23. 181*2.

A Ghost Story.
At l town in the west of Kngland twentyfour persons were accustomed to assemble
once a week, to drink, stnoke tobacco, and
talk politics. As at tile academy of Uubens,
at Antwerp, eacli member had his peculiar
chair, and the president’s was more elevated
than the rest. As oue of the members iiad
been In a dying state for some time, his chair,
whilst he was absent, remained vacant.
When the club met on the usual night, inquiries were naturally made after tiieir associate. As he lived in ail adjoining house, a
particular Irieud went to inquire after him,and
returned with the melancholy intelligence that
he could not survive the night. This threw
a gloom on the company, and efforts to turn
the conversation from lue sad subject before
them were ineffectual. About midnight the
door opened, and the form, in while, of the
dying or dead man, walked into the room and
took his seat in his accustomed chair. There
be remained in silence, and in silence was he
gazed at. The apparition continued a sufficient time in the chair to assure all who were
present of the reality of the vision. At length
he arose anil stalked towards the door, which
he opened as if living; went out and shut Uie
door after him. After a pause, some one, at
last, bad the resolution to say, “It only
one of us had seen this, he would not have
been believed; but it is impossible so many of
us can have been deceived.”
The company
by degrees recovered their speech, and the
whole conversation, as may be imagined, was
upon the dreadful subject which bad engaged
their attention. Thev broke up and went
home. In the morning inquiry wrs made after their sick friend. It was answered by an
account of bis death, which happened nearly
at the time of his appearance in the clubroom.
There could be little doubt before; but
now nothing could be more certain than t.be
of
the apparition which had been simreality
ultaneously seen by so many persons. It is
unnecessary to say that sucii a story spread
over the country, and found credit even from
Infidels; for, in this cnee, all reasoning became
superfluous, when opposed to a plain fact attested by three-aud-twenty witnesses. To
assert the doctrine of
laws of nature
was ridiculous, when there were so
many peoof
credit
to
that
ple
prove
they might be unYears
rolled
and
the
Jiieri.
on,
story was al-

victualler,

Proprietor.

ft rWTHE subscriber

r

most

splendid and

fast Steamships
“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willett,
<L Tl tT f^and “PARKERSBURG,” Captain
aBWflWfcHorrMis. will.until further notice,
The

A

N Aril'L J MILLER. Collector
1st District State of Maine.

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.
to

thITadies.

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
6 Iemple Street, which they will find
.arranged for
their esnecial accommodation.

DR

MEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalPf'
efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female irregularities. Their action i« specific and
certain of producing relief iu a short time
in the
manner, at the
LADIES will rind it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
ALBION
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
Meals at all hours, cooked to order.
i with perfect
safety at all times
-ALSOSent to any part of the country with fall directions
by addressing
DR HUGHES.
ENGLISH ALE ON DRAUGHT
No. 5 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

OYSTERS,
Cooked
best

•

led in

RESTAURANT.

0. D. MILLER,

Proprietor,

lUftr U. 8. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland
dec28 8m

Expressly corrected

for the

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience In constant attend*
Julldawtffi

own sex.
ance.

Press to February 26. !
\

An additional duty
II op M.
10 l>c in levied on all mer- Duty 6c
th.
clout uitie not imported di First Sort, 1862...14 (&16
red from the place oj'proI ron.
duction or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp $6,
Ashrs.
liar not exceeding #60
t<m value #17 4> ton, exDuty 10 pc ad val.
Pearl p lb.8*® 8j
ton #18,
ceeding #60
Pot.7 p® 8i
less than £ inch thick or
A pplea*
nurrt than 7 inches wide,
Green p bbl.160@1 71
rounds less than
£ inch
Sliced p tb.bkaiic
nr more than 4 inches in
Cored p lb.64 v®6
diameter, and squares
less than i inch or more
Uucorcd p lb.24® 8
than 4inches squart #20,
Bread.
Railroad #12 60, Hosier
Duty: 30 pc.
Pilot p 100 tbs.
86 @ 6J
and Plate #26 ki ton,
lb and
Ship. 6 ® 5j Sheet
ton.
Crackers per bbl.. 3j@4
#3f.®o
Crackers, P 100 .86 i®40c Coimuoi).4Fa41
He lined
Bauer.
4j
Swede.7
71
Ihity : 4c p tb.
Family p tb.22 @24c Norway.. 7fc® 8
Store.16 ®17 Caul Steel.26
tier in an Steel_17 (il8
Beaas.
Marrow p bush82 60@2 02 Kngli*h|Blia.Steel .20 n21
Pea.2 62®2 7{
14
Blue Pod.2 37 ®2 65 Sheet irou,
ia8
Sheet Iron,Russia.19
t a iidlea.
Kus iui’t. 13;u,lo
Duty Sperm and IFoj:8c. do
l«nr«i*
Strarine be, Talt<m2\c
tb
Barrel,
p lb.Uk'ojYI
p
Mould P lb.134c@H k«,k'. P n> .1 ij*i2c
Leather.
Sperm .32 @86
Cheese.
Duty 30 pc ad vat.
York, light. 30 *32e
Ihity 4e p tb.
Vermont p tb... .12 @18
do. md. wta
32 *33
< ountry.11 «, 12
do. heavy.32 *83
do. slaughter. 34 *88
t on I—(Retail.)
Duty From Hr. Prttrinc Aroer. Calfskins .81 a 81
enfree, other foreign Hi- Sl'ter Wax Leath.18 * ao
tumeiuwfi 81 10, all othLend.
er kindn 60c P ton.
Duty fig lie W lb.
Ain. I'lg p
Cumberl’d pton .8KK@
10
Win teas h.10®
koreigu
10
Sheet and
11 *111
Lehigh.10®
Frau Klin. 10®
Lime.
I tutu: 10 |>c ad vat.
(’•fee.
Itocklaiid. cask.. .75 @80c
Duty 6c P lb.
Java p lb.36 @38t
Lumber—From yard.
St. Domingo.30 @31 Clear Pine, No. 1.838 *
do.
No. 2 34 *
Rio .33 @ dt
do.
Mocha.None.
No.8. 24 *
do.
No.4.
14 *
Cordage.
Duty: Tarred2\c, Manil- Shipping Lumber.17 *18
la 24, all other 34 P lb. Spruce. .11 *12
.16
American p tb
Hemlock.8 *10
Box Sh'ks.(cash) 45 *58c
Russia ilemp.19
Clapb'ds, 8ext..814
*16
.19
do.
Russia
r " ...80 *32
Boltrope,
@20
Manilla. 20®2U. Shingles, Ced. ext 2j* 8
do.
do.
No.1.2 * 21
Censeal.
do. ext. Pine 8i a. 4
p bbl.81 40@14.

|
j

.4J&6

Twine.
36 |>c ad vat.
Ten-.
< otton Sail.96c{2100
Duty 20c I? lb.
Flax
.60 w 65
Ball ing.60 a66
Hyson.75c<qfl
Young Hyson_76 @ 1 Hemp
46 (<a 60
Oolong .75 ra*5 India. 261* <3
Souchong.50 a56
Varaiah.
Tobncro.
Furniture.£2 2 8
Duty: /,( are* unmanu or- < oach.3j ® 5
tnred 25. all other kinds Ltainar.4 (<£
86 Vc at! val.
Wool.
6’sA 10’s best br’ds.70
Duty: Costing 18c |> lb
do.
medium. .65 'g.iiH
atid under 6 i>c, over 18c
do.
common. 60
to 24c t> lb 3c, over 24c
@62
half lbs best br’ds 78
@80 9c |> lb.
do. med. good.66 @70 Fleece.45 @66c
do. common.. .60 (aG2 Lamb*.46 :a63
Natural Leaf. Iba *1 (a- 1}
Zinc.
Fancy, in Foil.Uaj 2 DufyIn block» or pigs
Tin.
ft),
l}c, In sheets 2e
Duty Pig 16c, Plate« 26 manufactures gf 80 $>c
|>c ad val.
tut vat.
Ranca, cash..&0c@ 52 Fig* and almb*.61@ 64
Straits, cash.48 r«t50 Sheet .Voaglmann. Ilf^l2
l’lates-Char.I.r. f 15Val6 Sheathing.90 (cy
••
do.
Excliaair.
I.X..18@19
London—60d. 1752180
Wood.
Faria.fS 15(23 20

Duty:

@76c

Kg#|fl

Coke.12.0,12}

Spring,.12(0/
Engl..7
^22

Where he is

Marine,

COAL

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
UAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,

mined to

nneqnnlled Pt eparallono far
Kestoring. Invigorating, Benatifyiag
mid Dreaming the Hair,

The

great

Rendering It soft, rilky and glossy, and disposing it to
remain in any dcriredpositinn ; quic ly cleansing the
scalp, arresting the fill and imparting a healthy and
natural color to the Hair.
IT

VKVER

To Restore

FAll S

Urey

Hair

TO

Its Original Youthful Color
W vs wo\ vv "Owe,
Rut nets directly «pr:i the
them the natural n<uri-hir«
same vitality and luxurious

roct* <f the Hair, giving
it u qnired j rdm-mg the
quantity as in

Steam and Gan

Duck,
17.8.10 os.66®

Bold by Druggists throughout the World.
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE

Marble, Free Stone, Soap 8tone,

8J|

PORTLAND

3MBK On and after Moedat, May 6. 1883,
will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmiugtou via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9 16 A M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Rrunawick at 11.46 A M
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

3ME3^5tr*ins

Portland and Klnjffield, on We*||ie*days and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridavs.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
and Phillips.

HV

AGENCY
AND

1

—

The Great Indian

Aisociatioa,

UHAOU

Remedy

MATTISON’S INDIAN EM MEN'AGOG I'E.

DR.

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtue* unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all other* have fa»le<J,
i* designed for both married and single ladies, and i* the very be*t thing
known for the purpose, a* it will
bring on the monthly sickness in case*
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all..other remedies'of the kind
have bee,, tried in vain.
OVER 2000 KOITLES have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
CIT'D is put up in bottles ot three
different strengths, with Aall direction* for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all part* of the country.
PRICES—Full strength, £10; half strength, 96;
quarter strength. £.3 per bottle.
LB*1 REM EM HER— This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
</ the kind hare failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
|IT RE WA RE OF IMITA TIOXS ! None genuine and warranted, unless purchased directly gf iPr.
M. at hi* H-medial Institute for Special iPiseases,
No. 28 Union street. Providence. R I.
jyThii Specialty embrace* all disease* of a prirate nature, both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of tweuty years’ practice,
giving them hi* whole attention.
CS^ConsnRations by letter or otherwi*' are strictly confidential,mi id medicine* will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all part* of the l nifed
State*. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a
kktukat, with good
care, until re*t«re«Ffo healtn.
< ACTION. —It ha* been estimated that over two
hundred thnu*au<t dollars are paid to swindling
quack* annually, in New England alone, without any
benejit to those who pay it. All this come* from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of themselves. If, therefore,
assertions, in
yon would avoid being humtaiggeil. take no man’s
word, no matter what his pretenstems are, but
MAh KIM, l IKY:- it will r<-t v ou nothing, and
may save you many regrets; for, a* advertising ph>sicians. innine cases ou. of ten. are t>ogu*. there I*
no safqtv in trusting any of them, unless you know
who ana what
arc.
rr Dr. M. will send free, bv enclosing on©
as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES (IF WOstamp
MEN, and on Private Diseases generally, giving full
information, with the most undoubted refirences and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind it deserving of AXY COXFIDEXCE WHATEVER.
CB>~Order* by mail promptly attended to. Write
yonraddress plainly, and direct to DR. M A ITlSON,
as above.
dec* daw U 3o

securyiud quiet
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HEAD OF

WATER !
are more

ARMY

AND

TAILORING

BY-

A. D* REEVES,
#8

—

EXCHANGE

Ear.

less understood

—

C. J. RRYDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1 1863.
s6dtf

Tailor,

STREET,

— THROUGH TICKETS

dly

I. D. MERRILL ft CO-

To rmcAoo, Cmci**ATt. (’iivilud, Detroit,
Toledo, St. I‘acl, La Crosse. St Louis,
New Orlbass. or say part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

PLUMBERS,
No. 27
Portland,

Me.

ST THE

Water

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Basels. Silver Plated
$ Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
AH
kind*
of
i<^
fixtures for hot and cold water

ERIE
Via

BROWN,

on

hand, and

ire

dailv

and MOAT DKBIRABLB
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celebrated in Europe for it. medicinal and beneficial
u a gentle fiiirnulatit, Tonic, IHnratic, and
Sudorific, highly eateemed by eminent phyaician.,
u.ed in European and American lloapttaia, and by
aome of tha first fhmiliea in Europe and America.
AS A TONIC
It aa do equal, cau.ing an appetite and bnildlng
tip
■ne aystem, being
entirely n pore vina of a moat ral*

qnalitiea

uable grape.

AS A DIURETIC,
It imparts s healthy action of the Glands.
Kidneys,
and I rinary Organs, very beuelicial in
Dropsy .Goat
and Rheumatic Affections.

SPEER'S WINE
Is not a mixture or manufactured article, bvt is
pare,
from the Juice of tha Portugal Sambsci grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
medical
possessing
properties superior
to any other wines in nse. and an excellent article for
all weak and debilitn cd persons, and the aged snd
infirm, improving the appetite, and beneflttiag ladies
and children.
A LADIES' WINE,
Because it will not intoxicate as other wtaee, aa it
contains no mixture of spirits or other iiqnors. and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy tone to the digestive
properties,
organs, *nd a blooming, soft and healthy skin and

imparting

complexion.

WE REFER TO

the

lat»

Gentlemen’s

PRIVATE

ple

CO-

Importer, ami Wholeeale Dealert la

and Domestic

Dry Goods,

lA.UFACTl’RKBS Ul JOBBERS OF CLOTII.U.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. llertey,

by

Alfred Woodman,
Charlet Bailey.

sanity
cured.

imporFAIRBANKS'

AH correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
DR. J B. HUGHES.
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
CT^Send stamp fer Circular.
Jull—dk wtfh

or more

Standard

lected.

them for life and health.

SCALES.

Poor Richard'* Eye and Ear Water
Is

a new

and

rare

discovery,

which is most wonder*

ful in its operations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. I*. 8.

Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.
Phi la Delphi a, Oct. 17, 1862.
injuries received in my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
consequence of which I suffered constant martyrFrom

dom.

Every

moment of my waking life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to without success, and I entertained the purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the

hope of thus rinding

relief.

meantime, most providentially. I noticed
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD’S EYE WATER. I had uever heard of it before, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
delightful results. In a very few days the painful
rritatiou was removed; I could bear the strongest

These celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventor*. (ahi> only by thin.) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill cau suggest.

They are correct

and went forth to the

enjoyment of a new life.
I now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
ray eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a

dose, and tiiat isan end of it.

I would not be

with-

out it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
say, further, tiiat my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in aud over her eye-, and
she has found Poor Richard’* Eye Water a sov-

oreignspecific in her

case, giving her almost instant
Orateful to viod for the benefit that 1 have
personally received, I cannot blit commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.

relief.

P. 8. HENSON,
Broad Street Baptist Church.
Retidence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
yyNumerons cert.ficates of a similar character
might be furnishedPastor of

Poor Richard** Eye and Ear Water
truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Diseased Eyes, Dim Vision aud Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Noise in the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism aud Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Prick 26 cknts pkr Bottle.
Is

Tube* 6 Cent*.

II. II. HAY aud W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
Slaughtered .190<^|210ii ran aimed.16 *16*
Green Salt .185*200- •owdered.15 @16* I Agents
Sheep Pelts. Gr’n 96<*>91fi Tallow.
MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
8beep Pelts, Dry 76®1 00; fJuty Tallow X (pc, Soap j novlS
d6m
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

principle, thor ought g made,
are perfectly accurate and

in

the best materials, aud
of
durable in

operation.

DR. E. O. (aOELD'S

sale, in every variety, as
Har, C'oal and Kailroad Scaled
For

IPin-'W’orm

S C

1L. E S !

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.
With

a

an

complete variety of

WEIGHING APPARATUS,
—

BY

—

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,
118 Milk Street—corner of Batterymarch Street,

Poston.
Sold in Portland
oc25

by V.MERY

k

WATERHOUSE.

tains 18 rooms-ha« a natural spring of pure water
in the bateuii'iit. and a large brick cistern in the cellar. There is a cemented floor under the whole house
with cemented drains into the city sewers. There is
u coal hole under the sidewalk, holding 10 tons. The
House is well calculated for two families. It is now
occupied by Ur. Foster The location is central—in
one of the best neighborhoods in the
city; the bouse
new and in line order, and the
property every way
desirable for occupancy or Investment. Can be seeu
at any lime before the sale. Title undoubted. A
large part of the purchase money can remain on

HENRY BAILEY k CO., Auctioneers.

febSl <I2mw2wthenedts

THROUGH TICKETS
NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. BALTIrpO
1 MORE and WASHINGTON, and to all parts ol

tho WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
the most popular routes aud at the barest Boston
rates, for sale by
W D. LITTLE. Agent.
*fot. T
dtf
office 31 Exchange St.

Book, Card

afford* RELIEF iu twenty-four hour*, and
entirr cure it warranted, when taken according

&

Fancy Printing

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

1

Their effects and consequences;

SPECIAL AlLX► NTS ANDSITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Mingle Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Allectio •; Eruptions and all Diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, broat and Body ; Pimple* on the Face; Swellings of the Joints; Nervous-

inyoath,

ness; Constitutional and other Weakueasee
and the more advanced at all ages, of

BOTH

SEXES. SINGLE OR MARRIED.

DR. L. DIX’S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 End icon street, Boeton, Mmia.,
is so arranged that
patients never see or hear each
other
Recollect, the onLT entrance to his Office la
No. 11. having ao connection with his residence.consequently no family interruption, so that on no account can any person hesitate applying at hie offtoe.
DR. DIX
atserlt (and it cannot be

coatradicfed.txeeyi

by Qaacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure
to tw»po*» upon patient*) fh*t he

thrmarlvee,

in THI 09LT Bint'LAl SaSDl'ATI rMYIK Ul anvKUTismo in norron.

SIXTEEN TEARS
engaged In treatment of Special diseases, a fact so
well kodm to maav Citizens,Publishers, Merchants,

Proprietor*. Ac.,

that he Is much recommend-

ed. and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, mar- numerous in Bostoff than other
large cities,
DR. L. DIX*
refers to Professors and

respectable Physi-

cian*—many of whom commit him in critical cases,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experience, practice and observation.

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE !
be not robbed and add to your suffering* In being deceived by the lying boasts' misrepresentations, false
promises and pretensions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases, and lnee as to their cure
Some exhibit
of Institutions or Colleges, which
forged
never existed in any part of the world: others exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, ai known;
not only assuming and advertising in name* of those
inserted in the diplomas, but to farther their
tioa assume names of other most celebrated physicians long since deed. Neither be deceived by

diplomas

imposi-

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through

false certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose or coutradiet them; or who, besides, to
farther their imposition, copy from Medieal books
much that is written of the qualities and effects ol
different herbs sud plants, and ascribe all the same
to their Pills. Extracts, Specifics, ke most or which,
if not all, contain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief of its “curing everything.” but now known
to “kill more than is cured,” and those not killed,
constitutionally fajured lor life.

IGNORANf E OF OVACK.DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
nrougn toe.ignorance oi

me

qnici

iwcior.inow*

tag no other remedy, he relies anon Mercury, and
gives it to ail his patients in pills, drops, Ac., so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so*
called Extracts, Specific. Antidote, Ac., both reiving
upon its effect# in curing a fear in a hundred, it to
trumpeted in various ways throughout the land: but
alas

!

nothing

is said of the balance:

some

of whom

die, others grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until relieved or cared, if
possible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are kaowa to
some quack doctors and nostrum makers,yet. regardless of the life and health of others, there are those
among them who will even perjure themselves, contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or that it
is contained in their Nostrums, so that the “usual
fee” may be obtained for professedly coring, or “the
dollar" or “fraction of ltr* may be obtained far the
Nostrum. It la thus that many are deceived also .and
uselessly spend large amounts for experiments with

quackery.

DR. L DIX'8
charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and all may rely on him with the

to directions, which accompany each bottle.
Thi* Syrup is also a most valuable femilv cathartic,
to be always used when phvsic is required, especialty
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It it purely qf Vegetable
Ertracts. and always safe and reliable.

strictest secrecy and confidence, whs ever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States
Ail letters requiring advice mast contain one dollar
to insure an auswer.
Address Dr L. Dix, No. 21 Endicott atreeft.Boctoa,

Sold in New York by Hall k RrrHKL.218Gra
wich street; in Boston bv Gbo. C. Goodwin k Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists
8o!d iu Portland by U. U. HAY and all the princidecfiSm
pal Druggists.

Maas

TODD’S LUX SOI IS

Real Efttate at Auction.
T1TEshall sell at public auction on Tuesdav.March
YY
17th, at 3 o'clock P. M ou tiie premia's. House
No. 4 Brown Street, next to I>r. Gilman's on Free
and Brown street. It is a three story wooden house,
with basement—nearly new, built and finished of
best material aud in the most faithful manner. Con-

mortgage

Syrup

I« the first and only remedy ever offered to the public for the effectual removal of the Ascarides. or PinWorms, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two years, ana the
feet that it is fast sup-rseding all other worm remedies. is the best test of its great merit.

BUTCHERS', GROCERS', DRUGGISTS', CONFECTIONERS’and GOLD

icines,
SELF-ABUSK AND SOLITARY HABITS,

•

IaBMMiaHNMHK

In the

light,

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughe* has

for a uumber of years confined his attention to
disease* of a certain 'class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure
rhe remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of busiuess or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Temstm t
Charge* moderate, and a cure guaranteed
In all case*. Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
wheu all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of tbe patient: cure* without tbe disgusting and sickening effects of most otber
remedies; cures new cases in a few hours: cure* without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that th* blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. aud no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MF.N. who are troubled with seminal
bad habits In yonth,
weakness, generally caused
the effects of which aie pain and dizrines* in the
head, forget thine**, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

Furnishing Goods,

physician,

proudly

Infirmary.

delicacy.

CLOTHING,

WILL BK FORFEITED BY DR. L.
if failing to cure in less time than
more effectually and permaany other
nently, with less res'raint from occupation or fear of
exposure to nil weather, with safe and pleasant med-

♦prJvfvF DIX

Hotel

Established for the treatment t\f those ft it ease» is
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

which we will tell nt price# to auit the time#.
Portland. Nov, i», 1862.
dtf

Foreign

LITTLE, Aoeet,

DR. HUGHES'

OF THE

WOODMAN, TREE St

with

(>*ee SI F.rrkangt Strret.
money by seenring tickets at this

Eclectic Medical

Latest Styles of
READY-MADE

Falls.

dawtf

of

few well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
Gen. Winfield Scott.I SA. Dr Wilson.Uth at ,NY.
Gov Morgan, N Y State. Dr Ward. Newark. N. J.
Dr. J.R.Chilton.N.Y.Ctty. Dr Dougherty, Newark,
Dr. Parker. N. Y. City.
N J.
Dr*. DarcyA NIchoIl.New- Dr Marey. New York.
N.
J.
Dr.
ark,
Cummings,Portland.
Dr. Hayes. Boston.
tyNone genuine without the signature of “ALFRED STEER. Pnssaic, N. J.,” is over the cork of
each bottle.
or make one trial or this wine.
For sale by Druggists and aM first class dealers.
City and town Agents supplied by the Slate Com*
raissionera.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Tinbtarp—Passaic, New Jersey.
Officr—306 Broadway. New York.
JOHN LA EOT. Paris,
Agent for France and Germany.
Sold In Portland by H. H. HA Y,Druggist, Supply*
dec32 dly
ing Agent.
a

hold'*

Niaoara

June 33.

and Cassinieres.
STOCK

can Mrs

office.

House,

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,
Fancy Doeskins

W. D.

rr Yon

At 62 Middle Street,

Opposite the

aed

tyTiekets sold is l’ortland at lowest Boston rats

■>7

au*4dly

GARDINER &

RAILWAY,

Buffalo. DuaaiEE,

This road is beoad ocaob and is pro Tided
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

set
up in the best manner
All order* in city or country
personally attended to
I. D. MKHRILL.
JOHN BOND.
I. D. MERRILL.

yet
uegThey seem to pass even common observation,
and yet every part of the body is dependent upifto
none are

summer.
—

Portland. Ann. «. 1862.

Union Street,

FKOM

railway

NAVY

ESTABLISHMENT,

tant to health and comfort than the Eye and
and

WHARF.

Portland. Me.
je23tf
_

angTOdAwtf

Organs of the humau system

VO

S

Noa. 54 and 5tt Middle Street, Portland.

POOR RICHARD'S

EYE &■ EAR

NovrirtH-r 1st. 1WO. to May lut. ISffl. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be ac a need 36 per cent.
No Are wood will e conveyed between October 1st,
aud May 1st, 1 <3.
j 1662.
An advance in t e rate* of Are wood will take place
next summer, but m consequence of change* in the
i arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take Are woo I from certain place* on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for Are wood
to be carried o the
during the next season,
! they must nnd rstand that they wilfdo so at their own
risk, aud that the Com pap y will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice w ill be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations Are wood can be carried next

|

Cemnwrclal Street.-

BBT

AA1LWAI.

Maine State Agent, ITaehington. D. C

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Uee

in UAA

Notice to Woo* and Lumber jTferrhant*.

MALIU in

FOR FEMALES*

Passengers lor this mote will take the ears at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Port8. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Depots, in Portland.
Farmington Mav 6. 1W2
junettdtf

land

Street,

ALBERT WEBB St CO-

••

anary.4*<'^

w
a

*3

physicians

AKRA5GEMENT.

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
and Dixfield; returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New

Marble Chimney Piece*. Monumental Work and
Grinditonee.

[Copyright secured.)

Bollock.2}*

3jo>a4«

THOMPSON,

Is prepared to receive orders for

oc21 tf

doc 10 •odkwOn.26

..

00|

j

J. W. HATHAWAY.

**

Extra'Superior

Ossinee, Kewfield, Parsonsfield, Effingham,! reedom,
Madison, Eaton, l.«mington, Cornish. Porter, Ac.
pot 18
dan Carpenter, sup t.

BUMMER

Commnnicmtioui to be nddreeeed to

—

7j@ £
5i(c|

R.

No. 275 F

.ll).g|

....

At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Liinington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

Work.

Soldiers’ Relief

Planter*

12&12J

Hiram, Liinington, Brownfield,
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,

orders

!

—

..

pc

i

Steam and tjas Fittings of all descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
g.u».
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac.
Will devote his personal sttentio
to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
term.
IRA WINN. Agral.
declGdtf

IvT arble

Saccaranpa

Ac.. Ac,

and the

(until his
lor steam, gas and water pipes.

Saco River for Portland at 6.36 and 9.16 A. M. and
8.90 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A M
and
2 00 and 6 16 P. M
The 2.00 P. M. train ont. and ths 9.16 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with
passenger
car* attached.
Stage* connect at
daily forSouth Windham, Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham. for West Gorham, Standish, Steep

Falls, Baldwin,

{

;

UNION STREET,
shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any

iVAIME

*2*

Eggs,

deter-

See.

Fittings,

je28tf

($*12
10a lftj
"
..8 a8i
Koc belle Yellow. 3 ® 84
Eng. Ven. Ked-3 ® 8]
Litharge. Ill®
Ked Lead.

are

Corner af Pearl aad Federal Sia..

..

12 os.76 (ft
!>nty: Free.
FValfcrra.
Per ton Soft.2 268 2 50
Hard.2 00® 2 25
/hity 3n 4>c ad ral.
Live (ieese p lb .60 fa56 I»round.6 00®<3 26
Ku<wa.26 (®
Praviniaan.
Tish.
Duty Bref and Pork lc,
Duty: For 100 Tb* foreign Ixtrd, Baron and Hams
caught
Herring 9 1. 2r, Butler and Cheese 4c
Mackerel 92, Salmon 98; h’go MessbeefS 12 (®14
and all other pickled in Portland do.
.124 a 13
bbls. 91 60 P obi., other- P’tl’d ext. do.
14 814
wise 50c B art. From Pork, extra clear I94<a20
Pork, clear.18la 19
Prorinceffree.
Cod large
Pork, mess. 16» « 17
«jut..95»a5J
4 Pork, extra do
small.
14* a 15
3: Pork. Prime. 131814
Haddock.1« a 1* Ex Prime.14Vn 15
Hake,.1 75a2 00 Kouud Hogs. 7,a 74
9 a 10c
Herring.Shorel>bl.4 ® 4} Hom«..
do. I*abrador
none,
[ itv Smok’d Hams.9f®10
do. Scaled|>bx 80* .'16c
I*rodu. «•.
do. No. 1.20a26 Beef p qu’r p lb 74 (8 6
Mackerel
bbl.,
p dor .16 8 16
Potatoes, Pbbl.tl 4«*-a 1 50
Bay No. 2.10-d I04 niCKrns. ion vi
Lamb .7 *> 9
Bay No. 8.6 (a
Shore No. 1_13j a 14 lurkies. 12 (a 14
2.y m
ieese..9 ta 10
do. (medium).. 6 (a/ W Peal..64(@7
do. (small).&u 3j I'ickio*. 4> bbl-98(@ 9
Fruit.
Kire.
Duty: Lemons, Oranges, Duty: Cleaned l|c, PadHan ana* and Plantains
dy jcptb.
2ft |>c ad ral., A/mnntl* Mce V lb.8*
4c, and Shelled do. 6c l>
lb, Xuts and /fates 2c *ort I a nd distilled 70 (g73c
4> lb, ('urrants, Mgs, Vnlrralna.
Plums, Prunes and Rai- *aleratus |> lb..... 7*<@ 8c
sins 6c 4* lb, Citron 8>'
Ka II.
|>c ad ral.
Outy In bulk IHc, and in
Almonds—Jordan p lb.
bags 24c (p 100 lbs.
Soft Shell.20 a2ic rurk’s Is., p hhd
Shelled.
f*80
(8 bos.)_P8 iWVS3 26
Currant#.16 (a 16 Liverpool.3 00<@8 25
Citron.44 'a46
adiz.none
Pern Nut*. 9a 2; *ack* Salt. none.
ir’d Butter Salt 22 (@
Figs, common.... none.
New Fieme .18e<£ 22
Kinrrk.
Lemons, 4* box 92? « 3 fhsty 20 |?c ad ral.
Oranges— Messiua 8jo3) ’earl. .6|@8
Raisins,
Potato. 4 a 4*
Blue 4>cask.154*16 1 Sbot-plOOIba Pbf a in
Black.9* a lft [>ron.til a 12
Bunch |> box. 4 lft*4 15 Buck.
Laver.4 25a 4 3 v Soap.
Dates.7 'a. 9c fhity 86
ad ral.
Prune*..8^0,10 loathe & tjore’s, TrowFluur—Portland insp
bridge k Smith’s Kx97 25a 7 60 tra No. 1 $> tb...
Superfine
9*@ 91
Fancv .7 60d 7 76 Family do.8J* 81
Extra.8 (KX*8 37 So. 1.
Family.8 6ft<i8 76 Eagle No. 1.6* a 61
9 00a9 60 <tar.
6}
Western extras 8 12 d 8 60 astlle.16*<ai74
8 26 a 9 00 ’nine’s.9 *9]
family
superior 8 87 a 9
Spier*.
Ohio extra—8 25a8 60j fhity: dinger Pont 6c,
family.. .8 76a 9 00: (•round (linger 8c, PepCanada superNo.18 OOra, | per and Pimento 12c,
StLnuisFav Brnd* lft a Ilk
Clores 16c, Cassia bkJ,
Southern 111.do do.9? a lfti
Cassia Puds 20c, ('innaPetnpscn Family.. 11 i a 11 j num 26c. Mare and NutRye Flour....-4 a 4J: meq$ 80c $> lb.
CornMeal.4fa 4‘ ’assia (p fb.47 ®48c
Buckw’t Fl'r 4> lb
’loves.88 ait)
Grain.
Linger, (Kace)-.36 @86
Duty Com and Oats 10c. linger, (Africa) .86 «.36
Rye and Harley 16c. and dace.88 ai*0
Wheat 20c p 6m.
From Vint megs.98 (d96
Hr. Provinces free.
I’epper. 28 ;a.30
Rye.95 a 1 Oft I'imento.24 *26
Oat* .«ft u 62
Seed*.
South Yel.C’orn 108«106, fhity: Linseed !6c P bn.,
Com. Mixed ..1 0ft« 1 0&I Canary PI
MusBarley.1 05 a 1 20, tard 3c k> lb.
Short* 4> ton_923 a25 Ilerde CL rass.P3a 3 26
Fine Feed.27 (0,30 Western |<’lover .12 a 13
Grind ■tanrn.
Red Top.93 h* 3*
Duty Rough—free.
Linseed.3 a/
Rough, 4> ton-92fta26
4*
Dressed .35u40 1 Sugar.
Gnspswdrr.
fhity Me/aito2c .notXabore
Duty Valued at less thanI No. 12 24c, abort S’o. 12
2<*c 4* lb 6c. over 2ftc 6c
and not (ihorelb 3c. abort
4* lb and 20 |>c ad ral. | .Vo. 16 and not abort 20
Blasting.95V3> 6 i 8*c. abort No. 20 and reRifle and Sporting
fined 4c |> tb.
Hay.
‘ortland A.none.
Presas’d 4* net T.914 (*16
do.
AA.11 <@
Loose. .13 <£16
do.
Yellow.. none.
Hides aad Akins.
Extra Yellow.none.
Duty 10 |*c ait ral.
duscovado....
llfdpll 4
It. A. Hides.80 » 31
do.
in bond.9 (a 10
Western.21 'it 22 Havana Brown
11fdl2*
White
131«14
Slaughter Hides.. 6Vd;74c' do.
Calfskins.ll(£18 Vew Orleans.12 m 14
Calcutta Cow>ttabed .16 *16*

<*n »»d after Mondav, November 10,
will leave aa fclliiw., until timber

-S^^^Sr'rwin.
orders:

3 7

youth.

Whose Hair requires frequent dreeing the ZvInLais&tnum has no cqnal.
No lady's toili t
is complete without it

.3J(§
.8]<&

Tent

we

and Inealid,

a

%
3

BTAGB COEEECTIOBl.

■

No. 10. 80

aa

subscriber would inform his friends
THE
public, that he may be found at

I.

bush.^1

(a

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

MACHINERY,

ZYLOBALSAMUM,

Oft®

..

quality, and

CS*.

«

York Ac Cumberland Railroad.

best

PHYSICIANS'

Female,, Weakly Pereon,

►»

_Augusta,

jniaitf

Duty

"

COAL

FOUR YEARS OLD,

B

and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Nov. 16. 1863.
novl8

give good bargains to those who pay caah.
Office, Commercial St., head of Maine WhJ. I
SAWYER A WHITNEY.

&

Lewis Lead,
Boston Lead,
French Zinc,
Amer. Zinc,

requested to call,

FOR

For

STAGE COEEICTIOUB.

GENUINE LORREX T,

HIKE.

K4UBKI

AND

Choice Oporto Grape,

Stages leave Bath daily at 8 00 P. M., for Wiscascet, Darnariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland

Pare and Free Burning.

IAguorice,

f»c ad ral.
Havens.66c®
Bortiand, No. 8. 1 lo®
"
No. 10. 82 ft)
Navy, S'r, No. 8 I U9

Kendall’s Mills.

Hard and Soil Wood.

Magnesia

30

hum*

SPRING

are

KaH.,

wSerVjti* „!?

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OK THE CITY.

The public

Au.u.ta at 1 00 P M

Willou and Earllliugton ; and at Augu.ta with the Somerset A Ken.
nebec Railroad for Vaeealborn’,
dall's Mill, and ftkowhegan: and at Kradall'a win.
with the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad ror
ham. l*ittsti<;ld, Newport and Bancor.
Tickets sold in Boston for ail the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to

FOR CASH,

THE

for Bath and
the

Amlr.wcog.fn irainValBrun.wick for Lcwuitou, Livermore

connecting with

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Countrv ltifTMol
II Ud. Shooks.. 1 36 a 1 50
Anise and Orange, Iodine 50c, Tolu and ( Yudt Slash.126a 150
(V«m/>6or 80c. Relined do. lltx»P*.#»J ®35
4oc, Tartartc AeUl Hoc, Hackmatack Tim*
Cream Tartar, Citric
her, P tun.10® 16
M olnnnen.
Acid, Shellac, < 'opal, hamar and Gums used for fhtty
6c p gal.
like purposes 10c, Aloes, Cicnfiiegs. old-non#.
Chlorate qj Trinidad,old.42 8 44
Cuba clav#d,old. 36 (8 37
Potash, Carb.
do. tart
34 0 344
0c, Boracic Acid, Yellow do.
do. Muscovado 38 ®40
Prussiate Potash ana
New Orleans.
Bed do. 10c,
Oxalic Acid and Sugar Port land Syrup,hhds. none
«•<*.
bb)« 81
of Lead 4c. Asphaltum
and Bi-Chro. Potash 8c.
Kails.
Sago lie, Epsom Salts. Duty: fWlc. Wrought2c,
Liquorice Root, Bi-Carb Assorted 3c p lb.'
Soda, Caustic S*xla lc; Cask.*5 00 cash.
Castor Oil 60c V gal.,
Nnrnl Store*.
Morphine 92 |f oz.. Al- Ihity Turpentine, Botin,
um 60c V art., Copperas
IHtch, TarTbptadval.,
S. Turpentine 15c FffO/.
60c part.. Muriatic Acid 10 4>c ad ral., S/rong- Tar (foreign)P bb).#l3® 14
Isin- Pitch (Coal Tar) *48 4|
es, Assafatida.
glass Flor Sulphur. Sen- Rosin.18 ft 20
na. Arrowroot, Ginseng Turpentine pgal 3«6<fe3 75
20 4>c. Bleaching PowOaksnii
ders 30c
art., Saga Duty: Free.
60c pact., Sal Soda and American.8f@ 94
Sfpdu Ash jc |> lb, (Yude
Oil.
Brimstone 98 arut Boll
Sperm, Whale and
do. 96 P ton, Alcohol 40c
other Fish Oils of forP gal.
eign Hsheriet 20 f>c ad
Alump lb.4 <® 5c cal.. Linseed, /tempered
Aloe*.30 fa, 37 and Bantseed23c p gal.,
Arrow Koot.17 ($040
Olive 23c,
Salad' fiOc,
Borax.30 (a 33
Palm, Seal and CocoaBrimstone (roll).. Aka. 5
nut 10c p gal.
Bi-Carb. Soda.6j ®7 Portland kerosene
Sulphur.6 (ft 6{ llluminat’g Oil 60 (855c
Sal Soda....3_i a, 4 Machine.80 ® 82
Camphor.130a, 135 Clarine.
Cream Tartar.35 <*62 Sperm Winter. 2 08® 210
Logwood ex.14jo 15 Whale, ref. Wint 106(8106
do.
Crude.1
Magnesia .28 (*36
Indigo, M'la, flue 91 fa 2 Grand Hank and
Madder.17©* 18
Hay Chaleur *26 829
Shore.24 -826
Opium.910*
Khuharb.200*. 225 l.i n wed.#1 648167
Alcohol.1 20ft 1 25 Hoi led. 168.0.1 70
Fluid.1 36 «1 60 Lard Oil.1 08® 1 10
Cam phene. 8 75 a 3 80 Olive Oil.l*valK2
Salt|*etre.12 a 25 ( a>tor Oil. 2 35 a 2 40
Vitriol.16 ft 16 Neats foot Oil.... 116® 1 25
OaisasUrrwaMla*
Duty Free.
p bbl.*3 6283 75
Barwood
.2f®
P
36® 1 46
Brazil Wood.18 ®
mh
Pat int*.
Camwood .4 u 4] !>nty Os H'hifw1,»ad dry
or ground in oil and Bed
Fustic, Cuba .2fu
Sa van villa 2 a 24
Lead #2 40 V 100 tbs,
6
Hypcrnic.4*ft
Litharge 24c. Oxide of
Zinc 2jc p lb, /Yussian
Logwood,
(am peachy.2j*2i
Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
St. Domingo.2a 2/
Ye/lotr, Venetian Bed 26,
Extract Logwood. 13 a 14
Spanish Brorrn dry 20,
Me
Wood. (g
in oil do pc ait ral., Vel1’each
lore and>dher Ochres60c
4j
Bed
3j p 100 lbs, Paris White
"
.2
Sapan
®
dry 6t*c. in oil #160,
quercitron Bark. 2$iu. 2J WkUing 60c p 100 lbs.
Bed Sander*.3 (ft 6 P’tl’d I/rad.inoil.dlj^

Buck.

Leave

W6OO;

&

CHEAP

are

do. do. c’trv.l 25*] 60
75c, Cantkarides
Mattie, Ipecac, Rhubarb f.reenCo'y sa'd 1 100*1 20

I hi ty

iw^ton
I'ortlaad

i. w. UIUNGEK.

Coals
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

Heads.city 2•;'J (, 2 76
81, Hydriodatt Sugar do. city. .202n2,75

••

and Burton, at 10 .« A.
MAlm^rtln.B.1>tn l',,r,,»n'' "'th
,h* Androncoggla
H.iGoid to’r ii-i”"’!wick
*• Ul"rmor<! Ealla. Wilton and

liiNurnnre,

that may be wanted.

JanT d.3m

SPEER'S
PURE.

On mtiri after Wedneoday, Nor. I9th,
ista. pa»w;uger train, will leave as fol-

■

Long Wharf,

prepared to write any amount of

Fire and Life

MEDICAL.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

FOE SMITHS' USE.

••

Verdigris,

No. 166 Fore St., head of

CUMBERLAND

Draga and l>yea. Laths,.Spruce... 120*126
Duty: p lb— Oil ('inna do. Pine.126* 2 00
mon 82, Oil Altwmdt ant Ked Oak Staves
.30 *36
Otto <\f Rote 81 60, Oi\ Mol. II lid. Shooks
Clorefi
pntafih

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND H. R.

_

@16j
@19]
Manilla.17*@18j

ana

Removal !

JOHN'S,

100ft.8«j@
I'ig.oja
Pipe..

Cassia

RAILROADS.

MEDICAL.

[New

liergamot,

BUSINESS CARDS.

The undersigned has removed his Office to

Hard, retail.97 (£8

;^28

■

N.

I

Tal

LINE.

SEMI-WEEKLY

What maw be called the official answer is thus
versified in the Advertiser:

enough,

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Portland anti Boston Line.

A Charade

Soft,

HAIR

DYE!

market has been flooded for rears with differ
ent articles called llair Dves. w hich have never
satisfied
the expectation* of purchasers. The na
!
plus ultra has been reached at last iu TODD’8
and the article lias given entire satisI1AIK
DYE.
!
who ha* used it. It contains
; faction to every person
! no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
each bottle.
—which are very
One superiority ot'Todd’s Lux Softs klair Dye over
all others is. you do not have to cleanse thenairor
wash it before or after using the dve. and there is but
cue kind to be used, and that can be put ou the same
as oil snd water, without any trouble, uullk.i all other dves that have two or three different kinds to be
Thi* dye is peculiarly
applied every tithe u«ed
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you no not
have to washout the dye after putting it on. Unlike
allotherdves.it will color long hair, which other
dve* cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.

THE

f

simple—accompany

Boston. Jan.
mo

THE

IJ

special

prepared

Mo. 21 Endicott fttreet, Bestoi.
AH letters requiring advice mast contain one dol-

lar to

ensure au auswer.

™dly

Boston. Ian 1. IfiKS

Attend!
Gray Beards,
experieeee.
T»rm. rm'

AFTER
experiment.'] he*,

»t

Best

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
No. 74 Middle,corner of Exchange Street.
septl6tf

involution of Co-partnership.
the undersigned, have this day by mutual
consent dissolved partnership.
STEVEN8, B1BBEH k CO.

WE,

feb6d3w

The celebrated DR. L.

J. DIX particularly invites ail ladies who needs
Medical or Surgical adviser, to call at his Rootns.No.
which they will
21 Endicott street. Boston. Maw
accommodation.
find arranged for their
Dr. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, it is now conceded by all (both la
this countrv and in Europe) that be excels all other
known practitioners in the safe. speedy and effectual
treatment of all female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express parpose of removiog all diseases, such as d« bility, weakness. unnatural sunpraasiens. eulargen cats of the
womb. also, all discharges which flow from a morbid
The Doctor is now Dally
state of the blood.
to treat in his |*culiarstyle, both medically and sardiseases
all
of
the female sex, anu they are
gieally.
respectfhlly Invited to call at

tr For sale only at

Portland, February 4,1863.

1. \W.
LADIES.

end ;iui of
but (bund the

Dyo!

coloring Ueirln the world.
And «OT (briber, thet
meen It
Dve. and after trviog, does not
the money on returning me the
For

its contents.
I do not wish to

patht—r.

Agents
dressing
Oct

23

can

I •*, It boldly, end
I fen* on. b.,ii »,
like It. I will rcfhnd
bottle with one halt

sell it to any rebel,

or

rebel

tym

be supplied at wholesale prices by ad-

JOUR M. TODD, remind Mo.
dfcwtf.

m

